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PREFACE i

The Hughes Aircraft Company Pioneer Venus final report is based on

study task reports prepared during performance of the "System Design Study
of the Pioneer Spacecraft." These task reports were forwarded to Ames
Research Center as they were completed during the nine months study phase.

The significant results from these task reports, along with study results

developed after task report publication dates, are reviewed in this final

report to provide complete study docmnentation. Wherever appropriate_ the

task reports are cited by referencing a task number and Hughes report refer-
ence number. The task repoJ-ts can be made available to the reader specific-

ally xnterested in the details omitted in the final report for the sake of brevity.

This Pioneer Venus Study final report describes the follo%%ing baseline

configurations:

• "Thor/Delta Spacecraft Baseline*' is the baseline presented at

the midterm review on Z6 February 1973.

• "Atlas/Centaur Spacecraft Baseline" is the baseline resulting

from studies conducted since the midterm_ but prior to receipt

of the NASA execution phase RFP, and subsequent to d-cisions
to launch both the rnultiprobe and orbiter tnissions in 1978 and
use the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle.

• "Atlas/_bentaur Spacecraft Midterm Baseline" is the baseline i

presented at the Z5 February 1973 review and is only ased in the

launch vehicle utilization trade study, i

The use of the International Systen_ of Unit_ (SI) followed by other

units in parentheses implies that the principal nleasurements or calculations
were made in units other than Sl. The use of Sl units alone ixnplies that the

principal measurements or calculations were rnadc in SI units. All conver-
sion factors were obtained or derived from NASA SP-701Z (1969).

The llugtxes Aircraft Company final report consists of the following
doc %ttne nt s:

Volume 1 - b_xect_tive Sun_xxar Z -provides a sun_raary of the major
_[ssues _,n_i d-e_:isions reached during the course of the study. A brief
description of the Piuneer Venus Atlas/Centaur baseline spacecraft

and prt, bes is also l,rcsel:ted. !

.......-".... --" 00000001-TSA04



Volume 2 . Science - reviews science requirements, docu,nents the

sciencebloeculiar trade studies and describes the Hughes approach

for science implementation.

_Volun_lc 3-S),stems Analysis_ - documents the mission, systems,
operations, ground systems and reliability analysis conducted on
the Thor/Delta baseline des' ign.

Volume 4 - Probe Bus and Orbiter Spacecraft Vehicle Studies -
presents the configuration, structure_ thermal control and cabling
studies for the probe bus and orbiter. Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur
baseline descriptions are also presented.

Volume 5 - Probe Vehicle Studies - presents configuration,

aerodynamic and structure studies for the large and small probes

pressure vessel modules and deceleration modules. Pressure

vessel module thermal control and science integration are discussed.
Deceleration module heat shield, parachute and separation/despin
are presented. Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur baseline descriptions
are provided.

Volume 6 - Power Subsystem Studies

Volume 7 - Communication Subs)rst_.m Studies

Volume 8 - Command/Data Handling Subsysten?s Studies

Volume 9 - Altitude Control/Mechani.sm_Subsystem Studies

Volume lO "- Propulsion/iOrbit Insertic;n Subsystem Studies

Volumes 6 through I0 - discuss the respective subsystems for the

probe bus, probes, [nd orbiter. Each volume presents the sub-

system requirements, trade and design studies, Thor/Delta baseline
descriptions, and Atlas/Centaur baseline descriptions.

Volume II - Launch Vehicle Utilization - provides the comparison

between the l_io}iee', _ Vefius spacecraft system for the two launch
vehicles, 2hor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur. Cost analysis data is
presented also.

y_ol}._me lZ - International Coop_era_tip_} - documents Hughes suggested
alternatives to implement a cooperative erfurt with GSRO for the

orbiter mission. Recomrnendations were formulated prior to the
deletion of internatioaal coope ration.

Volume 13 - Prelivninar)[ Developmeat Plans - provides the
development and program management plans.

iv
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Volume 14 .. Test Planning Trades -documents studies conducted to

ete_ne the desir_tble testing appr¢l_ch for the Thor/Delta space- -;
craft system. Final Atlas/Centaur test plans are presented in
Volume 13.

Vol;ame 15 - Hughes IR_D Documentation - provides Hughes internal
document-_ -generated on indepei_dent research and development money
which relates to some aspects of the Pioneer Venus program. These
documents are referenced within the final report and are provi.dcd for
ready access by the reader.

Data Book -presents the latest Atlas/Centaur B_seline design in an
infc)rmal tabular and sketch format. The informal approach is used ,:
to provide the customer with the most current design with _he final
report. {
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1. SUMMARY

This volume discusses the requirements, trades, and, design
descriptionb for the probe bus and orbitee spacecraft configuration, struc-
ture_ thermal control, and harness. Designs are developed for Thor/Delta
and Atlas/Centaur launch vehicles with the latter selected as the final base-
1ine.

I. 1 MAJOR ISSUES

The principal NASA requirements for spacecralt desig_ are spin

stabilization, low cost, maximutn commonality of probe bus and orbiter

configurations and hardware. The nominal science payload is specified by

NASA for the probe bus, a large probe and three identical small probes,
and for the orbiter spacecraft.

The major issues examined in achieving the baselir_e design are shown
in Table I-I. Most of the significant configuration trades center around the

orbiter, and in particular, the constraints and performance in Venus orbit.

The probe bus design i_ influenced first by its primary function to transport

and separate the probes and the subsequent bus entry mission and, secondly,

by the goals of commonality with the orbiter in order to reduce development

cost. The specification of one large probe and the use of tangential velocity
from the bus spin rate to target three, identical small probes has essentially

eliminated any major configuration trade issues in this area.

Spin axis orientation is very important in Venus orbit because of
pointing requirements for science experiments and earth communications.

The earth pointing spin axis constrains science coverage throughout the
mission unles_ propellant consuming attitude maneuvers are employed
periodically. The associated solar angle variation greatly complicates
solar power and thermal design. Spin axis perpendicular to ecliptic pro-
rides uood science coverage with simpler power/thermal configuration.
The prob,:, bus retains spin axis orientation perpendicular to the ecliptic
d, trin_ cruise t(, prcscr e commonality with tl-.e orbiter.

With the spi_, axis perpendicular to ecliptic, the orbiter biuh ._ain
.'.mt(,nna (IKiA) self_cti, on narrows down |.,_ use of a mf_cIum_lcally or clc(trically
rlf:si)un a.t(,r_,m, (MDA _)r IqDA). (A stack of three I)icm_(, antc,,_nas was c',),,-
s ¢t,_vrd b,_ir_quJres cxcc;ssive transmitte_, pow(.r t:o _,e_,t t}.: ne_'r.,,sary I';RD).
Tb_, _ onfjguvaiion can arcr_rr_odat:e either an MDA -r EDA, but t:he MDA is

sr..l_,_'i:,d ba_r.d (m fl.i_ht ,._×perience cm many spacecraft (re, ently, I,_l:?]:sal IV,
'I.'_,l.,,,qa!.) and lower d(_ve[oprnt,.nt cost.

1-1
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Tilt, mechanical despin approach also offers more options in
ir1_ph, mt,ntation of the dual frequency (S/X band) radio occultation experi-
m_,m. Approaches involve m_unting a separate fixed X band horn with tho
,¢_band llGA or using a dual feed S/X HGA and using it either with an eleva-
ties driw_ (azinmth is by the despin system) or by processing the spacecraft.
The ._eparatc X band horn approach i:_ selected on the basis of lowest cost/
wei_4hi:, hi}4h reliability, and simple experiment/bus interfaces.

'I'h_, radar altimeter antenna selectio'-, - mechanically or el_t:tror_i¢'ally
._t_ered - i_ influenced by the range or orbit periapsis latitudes required and
po_._ibh_associated requirements to deploy the altimeter to provide a,dequate
viewing. The electronically-steered version is easier to integrate in this
regard, and does not couple to the spinning spacecraft dynamics. The.
requirements of velocity pointed experiments and radar altimeter antenna
viewing near periapsis are both satisfied over range of interest (0 to 60 ° N
and S) in periapsis latitudes by mounting the radar antenna on the forward
(HGA) end of the spacecraft along with the other experiments on the cqaip-
mcnt shelf. The accomodation era selected periapsis latitude requires only
the positioninp of the antenna at the appropriate fixed angle to the spin axis
by design of the support structure.

The magnetometer boom integration trade begins with the reduction
of spacecraft induced magnetic field at the sensor with increased boom length.
The cost of spacecraft magnetic cleanliness and controls over the boom
length of interest is traded against cost of boom development and issues of
'_long" boom design and integration, s"ch as methods of articulation, deploy-
ment, stowage, mounting locations, spacecraft dynamics, failure modes and
effect of spin rate, and orbit insertion acceleration. Along (4.4 m), three
link boom is selected for lowest program cost, bestscience performance,
and more favorable failure mode.

The selection of an orbit insertion motor impacts the configuration,
since it can be either liquid or solid, and its size is influenced by the desired
mi_sionflexibility. Mono-liquid approaches are too heavy because of their
low specific impulse. Biliquid systems are co_wpetitive with solids in system
weight, but are somewhat more difficult to integrate and relatively costly.
Existing solid motors are available, with some modifications, for all
orbiter mission opportunities in 1978 and 1980 and arc selected as the
lowest cost approach. The central thrust tube of the spacecraft is sized
to accornodate all candidate motors with modification only of the motor
attach ring structure.

The equipment shelf arrangeroent has been seh:cted as an opt, n shelf
rather t:l_an a compartt_t, ntized approach. Tim open shelf is structurally
li._.,.hicr, more accessible, and is lcss constraining in achievement oi _-r',as_
bala.r}('¢}, lower harness weight, and desired power dissipation distributioo
for thc:_'rual control. The aft (thrust tube) end of the spacecraft is seli_ct¢.:d

i for the'final louver radiatio_ as the four probes li,nit use of the forward _id_,.

The hntw_:rs arc rnout_ted on the aft side of the shelf cm the orbiter to r_la_n-
rain ¢'o,_r,_ouality with tbc probe bus. Use t,t" lemve_ '_, ,_,n the aft side, arid

('qllii)lt')¢rl_| ,m rhc forward side also facilitates access, experir:_ent into_,ratiot_

._ l - 3
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arm tll,,rmal blanket do:_ign and place,mona. '/'he shelf cot_llnon;_lity i.n fl,rlhor
incrt,,tsod }_ mai_ltainine Jdt,ntical ln._t.Mlation._ of tho,_o _nbs_-ston'_._ and/or
t'',,[J('t'llllt'llt _ tll&t ,l,r{' (?(Jnll'flOIl t() Imth spacecratt.

l'l.. lht,rnj;tl contrail ,Jl I)roljos wl_ih, on thv spa, t c.'aft ha.n lu,on ,,val-
uated wills the ,'t,;_dition Ilia| Imssivo tht,rvv_al ._.riaco toclmiqnes IJ_' 'aned t'_
})I'()VI(}¢_ iI, Illll'lJiYllltrl pP*',_BIIPO Vt'.qHl'] t_,n_ln,r;ll, uro prior t_ Vonu_ olllry.

Mooting this vcmdition produco:_ Low prob_: lo_nlmrature._ early in crui:it,,
requiring spacecraft power to prol_e Iteate,rs to maintain acceptable non-

operating temperature levels. An alternate desivn requires probe heater
used after separation loading to higher weight and volume in the probes,

Beryllium had been utilized selectively for required weight reduction
of spacecraft str_cture in the Tl_or/Delta design. Aluminum is selected for
tl, e Atlas/Centaur baseline for lower cost and risk.

Matrix-double density subminiature connectors (used on OSO-1)

using crimped contacts and _-4 AWG wire are selected in the wire harness
for lower cost. The alternates include microminiature connectors with
sol.dered contacts and g8 AWG wire.

The final major issue is the selection of the baseline mission set
of launch opportunities for multiprobe and orbiter missions. NASA-ARC
has di-'ected that both missions be planned for Atlas/Centaur launch
vehicles in 1978. A type I probe launch is planned for August 1978 with

separated spacecraft mass of 813 kg (I793 ibs) and a mass contingency of

150 kg {330 Ibs), which is 19 percent of the dry spacecraft mass less bus

science of 13.7 kg {30 ibs). The trade issue involves the trajectory and
Venus orbit selection for the orbiter. One possibility is an August 1978

launch {type I, 13° N periapsis in Venus orbit), which has a dry mass in

orbit of 40_ kg (892 Ibs) and contingency of 35 percent of the dry mass in
orbit less science of 47.5 kg (I05 Ibs). The orbiter type 1 case requires

a launch within several weeks of the multiprobe mission launch. The other

opportunity is a type II {56 o S) launch in May 1978 which has dry mass in

orbit of 290 kg {640 ibs) and contingency of i0 percent, This mission has
been selected as the orbiter baseline because of better mid-latitude science

coverage near periapsis and elimination of closely separated launches.
The HGA mast length has been selected to allow radar altimeter antenna
positions for all Latitudes between 1.3° and 56 ° (or hi_her). For example,
a 1980 orbiter type II (26 ° N) launch has a contingency of 17 percent and
can be aecomodated, by use of the TEM 616 orbit insertion motor {attach

ring modification) and modification to radar antenna support _tructure.

1. Z BASELINE DESCRIPTION

T'.,e spiu stabilized probe and ,_!'biter spacecraft conhgurations
devoh)pcci for launch tm the Atlas/Cei_t.aur art_ shown in cxph)ded views iu

Figure 1-1. 'the conLigurations are derived from flight-proven corrttl?tttl[cao,
lions satellites, particularly the Tclesat-Amk and lcature a hiF, h degree of
_;ubsystern l_ardwar¢: c,m'tmona[ity.

=................................................................................................................................XI.............i ..... ..... -,
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l_oth spacecraft ;,re de,_ignod for operation with spin axis perpendicular
to the echpti, ,,_, L,pt for mammvf, rs and periods _-uch as Irajectory ('orrt,c-

tim_, prol)p :rpl,,asp, bus entry, and _rhit insprtion, t

,; 'I'hp primary stru_t_Iral t,lt,mcnts con_m¢)n It) the, probe bus ;tnd I
t_r Ifil c r a rp tht, ct, ntr;tl t ol, icai ,thnninum thrust tu be, ;tItn-rJinu_r_ l_¢)ll_.-yct)ln IJ I
:sandwich equipment shelf, 1,' shelf support struts, and the, 26,t cm (100 in. )
dianu.tpr sol,'_r panel cylinder made, _ff fiberglass fact_ sheets :tad stun)into,.
Imnt, ycoml) cor_,, On the probe, bus, acc, ntral conical support ,s:ructure
with associated secondary structure att'xches to the upper end ¢_f the ihrust
lul)c to ;:upport lhe large probe and three mnall probes. The large prol., is
separated axially using springs; tl_e small probes are s!)in-scparated,

:I simultaneously, to minimize targeting errors due to induced nut,nthm,.
r, 0_ the orbiter, an esistin,_ quadrapod structure (from Telesat) attaches

to tim forward end of the thrust tube and supports the bearing and power
transfer assembly (BAPTA) used to mechanically despin the mast mounted,
8Z. 5 cm (3Z. 5 in. ) diameter S band Mgh gain antenna, and X band horn
(for the occulation experiment) and the forward omni antenna. The Ii,telsat
IV launch vehicle/spacecraft attach fitting is used with both spacecraft.

The hydrazine propulsion tanks and feed are supported oa the thrust
tube. Four radial and two axial thruster_ on the probe bus and f n_r -_ : .e.)
and three axial thrusters or the orbiter are attached through ". po_ _
structures to the equipment shelf. The thrusters provide re¢.'andancy in
trajectory correction, spin and attitude control. A solid-stat_ star sensor,
mounted on the shelf at an angle of 58 _ with the spin axis, and sun sensors
provide the required attitude re_erences.

On the orbiter, the case- _tretched TEM-521 solid propellant orbit
insertion motor i:_mounted on the motor attach ring internal to the thrust

tube. The bicone antenna is "cnounted inside the thrust tub_ on the probe
bus.

Five probe bus and nine orbiter experiments are installed,

principally, on the equipment shelf. Velocity pointed experiments are
positiorted for bus entry conditions and 'Venus orbit periapsis latitude.
The three-link, 4.4 m {14.5 ft) magnetometer boom is stowed just above
solar cylinder on the orbiter and is deployed, centrifugally, after initial
spacecraft spinup, in a plane perpendicular to the spin axis. The olec-
tronically steered radar altimeter antenna is positioned with its pointing
angle at 34 ° with the spin axis to provide required radar beam pointing near
the baseline orbit pcriapsis latitude of 56". Other latitudes are accomo-

. dated by varying the fixed angle of the radar antenna installati.m. 'Ihe
high gain antenna mast length is sufficient to allow repositioning for a
periapsis latitude of i3 ° witlmut RFI.

:3pacecraft sub_ystcn_ components art: also rnounte_ on the forward
-_:de of the shelf, Identical shelf installations are pla, nned for equipment
comnmn to pvob(_, bus arm orbiter. Ten (12) louver modules are mounted
on the aft side of the probe bus (orbiter) shelf for primary tbermal c,mtrol

1-6
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by radiation out of tit," aft _pacecraft cavity. The body of tho spacecraft is
t,llt'lt)_t,d on all external surfaces (except the outer solar panel cylinder)
with multilayer alunainized Kapton blankets. In the aft cavity, the blanket

is t_lacod over the solar panel cylinder, the outer thrust tube and tanks and ._
the aft _helf with cutouts at each louver module. ]i

i ,
The spacecraft mass summary is shown in Table 1-2 for the baseline

; missions, type I, 1978 for multiprobe and type n, 56 _ s, 1978 for orbiter.
The ,.,xperiment payloads used are those specified by NASA-ARC in April
1973 and include the recommended 15 percent experiment contingency. The
orbiter experiment payload has been increased by Z. 13 kg (4.7 lbs) to
account fox" the current Hughes estimate of the additional mass (over the
NASA-ARC allowance) required to implement the dual frequency occultation
experiment.

TABLE 1-Z. SPACECRAFT MASS SUMMARY

Multiprobe Orbiter
Item Kg (Lb) Kg (Lb)

Bus (dry) 191.5 ( 4ZZ. 1) 217.._ ( 479. _)

Large probe':' 245. 1 (540.4)

Small probe (3)':"::-" ]90, 8 ( 4)0, 6) ...........

Spacecraft subtotal 6Z7.4 (1383, I) ZI7. 6 ( 479, 7)

Contingency 149.6 (_,29.8) Z5.3 ( _5.8)

Experiments (bus or spacecraft 13.7 (30.3) 47.5 (104.3)

SFacecraft total (dry) 790.7 (1743. Z) 290.4 (640,3)

Propellant and pressurant 22.4 (49.4) Z7.0 (59.4)

Orbit insertion motor ..... 143.3 (316.0)
expendables

; Spacecraft total (wet) 813. 1 (1792.6) 460.7 (1015.7)

Spacecraft attach fitting 31.3 ( 69.0) 31,3 ( 69.0)

Launch Vehicle Payload 844.4 (1861.6) 49Z. 0 (1084.7)

::_ [n cludt_,_ _1.6 kg (69.7 lbs) for experiments
:: Iz_t:]ud,:,_; Z. 6 kg (5.8 lbs) for experiments (fox one probe)

!¸-.7
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2. INTRODUCTION

_This volume discusses the probe bus and orbiter spacecraft studies

i performed during the Pioneer Venus Systems Design Study i.nitiated

Z October 1972. The volume content is limited to vehicular aspects, such

as spacecraft configuration, structure, thermal control, and harness.
Other spacecraft and probe subsystems are discussed in subsequent

volumes. Each section on these vehicular _ubjects includes a discussion

-i of requirements, trades studies, a description of the baseline design for

) the Thor/Delta launch vehicle and a description of the final Atlas/Centaur

baseline design. These discussions constitute the final report material in
satisfaction of selected tasks in subsections Z.l, General Tasks, and 2.2,

- Design, in the Statement of Work of the Pioneer Venus Mission Systems

_ Design Study, Z-1750Z, Revision Z, 7 November 197Z and the accompanying
requirements specification.

The Study was initiated using the Thor/Delta launch vehicle. Revi-

sion 2 of the Statement of Work included an additional parallel study of a
_ design for the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle. Use of the Atlas/Centaur

was predicated on using the greater launch vehicle payload we;ght and

volume for the purpose of achieving low cost objectives. The two base-
line designs were developed and evaluated, including cost and weight trades,

and presented at the midterm review of the Systems Design Study on

February Z6 andZ7, 1973. Due to phasing of the study, the major trades

and issues at midterm were based to greater extent on the Thor/Delta
baseline and this is reflected in the final report content. Most of the

trades, however, apply in their principal conclusions to the Atlas/Centaur

de_ign.

Subsequent to the midterm review, NASA-ARC on 13 April 1973

redirected the ba].ance of the study effort exclusively to the Atlas/Centaur

baseline with both multiprobe and orbiter missions to be launched in the

197_ oppc_rtunities. Amodified science experiment payloadwas also
included in this r(.dircction. The subsections on Atlas/Centaur baseline

in this volume arc,, therefore, responsive to the April redirectfon. The

subsections also in<lude, as required, some additional trade studies

pertinent to the Atlas/Centau1" design. The Thor/Delta basclinc descriptiun

subsections refc_ to that design presented at the m_dterrn review.

2-1
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3. CONFIGURATION

Probe bus and orbiter spacecraft configurations have been designed

in accordance with basic requirements for spin stabilization, maximum

commonality and low cost spacecraft subsystems. Major configuration/
structure elements such as equipi_ent shelves, struts, thrust tube propul-

sion tank installations, solar panel cylindrical substrates are designs

common to the probe bus and orbiter. The configuration approach includes

use of a mechnically despun antenna (MDA) on the orbiter and is derived

! from flight-proven Hughes commercial and military satellites, particularly
the AN!K-Telesat. The study includes designs for both Thor/Delta and
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicles.

The principal configuration trade issues and appoaches are summar-

ized in Table 3-I. The selections resulting from these trade studies have

resulted in configurations with spin axis orientation perpendicular to the

ecliptic except for transient periods of trajectory correction, proba release,

probe bus entry, and orbit insertion. Attitude references are provided by
sun and star sensors. Attitude/spin controland trajectory corrections are

provided by axial and radial hydrazine thrusters.

The probe bus targets the large probe by separating the i_robe along

the spacecraft spin axis. Later, three small probes are released simul-

taneously and acquire lateral velocity for target separation from the probe

bus spin rate.

The orbiter uses flight-proven, mechanical despin technology to point

the parabolic high gain antenna toward earth. A separate X-band antenna

is mounted with the HGA Atlas/Centaur baseline for the occultation experi-
ment. An electronically steered radar altimeter antenna is positioned to

various orbit periapsi,_ latitudes. Existing solid propel].ant rocket motors are

available to accon_rnod,Lte the range of orbit insertion impulse required for

the launch vehicles al_d mis,}ion opportunities studied. The magnetometer

boom integr_ition is more difficult on Thor/D_,Ita because of weight [imitations

and specifications limiting spacecraft unb,dance during boost. A longer boom
is used on the Atlas/Centaur design to reduce the cost of magnetic cleanliness

i for the spacecraft.

An open equipment shelf design allows maximum flexibility _or
" installit_g common hardware in probe bus anti orbiter without compromising
il spacecraft balance a_t] therrna] design.

!,
6
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Spacecraft weight wa_ a substantial problem with the Thor/Delta
launch vehicles. Relatively expensive weight reductions were implemented
in the midterm design to attain even marginal weight contingency of 6 to 7
percent for eithermisslon. The reductions involved use of beryllium in
spacecraft and probe aeroshell structures and large scale integrated (L_I}
circuits in spacecraft and probe command and data handling subsystems.

in contrast, the Atlas/Centaur 20 for thecontingency was over percent
allowable launch mass and mission sets applicable at midterm {probe, type

_- I, 1977; orbiter, type I, 1978).

i_ In April, experiment payloads were revised, probe and orbiter
launches were both planned for 1978, and allowable Atlas/Centaur payload

!i_ was increased by 75 kg (165 Ib). The trade of type I vs. type IItrajectories
! and associated periapsis latitudeswas reviewed for Atlas/Centaur and re-

i_ sulted in selection of type I for the probe mission and type II, 56 ° S periapsis
_- for the orbiter. The launch weight contingency for the current baseline
i--' mission/spacecraft design is 19.3 percent for the probe mission and I0.4___',

percent for the orbiter mission.

3. 1 REQUIREMENTS

i_ The spacecraft designs for the two proposed Pioneer Venus missions,
!- probe and orbiter, are influenced by a combination of requirements imposed

by several areas. While some of these are common for both missions and

can be accommodated in similar fashion, others are unique to each space-
craft.

i

The initialrequirements on the designs are delineated in the Systems
Design Study Specification and Sta_'ment of Work. These documents direct
that for both missions the spacecraft shall be spin stabilized, and provide
maximum commonality between probe bus and orbiter spacecraft systems

[ and subsystems consistent with mission objectives and performance require-
ments.

On the multiprobe mission, the large and smali probes and the probe
i bus are targeted to the desired impact sites by orienting the probe bus to
i the desired direction. The large probe is separated ir an axial direction

relative to the spacecraft, the small probes are separated in the same direc-
tion but are given a lateral component of velocxtt from the spacecraft spin
rate (=70 rpm at separation). Therefore, the configuration must provide for
i_terference-free axial and lateral separation paths for the four probes and
the ability to change spi.n rate. Also, the small probes must be arranged
symmetrically _tbout the spin axis for static and dynamic balance which
results ina symmetrical targeting since, for effective separation, the small
probes must be separated simultaneot_sly. A final reorientation is _nade
for targeting the probe bus for entry with spin axis orier_tated along the
earth line and close to the w;locity vector.

For the orbiter mission the selection of a type I or type II transit
trajectory deterx_ines the size of the orbit insertion motor that must be
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accommodated by the configuration. It also establishes the range of periapsis
latitudes that arc available. The selection of a latitude establishes pointing

angle requirements for those experiments that desire orientation in the
direction of velocity at periapsis or ior the radar altimeter which points
along the planet radius vector.

A nominal payload of science experiments was established for each
mission and these are discussed in Volume Z. Most of the experiments have

desired line ol sight angles relative to the spacecraft and need unobstructed

fle]ds of view to permit their proper operation. Also, the neutral mass

spectrometer, assumed to be of the magnetically focused type, znust be
located remotely from those instrun_ents affected by a magnetic field such

as a magnetometer, retarding potential analyzer, electronic temperature

probe and ion mass spectrometer. These require,nents thus impose limita-
tions to the locations of the experiments on the spacecraft. Velocity oriented

experinlents must be installed on tileprobe bus for proper attitude during

bus entry and on the orbiter for near-periapsis operations. !

The final spacecraft configuration is the end result of integrating the

subsysten%s necessary for accomplishment of the mission. The individual

subbystem requirements, mass, volume, and form factor and their inter-
actio,, with each are all factors to be dealt with in establishing the best

arrangement. For subsystem units that are to be shelf mounted, considera-

tion must be given to their locations for reasons of mass balance, thermal
distributions, interconnect harness lengths to minimize line losses, in

addition to functional arrangement. The need for maintaining unobstructed
fields for attitude control sensors and r_ antenna beams, prevention of solar

array shadowing, clearance from motor exhaust plumes, are some of the

requirements affecting the external arrangement.

Two different launch vehicles are considered, Thor/Delta and the

Atlas/Centaur. The major areas of constraint to the spacecraft for each

launch vehicle as shown in the Design Study Specification Appendices C and

D, are noted in Table 3-2.

3. Z TRADES

i The principal trade considerations in development of the probe bus

and orbiter spacecraft configurations are presented in this subsection.
Most of these trades were conducted for Thor/Delta design conditions, how-

ever, most of the results apply to Atlas/Centaur versions. Additiooal

trades performed specifically for the final Atlas/Centaur baseline design
are discussed in subsection 3.4.

_j_in Axis Orientation

Spacecraft spin axis orientation is a drivi,,g factor in configuration

and subsystem design On the orbiter, orientation is critical to the viewing
direction of the science experiments over the Ventlsia_ year. The science

i _ coverage and nlJssion trades of this selection are discussed in Volumes Z
r 4D .:'I and "_, Fho spacecraft design trades are sumroarized in this vohmne.
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TABLE 3-2. CONFIGURATION CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED
BY THE LAUNCH VEHICLES

C onfigu ration Cons traints 'thor/Delta Atlas/C entau r

Maximum probe bus 405, 65 kg (894. 3 lb) 844.4 kg ( 186,1.6 lb)
payload mass (includes (includes telemetry
_pacecraft adapter) unit)

Maximum orbiter pay- 314.38 kg (693. 1 lb) 492 kg ( 1084.7 lb)
load mass (includes (includes telemetry
spac e c raft adapter ) unit)

Maximum payload 218.4 cm (86.0 in. ) Z66.7 cm ( 105 in. )
diameter (launch
configuration)

Spacecraft c.m. alignment c.m. offset to space- Not specified
(launch configuration) craft centerline no

greater than O. 38 mm
(0.015 in. )

i Spacecraft inertial axis Principal axis of Not specified
alignment (launch inertia tilt not

_- configuration) greater than O.002
rad (0 1 deg)

Launch vehicle spin rates Spin rates up _o Spin rates up to
100 rpm 12 rpm-optional

(if Delta spin table
and adapter used,
spin rates up to
120 rpm-optional}

Maximum center of mass 107 cm (4Z in, ) for Not specified

height above separation 408 kg (900 lb) pay-
plane load on 63, 5 cm

(25 in.) adapter

Adapter or attach fitting 45.7 cm (18.0 in.} 94 cn_ (37.0 in.}
interface diameter option_ 63. 5 or,,(25.0 in.) 113 cm (44.5 in.)

] 94 crn (_7. 0 in.) 140 crn (55.0 in.)
L
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Figure 3-I illustrates the options on spin ax.!s orientation for the

orbiter: 1) perpendicular to the ecliptic, 2) directed to the earth, and _l)
perpendicular to the orbit plane around Venus. Also shownare configura-
tion approaches compatible with the particular spin axis orientation. Con..
figuration A requires use of a despun antenna system (MDA is shown) for
the data rates in th _.orbital phase of the mission and uses a cylindrical
solar panel with thermal louvers on bottom surface of the equipment shelf.
Large solar angle variations occur for configuration IB (Figure 3-1) requiring
use of solar panels on fore and aft surfaces of the spacecraft in addition to
that on the cylindrical surface. The solar angle variation also complicates

the thermal design (see subsection 5.Z) and requires a capability of radiating

from both ends of the spacecraft with the associated need for additional

louvers and shelf area. Configuration B uses an earth pointing high gain

antenna (HGA) and spacecraft spin for use in a conical scar, as an attitude
reference. Attitude reference studies (Volurne 9) have shown, however,

that configuration B also requires a star sensor for spin sector reference.

The science coverage studies (Volume Z) indicate the spln axis per-

pendicular to the ecliptic is preferred (case I, Figure 3-I) to the earth i

pointing mode (case Z). Case 3, perpendicular to Venus orbit plane is well-

suited for plan_-t and velocity pointed experiments hut requires a reorienta-

tion on every orbit for downlink data dun%p near apoapsis. This maneuver is

costly in propellant (see Figure 3-Z,%and is restrictive operationally.

Table 3-3 summarizes the major issues in the Thor/Delta orbiter

spacecraft mechanization trades as a function of spin axis orientation. The

structure and adapter mass increase for configuration B as a rosult of
thermal/power complexity and the method of integrating the 81 cm (32 in)

HGA. The weight is crucial for a Thor/Delta mission and, combined with

the science and operations factors, results in one more factor to favor the

spin axis perpendicular tc ecliptic for the baseline. The weight trade is also

significant for the Atlas/Centaur mission particularly for the 1978 t.ype If

orbiter mission. Note that accommodation of an occultation experiment,

with an elevation excursion of + 20 deg would probably require reorientation

of the spacecraft for configura_on B. The antenna positioning aspects are

major complications to configuration B but only minor extensions of configura-
tion A (when using an MDA).

The largest cost element in the trade is the despun system consisting

of the bearing and transfer assembly (BAPTA) and the associated despun
electronics which is estimated at $1. 5 M in configurationA, The cost of

added solar panel, structure and thermal design complexity of configuration
B is estimated to be within $300 to 400 K of the above cost of the despun

system.

Spin axis perpendicular to the ecliptic is selected for the orbiter
bast,]Jne bec_tttse of:

l) Improved science instrument pointing and coverage over mission
life
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2) Simpler power anti thermal design

3) l,ower weight

Spin axis perpendicular to ecliptic is used on the probe bus spacecraft
in cruise phase for commonality with the orbiter spacecraft. Off-normal

angles occur only tra,mientl_ for trajectory correction, probe release
• ._aneuvers, and during bus entry.

[_i_h Gain Antenna Approacheu for the Orbi.ter

The orbiter spacecxaft requires a high gain antenna for data trans-
mission in Venus orbit. The trade consideration between mechanically
despun antenna (MDA) or electrically despun antenna (EDA) approaches has
been evaluated in Volumes 3 and 7. The impact on spacecraft configuration
and weight will be reviewed herein. The principal trades were made for
the midterm Thor/Delta design, but the conclusions apply generally to the
Atlas/Centaur version.

A comparison for the various antenna approaches, based on signifi-

cant performance parameters and relative weights, is shown in Table 3-4

for the Thor/Delta design. The common performance parameter used was

to design each system to essentially the same ERP.

The MDA candidate configuration designed for spin axis perpendicular
to the ecliptic is described in subsection 3.4. The MDA is a focal point fed,
82.5 cm (32.5 in) diameter, 23. 5 dBi gain, parabolic reflector antenna. Two
configurations using alternate EDA approaches are shown in Figure 3-3.
The EDA preliminary designs are taken from a Texas Instrument Study. The
separate EDA design is similar to the TI nominal. The integrated EDA is
built into an extension of the solar panel.

i Also shown in Table 3-4 is a summary of parameters obtained fromARC for a Philco-Ford SMS antenna adapted for Pioneer Venus. The weight

trade shows the MDA baseline and separable EDA design as comparable. The

_ integrated EDA solar panel design appears to offer no real advantages and

I complicates somewhat the commonality of the solar cell array cylinder with: the probe bus. The weight penalty of the SMS design is prohibitive for the
Thor/Delta mission and is significant for the Atlas/Centaur type II 1978

orbiter mission.

[: A summary of other selection factors is listed in Table 3-5. The
despin system consisting of the bearing and power transfer assembly (BAP A)
and the despin control electronics (DCE) has been used on many Hughes flight
spacecraft with a. rnission lifetime up to 7 years. The MDA approach, there-

fore, represents flight-proven technology. It i_ estimated that the cost of
development of an EDA would equal or exceed cost of providing the MDA sys-
tem. The MI.'A also will accommodate, relatively easily, radio science

capability such as two ,tirnens_onal steering or dual-frequency occultation.
Based on the factors presented, the MDA ha_ been selected in the orbiter
configuration ba sel inc.
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I TABLI_] 3-5. SUMMARY OF OTItER MDA/EI3A

SELE'CTION FACTORS

Ilughes Baseline
Consideration MDA TI EDA

Technological Flight proven Hughes Predevelopment status
maturity technology

Reliability Good. Possible Good. Graceful
single point failure degradation with dis-
with BAPTA trib uted amplifier

module failures

Magnetic cleanliness Motor requires corn- Good
pensation

Radio science Easy dual-frequency Difficult. Beamform-
accommodation and two dimensional ing phasing must be

steering modification_ compensated

owth capability Good. Lumped amp- Limited without com-
lifierdesign allows plete system redesign
easy growth

Radar Altimeter Inte._.ration and Orbiter Periapsis Latitude

The possible periapsis latitudes for the Thor/Delta mis3ion are:

• Type I transit trajectory: 4° to 13° N latitude;81° to 90° S
latitude

• Type II transit trajectory: 21 ° to 3I ° N latitude; 45 ° to 55 ° S
latitude

The selection of the periapsis latitude and the spacecraft spin axis orientation
defines required pointing angles for the radar antenna relative to the space-
craft. These angles along with the antenna beam field of view combine
to place restrictions on the science iustrument location on the spacecraft.

The altin cter experiment objective is to measure surface height
variation, ref[ec,ivity and roughness at an orhit altitude range of 1000 km
and lower. For a 26o N latitude periapsis this corresponds approximately
to a line of sight from the spacecraft spit_ axis from 19 to 109 dog as periap-
sis is approached and then passed (see Fif_ure 3-4}. The altirneter rf bears
must be steered in elevation + 45 dog from the nominal pointing angle in
ord,__:r to r_aintain a iine of sight in the orbit plane, normal to the pla_,et
surface. B.¢ mounting the antenna or, the spinning seetio_ of the spacecraft,
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the planet will be scanned in azimuth once per spacecraft revolution, permitting
the planet subspacecraft surface to be mapped.

Two methods of implementing the elevation scan were given by NASA/
ARC. One uses a focal point fed elliptical paraboloid for the antenna and ele-

vation steering is provided by a mechanically driven single axis gimbal. The

other option is a Izlanar array with electronic beam steering in the elevation

plane.

The mechanically steered antenna must be positioned on the spacecraft

to not only provide for an unobstructed rf beam but also assure the volume
swept by the reflector during scan is clear. In addition, the mass movement

of the antenna during scanning must be considered in the spacecraft dynamics.

However, the electronically-steered radar antenna only requires the rf beam

field to be kept clear, and since no mass is moved during the operation, it

has no affect on spacecraft dynamics. The electronic scan planar array was

assumed for baseline on the basis of least complexity el integration and
dynamic affects to the spacecraft.

Figure 3-5 depicts an aft installation for a mechanically steered

version of the radar antenna, with pointing angles for a near equatorial peri-

_psis orbit. Also shown in Figure 3-5 is the forward installation of an

electronically steered planar array type with pointing angles for higher
latitude periapsis.

The spacecraft orientation in orbit is such that the forward end is in

_ the direction of velocity at periapsis to accommodate other science experi-

r meat pointing requirements. Hence, the radar antenna line of sight initially

:_ desires to be offset from the spin axis in a forward direction. The planar
" array can be located on either the aft or forward end of the spacecraft. An-

tenna installation on the aft end of the spacecraft would need a deployment
scheme to place the antenna outside the solar panel periphery to maintain an

interference free field of view in the elevation plane for all but near equitor-
ial latitudes. The required extension gets greater with increase of latitude[

increasing dynamic balance problems. Another area of concern for aft

installation is insertion motor plume beating, necessitating thermal protection.

Installing the antenna at the forward end of the spacecraft will permit
latitudes above 4 deg to be accommodated without requiring deployable

schemes and eliminates potential plume impingement problems. In addition,

the d)rnemic balance problem is minimized because the antenna is nearer the

spacecraft center of gravity. However, this location does require a higher
mast for the S-band HGA (see Figure 3-55). The maximurti mast length

:increase is associated with type I near equatorial latitudes and is estnna.ted

to be approximately 45. 7 crn (18 in). The higher latitudes require le,*,smast

height.

On the Thor/l)_lta baseline, the radar aTlte_ma is installed on the for-

ward end of the soacecraft, elirninatb_g deployment mechanisrr, s, plume
heating protection, and reducing cour,terbalancing whit:hmi_imize weight and
corr_plexity. Ar_ additio_aJ benefit from the forward installation is realized if
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it becomes aesirous to change the transit trajectory from type II - Z6 ° N
periapsis latitude to the southern range of latitudes or to type I near equa-
torial latitudes since this change in latitude can be accommodated by the

antenna with no difficulty. For southern periapsis latitude, the spacecraft
orientation is inverted and, in orbit, the HGA, radar altimeter and star

sensor would be toward the northern hemisphere. For latitudes higher than

the baseline selection, the HGA mast can either be reduced in overall height
or left unchanged, and for latitudes below Z6 dog, a slight inc.rease in mast
height and weight is necessary to maintain an unobstructed field of view
between the HGA and the radar altimeter.

Liquid Versus Solid Propellant for Orbit Insertion

A major subsystem selection influencing orbiter con figuration is the
type of orbit insertion motor - solid or liquid. Monopropellant systems have

too low a specific impulse for this application (see Volume 10). An existing
biproepllant system was reviewed (also with rega'rd to International Coopera-
tion approaches, Volume 13) for application to the _ Thor/Delta buseline.

Figure 3-6 shows a slightly modified, 400 N (90 lbf) thrust, biliquid system.
developed by Messerschmitt-Boelko-Blohrn (MBB) for the Symphonic
satellite.

The existing propellant tank has a usable capacity of 148 kg (326 Ib),
more than adequate for type I and II Thor/Delta missions and for some Atlas/
Centaur missions. The principal modification is relocation of the helium

tanks to fit within the orbiter thrust tube which has been tapered slightly to
accept main tank.

The dry mass of the biliquid system was estimated at about 19 kg
(4Z lb) versus about I0 kg (_-ZIb) cn_ the modlfied (shortened) TEM-SZl solid

motor (Thor/Delta baseline), The higher specific irnpluse of the biliquid

(300 to 305 sec versus Z86 sec for the solid) would allow about 3.6 kg (8 Ib)
increase in dry mass in orbit which combined with the difference in inert

motor mass stillproduces an in-orbit pena]ty of about 5 to 6 kg (II to 13 Ib)

for the liquid design. The liquid syster_, offers some potential possible

advantages in mission flexibility. However, with adequate lead time pro-

visions, the solid znotors can be rnodified/s_zed to accommodate a range of
acceptable mission opportunities (see Volume 10). The program cost in-
crease in using the biliquid system is estimated to be in excess of $I,0M.

In vicw" of the cost and weight factors, the solid motor has been

selected for the orbiter baseline. The thrust tube has been sized to accommo-

date the solid Inotors applicable to type I or type II missions for Thor/Delta
or Atlas/Centaur

The midterm baseline instrume:nt payloads for both prob(' bus and
orbiter spacecraft included a magn¢'tometer experiment. The instrument
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will be used to measure interplanetary magnetic fields in addition to those
fields at Venus. Therefore, it will he operative throughout the mission
starting with separation of the spacecraft from the launch vehicle.

The sensitivity of the sensor dictates that it be remotely located from
the spacecraft to minimize the magnetic .nfluences of the spacecraft. The
Thor/Delta magnetometer is deployed 107 cm (42 in) from any surface, in
a plane perpendicular to the spacecraft spin at.is (Volume 2, Task No. EX-15).
The spacecraft induced magnetic field with the magnetometer on the 107 cm
boom is 17 _ (magnetized} and 2. 5 ¥ {demagnetized}. These levels of magne-
tic field require magnetic cleanliness controls on design, parts and materials
wzth an estimated total program cost of about $1.4 M.

The launch vehicle payload envelope precludes a magnetorneter
fixed radial placement of 107 cm; therefore, it is necessary to consider the
use of a boom installation. The boom will be stowed during the launch se-
quence and deployed to the desired position after separation from the launch
vehicle. The boom design must have minimum impact on spacecraft balance
and the location must not compromise other subsystems.

The 107 cm (4Z in) clearance from spacecraft structure is achievable
by placement of the magnetometer on a boom extended radially from the
spacecraft and in a plane located generally aft, at midpoint, or forward of
the solar array structural cylinder. The major considerations for probe
bus and orbiter in each of these areas are summarized in Table 3-6. Probe

bus magnetometer placement in the plane forward of the structural cylinder
must not interfere with small probe release. A small probe separation study
indicated a radial boom position adjacent to a probe, on the leading spin
side, provides maximum in plane clearance with the probe separation path.
For the boom length being considered an adequate clearance wil! exist.

A boom located in the aft plane preseuts a more difficult spacecraft
dynamic balance problem, as well as structural support weight penalties and
solar panel shadowing (sun angles > Z deg) for both the orbiter and bus
spacecraft. The orbiter insertion motor plume heating and impingement
effects on the magnetometer may require additional thermal protection
aggravating the dynamic b:._lan¢'.e and increasing the weight penalty for the
orbiter.

As noted in Table 3-6, the midplane is approximately equal to the
forward plane location except for solar panel shadowing by the boom and
magnetometer, at aH sun angles, wbichmakes this an unacceptable approach.

The forward plane installation design (see Volume 9} weighs I. 36 kg
(3.0 lb) including deploTment mechanism and boom, plus 0, 54 kg (l.2 lb)
*,.or the magnetometer sensor.

The spacecraft must be balanced in the mission operational configura-
tion so that the spin axis and the spacecraft centerline are ,:oir_cident. This
is to ensure proper separation of th(' four probes from the probe h_s and
prevent mJsal_gnrnent ,_f experim(_nt po_ntiT_ ar_gles due to spacecraft wobble,
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When the boom is in the stowed position the orbiter spacecraft center of mass
(c.m.)shiftslateralIy _5.3 nnm(0.2! in.)andthc principal axis tiltof_,0.011
tad {0.62 deg) occurs. These values are in excess of the Thor/Delta launch
vehicle requirement noted in System Design SpecificationNo. 2-17502,
Appendix C. A Thor/Delta spacecraft launch configuration c.m. offsetfrom
its centerline is required to be no greater than 0.38 mm (0.015 in.) and the
principal axis of inertia tilt not greater than 0, 00Z tad (0. 1 deg). It is noted
that the August 1972 revision of the Delta Spacecraft Design Restraints
Manual DAC-61687 allows c.m. offset of 0. 13 cm (0.05 in. ) and spin axis tit;
of 0.020 rad {1.4 deg). The Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle does not have
requirements of this nature.

The direct approach to solve the axis tiltand c.m. shiftproblem is to
stow and deploy a dummy magnetometer on a boom diametrically opposite
of the magnetometer. The weight increase is a severe penalty for the Thor/
Delta spacecraft.

Some reduction in the c.m. offset may be realized by selectively
locating the 8.4 kg (18.5 lb) telemetry kit that is attached to the space-
craft adapter.

The use of a longer boom was investigated to reduce cost of a magnetic
control program. The Thor/Delta spacecraft boom length was increased to
3.05 m ( 10.0 ft). A counterbalance boom is required to satisfy the balance
requirement for the Thor/Delta launch vehicle as demonstrated in Table 3-7.
The net total program savings (reduced magnetic cleanliness versus added
boom cost) is approximately $700 K.

The increased mass of _5.6 kg (IZ. 4 ib) necessary" for the 3.0B m
magnetometer and balance boom system was highly undesirable in view of
the small mass contingency, Therefore, the shorter 107 cm, and lighter
mass boom was chosen as baseline for the Thor/Delta configurations.

, TABLE 3-7. EXTENDED MAGNETOMETER

BOOM DATA (3.05 m BOOM LENGTH)

Magnetometer, boom, harness, mechanism = 4. 15 kg

i (9.1Ib)
offset, stowed = 9.4C. rfl, 171131

i , (0.37 in.)c. m, offset, deployed = 5_. 3Z mrn
= (z.06 in.}
m_

= Spin a.:_is tilt, stowed = ],05 deg

Spin axis tilt, deployed = g. 26 deg

Counterbalance boom and balance weight = 3. 37 kg

Note' Offsot and tilt are for the addition of the magnetometer boorr_
assembly only, or_ a spacecraft that was initially dynamically
halanced.
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! The location required in the spacecraft forward plane to provide
:, small probe separation clearance can also be accommodated on the orbiter
I spacecraft witbout penalty, hence, commonality of boom location on the two

spacecraft is achievable. Therefore, the integration of the magnetometer
! at the forward end of the probe bus and orbiter spacecraft was selected for

the Thor/Delta baseline configuration. A longer boom can be accommodated
on the Atlas/Centaur design because the imbalance of the stowed boom can
be tolerated on the launch vehicle and also because of higher allowable space-
craft weights.

Equipment Shelf Configuration Trade

One of the basic NASA requirements of the Pioneer Venus spacecraft
is that they are spin stabilized. This demands a spin to transverse mass
ratio greater than unity to achieve stability. Such ratios are a natural con-
sequence of disc like physical arrangements with the mass distribution out
near the perimeter. For this reason a subsystem single level arrangement
(open equipment shelf) facilitates mass distribution toward the. perimeter,
and as such is a candidate approach to configure the spacecraft equipment.

NASA/Hughes OSO-III scientificspacecraft program uses an arrange-
naent philosophy of dedicated compartments for each instrument providing
subsystem isolation. The compartmentalized and open shelf arrangement
approaches were evaluated to determine the best for the Pioneer Venus
spacecraft. Figure 3-7 schematically depicts an arrangement for both
methods and listssome considerations for each.

The study conclusion is that a compartment approach constrains mass
and thermal balance by restricting the location of units, requires additional
structure to form the compartments, creates a more complex wire harness
and restricts accessibility to the subsystem units. All of these considera.tions
are readily met by the open shelf approach. Hence, the baseline is an open
shelf maintaining subsystem and payload location commonality between the
probe bus and orbiter. Also, the open shelf arrangement allows the under-
side of the shelf to be used ifnecessary.

Spacecraft Launch Mass and Contingency_

A very s_gnificanttrade issue for Pioneer Venus is spacecraft mass
and contingency allowance especially for the Thor/Delta. In fact, rather
costly weight reductions were required in the midterm design to attain even
a marginal contingency.

A weight comparison summary is shown in Table 3-8 for probe and
orbiter _,_acecraftmidtcrm baselines for Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur.
The liquid propellant and orbit insertion expendables wore determined for
the fullweight of the spacccraft including contingency. The trajectory types
and contingencies at the midterm briefin_ are summarized in Table 3-9.

!,: ,I_"rom this summary, it is appareut tt_at ;_ppr_ximately 7 percent contingency'
for ',Fhor/I?elta r_!issio_l is marginal, but the Atlas/Contau:" contingency is

i good.
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OFEN SHELF, A COMPARTMENT, B

ADVANTAGES

• LESS RESTRICTIVE IN EQUIPMENT
ARRANGEMENT

OMASS BALANCE EASIER TO ACHIEVE ODEDICATED AREA FOR SCIENCE
OTHERMAL DISTRIBUTION EASIER TO OISOLATION FROM OTHER SUBSYSTEM

ACHIEVE EFFECTS EASIER TO ACCOMPLISH

• LIGHTER WEIGHT STRUCTURE

DISADVANTAGRS

• LESS EFFICIENT USE OF SPACE

• LESS FREEDOM FOR ADJUSTMENT FOR
MASS BALANCE

ODIFFICULT TO ISOLATE SCIENCE • LESS FREEDOM FOR ADJUSTMENT FOR
INSi"RUMENTS FROM THERMAL THERMAL BALANCE
AND MAGNETIC EFFECTS

• HEAVIER STRUCTURE _UE TO VERTICAL
WALLS

• FUNCTIONAL ARRF_NGEMF.NT OF SUBSYSTEMS
MORE RESTRICTED

FIGURE 3.7. OPEN EQUIPMENT SHELF VERSUS COMPARTIV.ENTALIZATION
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To achieve the Thor/Delta launch contingency of Tables 3-8 and 3-9,
certain weight reductions were implemented as shown in Table 1-10. These
reductions involved the use of beryllium in spacecraft structure (subsection
4.2) in the hearing and power transfer assemhly (BAPTA) (Volume 9}, and in
the deceleration module structure (Volume 5}. It also required the use of _
additional large s_ale integrated c_rcu[ts (T_I) in both the spacecraft and
probe data handling and command subsystm, s (Volume 8) and use of light-
weight (Z8 Range) wire in spacecrait (Sectior, 6) and probe (Volume 5) cabling.
'the change in parachute and jettison altitude ;.n Table 3-10 results in reduc-
tion in battery and insulation weight permitte,' by a more rapid pressure
vessel descent.

The cost impact of the Thor/Delta major weight reduction is estimated

at 8.bout $I. 5 M for use of beryllium (highest for the aeroshells) and additional

$1. 3 M for 14 new LSI development and a risk allowance for potential prob-
lems in probe packaging caused by the low contingency. The total cost

savings potential afforded by using the Atlas/Centaur allowance and approach
is discussed in Volume 11.

Possible weight reductions in redundancy for Thor/Delta are listed in

Table 3-II, but were not implemented because spacecraft ,eliability was

excessively r_duced. Other weight trades involving reduction of science pay-
load or experiment objectives, particularly ior the probe mission, are dis.,
cussed in Volumes Z, 3 and 5.

A brief su2nmary of the trade study results follows:

• Thor/Delta rnissions have a marginal weight contingency

• Cost increases have already been imposed on the Thor/Delta

7n'%ssion designs in order to attain an even marginal contingency

• Atlas/Centaur launch contingency is considerably higher than for

Thor/Delta and would minimize weigbt and cost risk and potential

con'.urom_ses in experiment weight and science performance
objec:ives

TABLE 3..9. MISSION SET/MASS CONTINGENCY SUMMARY

(AT MII)TERM)

Thor/Delta Atlas /Centaur

,.Spac____.___ecraft Spacecraft

Item Probe Orbiter Probe Orbiter

Launch opportunity 1977 1978 1977 1978

Trajectory type I II I I

Contingency, kgs (,tb) 2.% (_0) 10 (2.2) ]40 (309) 92 (202)

Percent contingency': _ 6, 5 6. 7 20 L7
_L....

*.Percent of sp_.cccraft dry mass less bus or orbital experiments.
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Ttkt_[.ti: :_-.10. MA_S Rt,:DUCTIONS IM}'I_I,:M,_:'NTF:I3 (THON./DEI,TA}

Mass Reduction, kg (lh)

Multiprobe
Item 1Mission Orbiter

Use beryllium in spacrcraft _tructure 4.8 ( 10.5) 2. 5 ( 5. 5)

1.1{Usr brrylliun_ in spacecraft BAPTA

Use beryllium in large probe aeroshell 13. 2(29.0)

Use beryllium _n small probe aero- 8.0 (17.7) -
shells (3)

Add LSI to telemetry processor I. 5 ( 3. 2) 1.5 ( 3. 2)

Add LSI to central decoder 2.3 ( 5.0) 2.3 (5.0)

Add LSI to large probe data unit I.8 (3.9) -

Add J._I to small probe data unit (3) 3.8 (8.4) --

Use 28 gage wire in spacecraft cabling 2. 2 (4.9) 3. 1 ,: 6.0)

Use _8 gage wire in probes 0.8 ( l. 7) --

Delete redundant remote multiplexers 1.4 ( 3.0) 1.4 (3.0)

Delete one propulsion tank 1.5 (3.4) 1. 5 (3.4)

Change large probe parachute size and 11.7 (25.7)
raise jettison altitude from 40 to 55 km

= 52.8(116.5) 13.4(29.5)

i

i
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TAI_I,t,; _-1 1. AI)I_"I'IC_qAL MASS REDUCTION CA1NDIDATES

tvlasa lteduction, k_ (lb)

IVI_fltiprohe
Ite m M is ,_ion O r bi te r Gomme_t

l),,lete r,,dm_dancy in 2.7 (5.9) 2.7 (5.9) Reliabiht_
command O, 97g.-_0, _-i(_2

probe, bus

D_,lete redundancy in _. 0 (4.4) 2.0 (4.4) 0. 918--,-0. 605
data handling orbiter

Delete. redundancy in 1.6 (3.6) 3.3 ( 7. 3)
attitude corotrol

Delete one pair radiat 1.5 (3.4) 1. 5 (3.4)
thrusters

Raise periapsis altt- - 3. 2(7.0)
i tude from 150 to

Z00 kmUse 36 h orbit - 4. 1 (9.0)

7.9 117.3) 1(,.s 137. o)

E--

k-

A

Z,
b

i

T:

=_
:f

I
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3. 3 T IIOR/DF.LTA BASELINE !)ESCR[PTION

A rrajor objective to configuring the probe and orbiter spacecraft

i was maximum comrnonalitv to reduce program cost, and the following des-

criptions of the spacecraft configurations highlight this point.

Inboard profiles, forward and aft end views, of the baseline space-
craft configurations for the multiprobe and orbiter missions are presented
in Figures 3-8 and 3-9, respectively. Equipment shelf arrangements for

each spacecraft, with subsystem elements and experimental locations noted,
--__ are depicted in Figures 3-10 and 3-11. Amass summary for major sub-

i systems is presented in Table 3-12 and detailed mass statements in Tables
3-13 through 3-15.

i- Probe Bus

In the launch configuration, the probe bus has a mass of 384. 1 kg
i (846.8 lb) with the center of mass located 107 cm (4Z.3in.) above the launch vehicle

separation plane. The roll to transverse inertia ratio varies from a mini-
mum value of 1. 9.0 at launch to a maximum of I. 79 after release of all probes.
The inertia ratio range a:_sures adequate spin stability. A maximum dia-
meter of 213 cm (84 in. ) and an overall length of 180 cm (71 in. ) allows for

!_ radial and longitudinal clearances from the allowable payload envelope.

The basic arrangement consists of a central thrust tube with a ring
sized to mate with the Thor/Delta 2512 spacecraft to launch vehicle adapter;
a circular shelf for mounting subsystem equipment positioned at the upper end

of the thrust tube; six equally spaced support struts attached at the shelf
;- perimeter and extending radially to the thrust tube lower end, and a cylin-
i:" drical substrate surrounaing the shelf and positioned so as to provide an
E enclosed volume above and below the shelf. The solar electric array is
! mounted on the substrate extension at and below the shelf level. The length
,. of the substrate is sized for the larger array required for the orbiter

mission and for commonality kept the same for the probe bus.

i The hydrazine propellant tanks are located beneath the shelf opposite
i each other and supported from the thrust tube. Thi_ arrangement allows

the qhelf to be assembled without disturbing the tank installation and keeps
the shelf upper surface and volume er, tirely avaiiab!e for the rnounting and
positioning of subsystem units and experiments. The basic arrangement is

identical for probe a_d orbiter spacecraft,.

_, An inverted right conical frustum installed at the upper end of the
Ik thrust tube provides for support and instail.atitm of the large probe. Three
}- attach filtings 120 deg apart provides for the mechanical interface with the
i

pr-_bc. The three small probes are positioned symmetrically around the
[ largc probe adapter a,d are supported by structural el,,ment_ extending! - .

i radJ,l[]y fro!_ t.}=e, adapter and vcrtica|ly to the sht:lf,

'l:h,' large probe is s,parated J_, an axi.a! direction with a small. _V

}_ciug at)plh,d from prcstressc'd springs toe'.areal at each attach fitli.ng. After

}

,.
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the large probe separates, the three small probes are released simultaneously
arid the forces from the probe bus spin provide a lateral separation velocity.
Si_ce the small probes leave ina lateral direction, they trace a spiral path in
spacecraft coordinates, opposite in direction to the spin, over the upper
surface of the spacecraft. Therefore, this region is free of protuberances
above the forward plane of the substrate. This path is shown for one of the
probes on Figure 3-8.

Two of the bus experin_ents, the ion and neutral mass spectrometers
require unobstructed 60 deg conical fle!i.s of view in an axial direction, but
only after probe release. Therefore, the instruments were located on the
spacecraft to a._sure the proper FOV. Since the Langmuir probe and UV
fluorescence experiments deploy appendages radially, they are positioned
near the shelf outer edge. The magnetometer is mounted on a pivoted boom
to permit stowage during launch. The extended boom position was selected
to obtain maximum clearance from the small probe separation paths.

The units are arranged on the shelf in a manner that provides for
functional grouping and mass and thermal distribution. Sufficient space
exists on the shelf permitting units to be repositioned if necessary to
accommodate changes in thermal or mass distribution. Six thernLal control
louvers are placed on the lower surface of the shelf and radiate out of the
aft cavity. Identical shelf locations are maintained for those units and thermal
control louvers that are commonto both probe and orbiter spacecraft. These
features can be seen by comlparison of Figures 3-10 and 3-11.

The bicone antenna has 360 deg beam in e. plane normal _o the spin
axis and 30 deg in elevation. In order to place the antenna on the spin axis,
it was necessary to store it inside the thrust tube during laanch. Since its
deployment is axial along the spacecraft centerline, a dynamic unbalance is
not incurred.

A medium gain horn antenna, with a 45.7 cm (18.0 in. ) diameter
aperture and an rf beam width of 20 dog, is attached, to the shelf aft side and
is pointed parallel with the spacecraft centerline. By locating it near the
shelf outer edge, the beam is unobstructed by the bicone ant,_.nna. To pre-
vent blockage of the thermal control louver view by the large diameter
aperture of the antenna, it is placed near one of the hydrazine tanks.

A narrowbeam angle (140 deg) omni antenna mounted on the forward
end of the spacecraft arid a widebeam omni a_tenna (ZZ0 dog) attached to the
bicone assembly complete the' antenna complement.

The star sensor line of sight required is 55 dog from the sp_n axis
on _he forward end and has a Z5 dog f_eld of view. It is lee.areal near the
outer permiter and midway between tv_o of the probes to minirni_,,e possible
reflections from the spacecraft _:_terirg the sun shield The three sun
sensors have a combined field of view of ]50 deg in a plane containing the
spin axis and is centered about a r_orlnal to the a:_is, Again, to preclude
false readi_gs due to rcflect.ions, the sensors _rc located at the periphery
of the substrate and at a 1o¢ ation free of extensions.
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FIGURE 3,8. THOR/DELTA PROBE SPACECRAFT BASELINE DESIGN
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FIGURE3-9. THOR/DELTAORBITERSPACECRAFTBASELINEDESIGN
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E(.RAFT BASELINE DESIGN
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FIGURE3:10. THOR/DELTAPROBESPACECRAFTSHELFARRANGEMENT
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"£ABLE 3-12, PIONEER VENUS MASS SUMMARY BY MAJOR
__ SUBSYSTEM b_OR TIIOR./DELTA BASELIN_

Spacecraft Mass

Probe Orbiter

Item Subsystem kg Ib kg Ib

RF 8.85 19. 5 8. 53 18. 8

tenna 3. 08 6. 8 2. 54 5. 6

ta handling 5.81 12.8 9.89 21.8

remand 7.03 15. 5 6. 58 14. 5

:itude control, mechanisms 11. 16 24. 6 18, 14 40.9

• _ 52'ucture 35.97 79 3 _. 71.7

wet 16.01 35.3 22.41 49.4

bling 4.67 10. 3 6. 76 14.9

ermal control 10.25 -;2.6 11, 29 24. 9

Propulsion (dry) 9.07 20.0 9, 84 21. 7

Orbit insertion motor case I0. 12 22. 3

Bus :otal (dry) III. 90 246, 7 138.62 305.6

Large probe 114. 58 252.6

Small probe (3) I01, 91 224. 7

S_ _craft subtotal 328, 40 724. O 1_8.62 305.6

ntingency 23. 31 51, 4 10.02 22. 1

Experiments (bus only) 11.61 25.6 3]. 12 68, 6

S_ _,craft total (dry) 363. 33 801.0 179, 76 396, 3

Propellant 20. 73 45, 7 24. 31 53. 6

essurant .05 0. 1 .05 0. l

bit insertio_ motor expendables 88.72 195. 6

S_ ,_cra£t total (wet) _84, 10 846.8 292.84 645. 6

S_ tcecraft adapter 13. 15 29.0 1_. 15 29.0

Telerr_etry and C band S. 39 18. 5 8. 39 18. S

I-,au ch vehicle payload 405.65 894. 3 314. _8 fi93. ]
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TABLE 3-13. MASS PROPERTY SUMMARY DETAIL MASS STATEM]L'NT

PROBE SPACECRAFT --THOR/DEI,TA BASELINE

Mass

Description kg lb

RF Subsyste s. 19....__is
Exciter/receiver (2) 3.63 8.0

Hybrid (2) 0.05 0. l
Filter - TxBP (Z) 0.73 I. 6

Filter - harmonic (2) 0.09 0.Z

Filter - RC BP (2) 0.73 I,_6

C_rculator - isolator (4) 0.45 1.0
SPDT switch (3) 0.36 0.8
Transfer switch (3) 0. 95 2.1
Preamplifier (2) O. 23 0.5

Power amplifier 0.91 Z. 0
Coax cables 0.73 1.6

Antenna Subsystem 3.08 60 8

Bicone antennv 1.72 3.8

Medium gain antenna O. 91 2.0
Omni (wide beam) 0.27 0.6

Omni (narrow beam) 0.18 0.4

Data Handlin 8 Subsystem 5.81 12.8

Remote multiplexer (7) 1. _6 3.0
Dual telemetry processor I. 59 3.5
Dual PCM encoder Z. 86 6.3

Command Subsystem 7.03 15.5

Dual demodulator Z. 09 4.6

Dual central decoder 1.77 3.9

Dual remote decoder (3) I. 81 4.0

Pyro control unit I. 36 3.0

Attitude Control, Mechanisms II.16 24.6

Sun sensor (3) 0.Z7 0.6

Star sensor (inchxdes sunshade) Z.49 5.5

Attitude data processor (2) 3.2.7 7.2
Solenoid driver I. O0 _..2

Nutation damper O. 86 I. 9

Magnetometer boom and deployment I.36 3.0

UV fluorescence deployment O. 59 I. 3
Bicone deployn3ent 0.86 I. 9
Separation arm switch (2) 0.45 I. 0
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Table 3-1.3 (continued)

Mass

De scription kg Ib

Structure Subsystcr_a 35.97 79.3

Equipment shelf 1 l. 2.9 24.9
Shelf support struts {Be) 1.04 2.3
Shelf support brackets (Be) 0.23 0.5
Shelf support doubters (Be) 0.14 0.3
Thrust tube (Be) 3.63 8.0
Large probe attach structure (Be) 2.95 6.5
Large probe structure longerons (6) (Be) 0.86 I.9
Omni boom mounting 0.18 0.4
Medium gain ante_ma bracketry 0.09 O. 2
Bicone deployment support O.36 O.8
Substrate 8.03 17.7

Small probe attach structure (Be) 2.00 4.4
Propellant tank supports I.04 2.3
Thruster supports 1.41 3.1
Balance weights I. 81 4.0
Miscellaneous hardware 0.91 2.0

Power Subsystem 16.01 ..335.3 I

Battery 4.22 9.3 !
Dischar3e regulator 2.72 6.0
Battery charger 1.81 4.0
Bus limiter I.91 4.Z
Solar array (excludes substrate) 4.04 8.9
Experiment overload control 0.91 2.0

_;_ Current sensors (3) 0.41 0.9

4.67 10.3

Wire harness 4.67 10.3

Thermal Control 10.25 22.6

Coatings .45 1.0
Blankets 6.44 14.2
Louvers (6) 1.77 3.9
Shelf doublers 1.50 3.3

: Tet_lperature setlsors 0.09 0.2 ,
P J'opulsion Subsystet'n (dry) 9.07 20.0 b

I Propellant tanks (2) 3.13 6.9

i Thrusters (6) 1,63 3.6Propellant valve (6) I. 36 3.0
i_ Latch valve 0.54 1.2

¢
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Table 3-13 (continued)

Mass

Description kg lb
i . i

Fill valve 0.14 0.3
Filter (4) O.54 1.2
Pressure transducer 0.23 0.5
Tubing 0.32 0.7
Fittings 0.45 I. 0
Valve and catalyst bed heaters 0.18 0.4 i
Thruster insulation O. 45 1.0
Temperature sensors 0.09 0.2

Bus Total (Dry) III. 90 246.___7

Large Probe 114.58 252.6

Deceleration Module (39.46) ( 87.0 )
_leat shield 12.02 26.5
Structure - aeroshell 5.13 11.3
Structure - internal 10.34 Z2.8
Aft cover 3.90 8.6
Parachute (3.72) ( 8.2 )

Main parac}mte 2.36 5. Z
Pilot parachute 0.45 1.0
Mortar 0.41 0.9
Separation nuts 0.50 1.1

Cabling 1.04 2.3
Separation ( 1.27) ( 2.8 )

Explosive nuts ,_) 0.68 1.5
Inflight disconnect 0.59 1.3

Instrumentation ( 0.18) ( 0.4 )
Sensors O. 18 O.4

Ballast 0.73 1.6
Shock layer radiometer I.13 2.5

Pressure Vessel Module (73.07) (161.1)
........ St_uct_r_ ( _.Vq) (' 55'. i )

Shell 13.20 29.1
Shelves (Z) 4.13 9.1
Flanges 3.58 7.9
Penetrations 1.27 g. 8
Adapter 1.36 3.0
Insulation retainer I. 3? 2.9
Strain gauges 0.14 0..3

Thermal control ( 7.48) ( 16.5 )
Ins,Alat_on 7.Z6 16.0
Temperature sensers 0, 2.3 0. 5
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Table 3-13 (continued)

Mass

Description kg lb

RF subsystem (3.63) ( 8.0 )
Receiver/exciter 1.,81 4.0
Hybrid 0.05 0. I
Filter - Tx BP 0.36 0.8
Filter - harmonic 0.05 0.1
Filter - Rc BP 0.36 0.8
Circulator 0.11 0. Z5
Preamplifier 0.11 0. Z5
Power amplifier 0.45 1.0
Coax cables O. 32 O. 7

Digital Z. 13 4.7
Command/data unit 1.13 Z. 5
Pyro control, unit 1.00 Z. Z

Power ( ll.Z0i ( Z4.7 )
Battery 6.67 14.7
Discharge regulator/
current sensor 2.7Z 6.0
Experiment interface (3) 1.13 Z. 5
Pyro switch 0.68 1.5

Antenna 0.68 1,5
Harness ( 0.86) ( 1.9 )

Internal 0.73 1.6
External O. 14 O.3

Equipment ( 0.73) ( 1.6 )
G switch 0.45 1.0
Pressure gauge 0.09 0. Z
Presst:re switch 0.18 0.4

Experiments (Zl.36) ( 47. I )
Temperature sensors (Z) 0.59 1.3

: Pressure sensors (Z) 0.8Z 1.8
Nephelorneter 1.13 Z. 5

| Planetary flux detector 2.Z7 5.0
i Accelerometer i.13 Z. 5

i Solar flux detector 1.81 4.0

Mass spectrometer 7.71 17.0

Aureole exLinctAon detector 1.81 4.0
Cloud particle slze analyzer 3.63 8.0

...., Hygrometer 0.45 1.0

Bus Separation Module ( Z. 04) ( 4.5 )
; ....... -Expqb-s_tve 6.,it {3) ---[;._ 1.5

Separatiot: sprit_g (3) 0.68 I. 5
Inflight disconnect 0.68 1.5

........ [,J

t
I
2
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Table 3-13 (continued)

i j . _ j._l L

Mass

De sc ription kg Ib

Small P rob__ee _

Deceleration Module ( 9.12) ( 20.1 )
Heat sliield 4.b3 L 10.2
Structure (3.86) ( 8.5 )

Aeroshell I.50 3.3
Internal structure 2.36 5.2

Harness O. 14 O. ?
Experiment (temperature probe) 0.50 1.1

Pressure Vessel Module (23.59) ( 52,0 )
Structure (" 6.76) ( 14.9 )

Shell 2.77 6.I
" Shelf I.18 2.6

Flanges I.ZZ 2.7

i Penetrations ( 0.23) ( 0.5 )
Electrical feedthrough O. 05 O. I

i Ports O. 05 O. IWindows O. 14 O.3
Adapter 0.77 1.7

I O.54 I.2
Insulation retainer
Antenna cover 0.05 0. I

I Harness 0.27 0.6Thermal control (4.90) ( I0.8 )
Insulation 4.76 10.5
Temperature sensors 0.14 0.3

! RF ( 1.13) l 2.5 )

O.45 I.0

Exciter

Stable oscillator O.36 0, 8

f Power amplifier O.23 O.5Coax cable 0.09 0.Z
Digital ( 1.22) ( 2.7 )

I Comrnand/dat,, I.00 Z. 2
_ Pyro control 0.23 0.5

f Power (7.08) ( 15.6 )Battezy 4.13 9. I
_. Discharge regulator/curr,:nt sensor I. 59 3, 5

E×periment interface 0.68 I. 5
Pyro switch 0.68 1.5

i! Autenna 0.23 O, 5
Equipment - G switches 0.23 0.5
Science (1.77) ( 3.9 )

Pressure gau_e O. '_1 0, 9
Nephelometer O.45 I.0
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Table 3-13 (continued)

Mass

Description kg lb
iii

Accelerometer 0.18 0.4
Magnetometer 0.50 1.1
Temperature probe electronics 0.23 0.5

Separation - Despin Module ( 1.27) ( Z. 8 )
Spin £'ocket (3) O. 3Z O. 7
Bolt thruster O. 14 O. 3
Hinge-arm and open hatch 0.41 0.9
Inflightdisconnect 0.41 0.9

_pacecraft Subtotal 328.40 7Z4.0

Contingent[ ?-3.31 51.4

Experiments II.61 25.6
Neutral mass spectrometer 4.99 ll.0
Ion mass spectrometer I.36 3.0
Electron temperature probe 1.59 3.5
UV fluorescence 1.36 3.0
Magnetometer Z. 31 5.1

Spacecraft Total (Drz.) 363.33

Propellan_.__t 20.73 45.7

Pressurant 0.05 0.1

Spacecraft Total (Wet) 384. I0 846.8

Spacecraft Adapter 13.15 29._____0

Telemetr Z and C band 8.39 18.5

Lau.,:h Vehic!_ePa_to_d 405.65 _3_
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TABLE 3-14. MASS PROPERTY SUMMARY DETAIL MASS STATEMENT

ORBITER SPACECRAFT- THOR/DELTA BASELINE

1Vlas s

De _ription kg Ib

RF Subs)rstem 8.53 18.8

Exciter/receiver (2) 3.63 8.0

Hybrid (2) 0.05 0. I
Filter - TxBP (Z) 0.73 I. 6

Filter - harmonic (2) 0.09 0.2

Filter - RcBP (2) 0.73 I. 6

Circulator - isolator (4) 0.45 I. 0
SPDT Switch (3) 0.36 0.8

Transfer switch (3) 0.64 1.4

Preamp (2) 0.23 0.5

Power amplifier (2) 0.91 2.0
Coax cables ' 0.73 I. 6

il Antenna Subsystem 2.54 5.__6

High gain antenna I.41 3. l

i Omni (widebeam) 0.27 0.6
_i Omni (narrow beam) O. 18 O. 4

Circulator O. 14 O. 3

SPDT switch 0.09 0.2
L:- Notch filter 0.45 1.0

_}='_ Data Handlin_ Subsystem_ 9.89 21.8

! Remote multiplexer 1 36 3 0
i_ Dual telemetry processor I. 59 3.5

_ Data storage uuit 4.08 9 0
Dual PCM encoder 2.86 6 3

}_

Command Subs[stem 6.58 14.517: Jt ,m.mm,._

i Dual demodulator 2.09 4.6

Dual central decoder I. 77 3.9

Dual remote decoder (3) 1.8]. 4.0

L_ Pyro control unit 0.91 2.0

Attitude Control, Mechanisms 18.14 40.0

_, Sun sensor (3) 0.27 0.6

Star sensor (includes sun shade) Z.49 5.5

i Attitude data processor (2) 3.27 7.2Z
! l)espin control electronics (2) 3.36 7.4,

Solenoid driver I, 00 Z. Z

C NutaU, on damper 0.86 I 9
!_!
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Table 3-14 (continued)

Ma s s

D e scription kg Ib

BAPTA 5.08 II.2

Magnetometer boom and deployment I.36 3.0
Separation and arm switch (2) 0.45 I.0

Structure Subsystem ' 32.52 71.7

Equipment shelf II.Z9 24.9
Shelf support struts (Be) 1.04 Z. 3
Shelf support brackets (Be) O.Z3 O.5
Shelf support doublers (Be) 0.14 0.3
Thrust tube (Be) 3.63 8.0
BAPTA support (Be) 0.8Z I.8
HGA boon', I.00 Z.Z

Omni booms (2) 0.18 0.4
Substrate 8.03 17.7

Propellant tank supports (Z) i.04 Z. 3
Thruster supports (8) 1.50 3.3
Motor attach ring 0.54 I.2
Balance weights I.81 4.0
RF altimeter support 0.36 0.8
Miscellaneous hardware 0.91 Z. 0

Power Subsystem ZZ.41 49.4

Battery 7.85 17.3
Discharge regulator 2.72 6.0
Solar array (excludes substrate) 4.99 II. 0
Bus limiter (4) Z.49 5.5
Battery charger 1.22 Z. 7
Overload control unit Z. 72 b.0
Current sensors 0.41 0.9

Harness 6.76

Wire harness 6.76 14.9

Thermal Control 11.2_9 . Z4.9

Thermal coatings 0._5 I.0
Insulation blankets 6.44 14.2
Thermal louvers (8) 2.36 5.2 ;
Shelf doublers I. 91 4.2
Temperature sensors (17! 0.14 0, 3
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Table 3-14 (continued)

k
B J

Mass

_-i De s c ripti _n kg lb

Propulsion Subsystem Idr), 1 9.84 21.7
i Propellant tanks (2) 3 13 _'. 9
=" Thrusters (7) 1.91 4.2
i Propellant valve (7) 1.59 3.5
-_. Latching valve (2) 0.54 1 2
_, Fill valve 0.14 0.3
_- Filter (4) O.54 I.2
_= Pressure transducer 0.23 0.5
_ Tubing O. 45 1.0
= Fittings O.45 I.0
=- Valve and catalyst bed aters 0.Z3 0.5

Thruster insulation 0.54 I.Z
Temperature sensors 0.09 0.2

4
Orbit Insertion Motor Case I0. IZ Z2, 3

:_': Motor case (burned out) 9.93 21.9
Heater 0.18 0.4

Bus Total (dry) 138.6Z 305.6

Spacecraft Subtotal 138.62 305.6

Contingency ._10.02

Experiments (Bus Only) 31.12 68.6

- RF altimeter 9.07 Z0.0
I.Rradiometer 4, 08 9.0

:-- UV spectrometer 5.44 12.0
Neutral mass spectrome er 4.54 I0.0

- Ion mass spectrometer I.36 3.0
Electron temperature p }be 1.59 3,5
Magnetometer 2.31 5. l
Solar v,,'i.d probe Z. 7Z 6.0

Spacecraft Total (dry) 179.76 396.3

: Propellant Z4.31 53.6

Pressurant 0.05 0. I

Orbit Insertion Motor F_ue ables 88.7Z 1_._.
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Table 3-14 (continued)

r---_ ........ -- ................... : 7

Mass

Description kg Ib

Spacecraft Total (wet) 292.84 645.6

Spacecraft adapter 13.15 29.0
Telemetry and C band 8.39 18.5

Launch Vehicle Payload 314.38 693.1
L--
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iE Orbiter Spacecraft
m

_" The ,Jrbiterspacecraft in launch configurzttionhas a totalmass o£
292. 84 kg (6,t5. 6 lb) with the centr.r of mass loc.dr.d 71 cm (28, 0 in. ) above
the separation plank fr(m_ tht: launch vehicle. The roll to trannw:rsc inertia
ratio varies from a minimum value f_f 1.62 to a maximum of 1.68 at end of
life. This ratio provides good spin stability throughout tile mission.h,.

= A maximum diameter _)f 213.4 cm (84. 0 in.) and ma _vcrall length of 276.9
= cm (109.0 in. ) allows for radial and longitudinal clcarancc_ from the allow-

able payload envelope.
k-

The basic arrangement primary elements, i.¢., thrust tube,
equipment shelf, substrate, struts, and hydrazine tanks, as previously noted
are identical to the probe bus.

A right conical frustum installed at the upper end of the thrust tube
_ provides for support and installation of the bearing and power transfer

assembly (BAPTA). The high gain antenna (HGA) mast is attached tc the
despun flange of the BAPTA and positions the center line of the HGA 121.9
cm (48 in. ) above the forward plane of the substrate. At this position, the
11 deg beamwidth of the HGA maintains clearance with the radar altimeter
mounted above the substrate and the radially deployed magnetometer. The
wide beam (220 deg) omni antenna is located 45.7 cm (18 in. ) above the HGA
center line to maintain beam clearance with the reflector.

Of nine specified payload experiments, all but one require physical
accommodation on the spacecraft. The exception, radio occultation, will
use the existing spacecraft R.F subsystem.

I

The magnetometer, langmuir probe, ion and neutral particle mass
spectrometers are similar to tho_e specified for the urobe spacecraft.
Therefore, their locations _n the equipment shelf remain the same. For

the ion and neutral particle mass spectrometers, a nominal pointing angle
of 15 deg from the spin axis was established for the orbiter mission. This
orientation allows the HGA and widebeam omni antenna to remain well
outside of the experiments 30 deg field of view. The UV spectrometer, with
line of sight pointed radially, is located at tbe '_helf position used by the UV
fluorescence exper'ment on the probe, bus. The subsystem unit shelf
arrangement developed for the probe bus will accommodate the _olar wind

probe and IK radiometer experiments and several additional subsystem units
with no rearrangement required. The additional experiments and subsystem
units increased the thermal load on the shelf from that of the probe bus.
Therefore, two thermal control l_Juvcrmodulc.s are added to the bottom of
the '._helf,making a totalof eight.

l:

The pointing angle for the radar ,altimeteris determined by the
pcriapsis latitud(-.'. I,or the Thor/l)clta ba,_elinc (26ON nominal periapsis),
thc _ngle is 64 deg fror_ the spin axis. A reduction in latitude requires a
corresponding increase in the pointing angle, If it should become desirable
to lower the periapsis latitude, only a slig}_t change to lhc ._pacecraft

O0000001-TSE12



configuration is needed, i.e., a minor increase irt the ItGA mast height to
maintain clearance between the HGA beam and the radar altimeter. For

increases in latitude, the m:_st may remain as is or be shortened.

For the baseline Type Iltransit trajectory, a Thiokoi TE-M-521
solid propellant motor was selected to provide orbit insertion. The 44.5
cm (17.5 in. ) diameter motor is easily accommodated in the thrust tube and
is supported by a motor attach ring located near tile upper end.

For the other option, Type I transit trajectory, the candidate motor
for insertion was an Aerojet SVM-2. This motor is larger in diameter,
56.6 crn (22.3 in.), but can also be readily installed in the thrust tube,
requiring only a change in motor attach rings.
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_.4 ATI,AS/CF.NTAIIR BASEl ,INE I)ESCRIPTION

This ,_uhsection includes additional tragic ,utlidios conducted for tim i
Atlas/Cvntaur design and Lifo final _tudy IJa._eline configuration achieved aftor
redirection of the study [:ffort "n April 1973 to use the Atl_.,_/Centaur launci_
vehicl, e.

M i s s ion Cj)r}fi_ t rat io12 a)jd [_a t, hi_'12 M_a s _S.C °__nti__.__l__e_n.c_____a.!k'_.__s

'L'be I)asvline u,ission plan was redirected after midterm to orm probe
and one orbiter Atlas/Contaur launct_ in 1978. The probe launch is essen-
tially the sanle as tor 1977. tlowew:r, a new issue is the trad-off of
mission set case A, ttsing type I opporLunity for the multiprobe ,'nlssion and
the earlier (May 1978) type _ opportunity for the orbiter or case B, with
both probe and orbiter launches in the type i (August 1978) oppor:un_ty
separated by gew'.ral weeks.

The mission sets, launch mass, and contingencies are summarized

in Table 3-16. The experitne_t payload update received in April 1973 is used
in these comparisons. Including the 15 percent experiment weight contin-
gency specified by NASA-ARC results in payl.oads of 13.74 kg (30.3 Ib) for
the probe bus (not including probes) and 45.41 kg (100. 1 lb) for the orbiter
spacecrait. The Hughes baseline approach for the dual-frequency occultation
is estimated to be 2. 13 kg (4. 7 lb) greater (with contingency) than that
specified by NASA-ARC. Tberc, fore, an orbiter experiment payload of 47, 54
kg (104.8 lb) is used in the baseline design. Accordingly since experiment
contingency has already been allowed in the experiment payload mass, the
contingency levels showu in Table _-16 are included in and apply to the dry
spacecraft less the bus or orbiter science. The propellant loading assumed
is for the spacecraft mass including all contingency. The spacecraft mass
includes the additional 75 kg (165 Ib) specified in April by ARC for Atl_s/
Centaur payload, but does notinclude the mass of the IntelsatIV attach
fitting selected for the baseline design.

Case A result_ in Table 3-16 show that the launch mass contingency

is liberal for the probe mission and adequate for the orbiter. Case B differs

in that, the contingency is greatly increased for ._type I orbiter launch. ']?he

type I orbiter periapsis of 13ON is inferior in sclence coverage, however,

to the 56os given by type II in Case A.

To achieve adequate (_.IO percent) orbite:" Iam_ch mass contingency
for Case A, several changes were made relative to the midterrn Atlas/

Centaur design. The thrust ttlb(,, was revised to a shorte,', single conical
frustrum ratber than the, ea,:lier cylinder-cone, design saving about 10. 5 kg
(23 lb), All possible structural commonality between probe bits and orbiter
has been preserw'd, Revised require,stunts permitted use of a 5 A-h, cell

battery (common to pcobe bu:: anti orbiter) rather than the 7 A-h cell battery
with a reduction of _.91 kg (6.,1 lb). The ¢_aguetometer boon_ was redesigned
using boom segrneuts of beryHiu,l tu}:_ng saving 1.45 kg (3.2 lb). Beryllium
is also tlsed in the bearing and power tral_sfer assembly (BAPTA) savin_ 1.45
kg (3.2 lb). The total cost i.c rease for these changes should not e,xcee(l
$ t 50K.
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the type II (case A) orbiter will use a stretched TEM 521 motor as
discussed in Vo]ume 10 while the type I (case B) uses the heavier TEM 516.
The stretched-case modification of the TEM 52.1 traded against the heavier
616 makes .:his cost trade almost even. The thrust tube has been sized to

accept either motor with modification of the motor attach ring.

x, Also shown in Table 3-15 is case C, describing possible launch oppor-
_[ tunJties for 1980. The payload for the orbiter type II opportunity has been

limited to that correspondir_g to the maximum propellant load of 333 kg (7B.4 lb)

for an unmodified TEM 616 motor. It is estimated that the motor procure-
ment need not be placed until the tenth month of the execution phase. This

,: allows maximum flexibility in selecting orbiter missions. The weight esti-
mates include structural changes for the motor attach ring and the reposi-

--- tioning of the radar altinaeterantenna for other periapsis latitudes{i3°N or
-_ 26°N). The high gain antenna mast length is adequate to accommodate all
- missions considered.

w__ Based on_he above considerations, the baseline mission design has
_. been selected as case A, type I probe and type II, 56OSfor the orbiter for

the following reasons:

• The probe mission has liberal launch mass contingency and the
orbiter contingency is adequate for a design using all applicable
common hardware from the probe spacecraft

• Type II orbiter mission provides superior science coverage

• The type II orbiter mission avoids any potential problem associated
w_th achieving two launches during the same 1978 type I oppor-
tunity

• The orbiter design can accon_modate changes required (e. g.,
orbit motor, r.adar altirneter antenna installation) for type I,

_, 1978 or type II, 1980 mission

_ Radio Occultation Experiment Trades

A significauttrade for the Atlas/Centaur orbiter is the approach to
be used for the dual frequency radio occultation e.xperiment. RF beam refrac-
tive angles in the ranges of ._I0to ±20 deg have been considered in this trade.

- The mechanically despun high gain antcrma (HGA) reflector selected
h)r the spacecraft communications subsyste.m feciiitates the options available
for S/X band occultation. This results from use of the despin system for

m azimuth pointing, as required, combined with adequate ERP at S-band for
- refractions to J:10 deg. The trade involves approaches to the required ERP
- at S and X band by use of a f_xed antenna/higher power (for X band), by point-
., ing d.ual feed anteuna t_trlg an cl.ex, atit__n position(:r or by moving (prcc:essing}
- the spacc{:raft.

i
I 3,-a3
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The comm_lnications requirements and implementation for radio
occultation have been discussed in Volun',¢: 7. The hffiuence oithis trade _a

spacecraft cotxfiguration is reviewed here. Th:eee approaches are sbo_n and
described in Table 3-17.

1) Adding a fixed, separate 20 deg beamwidth X band horn antenna
and a 3 W, TWTA transmitter for _10 ,:leg capability

2) Adding a _10 deg elevation positioner for the HGA reflector,
which provides ±20 deg beam steering capability with a fixed
dual S/X feed, ant; an 0.2 W X band solid state transmitter

3) Adding a defocused X band feed to the fixed HGA and a 3 W TWTA
transmitter and using precession of the spacecraft to achieve
pointing to .+.10 deg

Table 3-17 summarizes the major issues of the trade selection. The
mass and cost increments are those required to implement the SIX dual
frequency occultation capability relaLive to a baseline spacecraft S band
communications subsystem using a mechanically despun HGA. The detailed
mass and cost increment data for the three approaches are shown in Table
3-18 for the required additions or modifications.

Approach A, using the separate X band horn requires careful calibra-
tion of the antenna pattern, since the refractive effects will be established
by gain variations away fr_,m boresight. Approaches A and C require highe_
transmitter power which is provided by use of an existing 3 W TWT amplifier.
The difference in total dc power requirements for the three approaches is
small and has been neglected in the trade. Approach A is the simplest to
implement in design and operations, in lowest in cost and weight and has
simplest experiment/spacecraft interfaces. Because of its shorter length, a
common HGA mast length can be used for alll radar altimeter attgie positions
associated with other candidate missions.

The movil_, reflector approach (B) provides the best science perfor-
mance; refractive angles of ±Z0 deg can be accommodated relatively easily
with some penalty in HGA antenna mast length. The effective boresight angle
to earth is measured directly using elevation positioner angle data. The tech-
nique of fixed feed and moving reflector require use of an elevation positioner
mechanism (with • 10 deg capability) with associated cost/weight increases.
A squib activated, "return to zero" elevation angle provision has been pro-
vided to eliminate a critical failure mode in case of failure of the nonredun-
dant elevation drive and electronics.

Approach C requires moving (precessing) the spacecraft throttgh a total
angle range of 40 deg at rates up to 7 deg/min for every orbit in which occulta-
tion data are required (at least 40 days) for refractive performar_ce of 10 def.
This periodic maneuver uses propellant, as shown i,_ Tabl.e 3-17, produces
nutafion leading to increased attitude uncertair_ty, and rr_ay impact the near-
periapsis operations of other s,:iencc i_strut_e,ats, particularly the radar alti-
meter. The attitude ur_¢:ertai,ty of £,5 deg is ca_sed, in part) hy )_tation
accompanying the precessit/g r_at_euve," and requires defocusing the X-band
bean_width from 3 to 6 def.

3-_5
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Approach A has been selected as baseline for following reasons:

• Lowest cost, weight, and complexity

• Adequate science performance, best experiment/spacecraft
interface

• High reliability

• Simple mission operations

The selected approach requires an increase in spacecraft (experiment)
mass Z. 14 (1.7 lb) greater (including contingency) than allocated by NASA-
ARC for this experiment.

Magnetometer Boom Installation

At midterm the nominal science payload used for the study included
a magnetometer for both the probe and orbiter mission. Since then a modified

I payload has been e_tabli_hed and l'etains the magnetometer only for the
orbiter mission.

A previous study (see Volume 2) established that a minimum distance

of 4.4 m (14.5 ft) would permit a relatively low magnetic control on the

spacecraft to meet background requirements. A boom of this length necessi-

tated a folding scheme to permit stowage during launch. On the probe bus

the three _mall probes presented restrictions on the placement of the stowed

boom in a plane at the forward end of the spacecraft and therefore, at midterm
it was positioned parallel to the substrate for launch for both spacecraft and

deployed radially in a plane near the forward end. This installation can be
seen in Volume 11.

Since only the orbiter spacecraft now carries amagnetometer a new

study for boom installation was made. It.addition to rigid articulated booms

an extendable/retractable boom (ASTROMAST) was also investigated. The

rigid booms are designed to accept orbit insertion loads, but the Astromast

does not have that capability and must be retracted prior to motor firing.

Details of the two types of boom may be found in Volume 9.

The spacecraft is designed to be statically and dynamically balanced

with the boom deployed for rigid type designs, and dynamicall F balanced when

deployed and statically baLnced when retracted for the Astromast type. The
center of mass (_'. _. ) o_fset incurred when the booms are stored present no

problems to the lauuch vehicle but the Astromast must be retr_.cted for orbit
motor firing and at that time; the c.m. must be near the center line of thrust
to millimize injection errors.

Installations in a plane forward of the substrate for articulated type
booms, each approximately 4.4,2, rn (14.5 ft) in deployed length, are depicted

in Fig_res 3- IZ and '_ 1 _.
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In Figure 3-lZ the three links are of equal length, has two hinged joints
and is pivoted near the perimeter of the spacecraft. The arrangement shown
in Figure 3- 13 uses three long links and two shorter links of equal lengths,
four hinged joints and is pivoted near the; shelf mid radius. Each of these
arrangements car, be accommodated within one quadrant of the upper surface
leaving three quadrants unobstructed for science instrument viewing and
other protuberances.

In the interest of simplicity a one piece boom was considered. By
making the boom curved a rnaximum separation distance of 2.55 na (8.38 ft)
was obtainable• This would require more magnetic control than the longer
booms and also sweeps over two o£ the upper surface quadrants when deploy-

_.1 ing. Figure 3-14 shows this type of installation.

The integration of the astromast presents the least restriction to
placement of other equipment, such as star sensors, axial jets, etc., in

_ the upper pl_.ne. The mast is housed in a cylindrical container ~17.78 cm(7.0 in. ) in diameter by 25• 4 cm (10.0 in. ) long. The mast deploys radially

i and, therefore, is positioned near the shelf outer edge as shown in Figure

3-15.

For all installations depicted, the science instruments and spacecraft
equipment were arranged such that nondeployment of the boom would not
obscure their field of view. The failure mode of boom nondeployment intro-

i duces a pointing error for orbit injection. By increasing the spacecraft spin
rate for motor burn from the planned rate of Z5 rpm to b0 tc 70 rpm the
error will be reduced to approximately Z dog. rhe effect on c.m. displace-
sent and spin axis tilt for nondeployment is noted in Table 3-19 for the

design used at midterm (for reference) for one, three, and five links (see
i_ Figures 3-1Z through 3-14) and for the Astromast installation(see Figure

3 15)
m

•_ The approach shown in Figure 3-12 was selected for baseline. It
:= offers minimal magnetic control requirement, lightest mass and fewer hinges
i- (other than the curved one piece boom).

Configuration Descriptions

The probe and orbiter spacecraft baseline co_figuration are designed to
to accommodate the science payload as defined in Volume Z. Another major

i consideration in the approach to configuring the spacecraft was the objective
for maximum comnaonality bctwcen them in liac interest of reducing program
cost. This was achieved for many aspects and will be noted in the following
descriptions of the spacecraft configurath'n.

Inboard profiles, forward and aft end views, o{the baseline spacecraft
configurations for the rnultiprobe and orbiter missions are presented in
Figures 3-]6 and 3-17, respectively. Equipment shelf arrangements for each
spacecraft, with subsystem el.ements and scit,l_ce instru_ent locati.ous noted,
are depicted in Figures 3-18 and 3-.19. A mass summary for major subsFster_
is presented in T_,bh, 3-20 and ctetailed mass statet_ents in Tables 3-21, l-Z2
at)d 3.. Z:_.

3 -(_ 1
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FIGURE 3-15. ASTROMAST MAGNETOMETER BOOM
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TABI,E _-19. MAGNETOMETER BOOM CHARACTERISTICS

Three

Equal Five Singte
Midterm I,inks IAnks Lilik Astron_ast

Config- {Figure {Figure {Figure (Figure
Condition uration 3- 12) 3- 13) 3- 14) 3- 15)

Stowed, transit

Spin axis tilt, 8.5 5. 1 5. 2 3. 5 3.8
deg

C.M. offset, 2. 29 1.52 1.85 0.84 0.84
cm (in.) { 0.90) (0.60) { 0.73) (0.33) (0.33)

Stowed, post-
orbit injection

Spin axis t_.lt, 3.9 1.9 1.9 1, 3 1.4
deg

C.M. offset, 3.45 Z. 36 2.84 1.30 1. 30
cm (in.) (1.36) (0.93) ( 1. 12) (0.51) ( 0. 51)

Boom systenq 3. ,i9 3. 27 3. 81 2.27 4. 13
mass, kg (lb) ( 7.7 ) ( 7. Z ) ( 8.4 ) ( 5,0 ) ( 9. 1 )

Booin l_ng#_", 4.4 a. 4 4.4 Z. 5 4.4
m (ft) (14.5) (14. 5 ) (14.5) ( 8.3 ) (14.5)

Measured from solar panel cylinder

3-f, 3
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q'ABLI,,' $-20. MASS SUMMARY BY MAJOR S[.IBSYSTb2M

-- A_LA,_/CENTAUR BASIgLINE t

Multiprohe Orl_iter

Spacecraft Mass Spacecraft Mass

Ite:l_/Subsystem kg lb kg [b

Comn_tmicatlans subsystern 14.24 31.4 IZ. 84 28.3

Data handling subsystem 7.80 17.2 16.87 37.2

Command subsystem 9.84. 21.7 9.84 21.7

Controls subsystem 11.89 26.2 26.26 57.9

Structure and harness 10o.68 235.2 96.03 211.7

sabsystem

Power subsystem 29.44 64.9 30. 89 68.1

Propulsion subsystem (dr),) II. 57 2,5.5 12.29 27. I

Orb_.t insertion motor case -- -- IZ. 58 27.7

Bus total (dry) 191.46 42Z. I 217.59 479.7

Large probe 245.12 540.4 - --

Small probe (3) 190.78 420.6 -- -

Spacecraft subtotal 627.36 1383. 1 217.59 479.7

Contir,_,_-cy 149, 59 329. 8 25.31 55.8

Experiments (bus only) 13.74 30.3 47.54 104.8

Spacecraft total (dry) 790.70 1743.2 290.44 640. ?,

Propellant 22.23 49.0 26.75 59.0

Pressurant 0.18 0.4 0.20 0.4

Orbit i'_sertion motor -- -- 143.33 316.0

expendables

Spltcecraft total (wet) 813. 11 1792. fi 460. ?0 1015.7

St_a.:ecvaft attach fittir_g 31.30 69.0 31.30 69.0

l,a-_nch vcbi,:le payload 8,t4, ,tl 1 ':61.6 492.00 108t- 7

?
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'FIGURE 3-18. ATLAS/CENTAUR PROBESPACECRAFT BASELINE
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FIGURE 3-17. ATLAS/CENTAUR ORBITER SPACECRAFT BASELINE
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NOMENCL

MAGNETOMETER

SOLAR WiND ANAL_

ELECTPON Tr;MPER,

NEUTRAL MASS SPE

ION MASS SPECTROI

' UV SPECTROMETER

_ IR RADIOMETER
X-BAND OCCULTATI

hADAR ALTIMETER

_ - / _ RETARDING POTEN"
TRANSPONt_ER

| , HYBRID

/ /" FILTER, Tx BP

j _ FILTER, HARMONIC
CIRCULATOR

;1_ $PDT SWITCH

TRANSFER SWITCH"/_ _.1"" POWER AMPLIFIER

_UAL REMOTE MUL

_ -q_. V TM PROCESSOR
/

• DATA STORAGE

_ ...... k PCM ENCODER

._' , #/

.=:: ._.C.3 .=._ _" _, _ COMMAND DEMODI.

i=_ I -f" /,/ CENTRAL DECODE71
,, /_(" F!EMOTE DECODER.

_/_ '/ PYRO CONTROL IJR

.. ..... SUNSENSORA__._.____SE_STAR SENSOR

ATTITUDE DATA PI_

'_F DESPIN __

SOLENOID ORIVER_
_ NUTATIDN DAMPE

BAPT_

/_ _ [._.,_ L.L_...L.._L.__J._._L__L -=.L--.L_.._.J

::_" _'rrr'r_'_T'_ __, CHARGL. DISCHAF

BUS LIMr'FER! el,

UNDERVOLTAGEIx
.._ cURRENT SEN_OF
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PROBE BATTERY

_ FIGURE 3-18, PROBE BUSSHELF ARRANGEMENT
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NOMENCLATURE NO,REQUI RED

MAGNETOMETER

SOLAR WIND ANALYZER

ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE

NEUT RAL MASS SPECTROMETER
ION MASS SPECTROMETER 1

UV SPECTROMETER 1
IR RADIOMETER

X-BAND OCCULTATION

RADAR ALTIMETER

RETARDING PO £ENTIAL ANALYZER 'I

_-/O TRANSPONDER ,

HYBRID '2

F,ER.T.SP

FILTER, HARMONIC

CIRCULATOR

SPOT SWITCH _ m

-.y _ i
. __

PJ: '/ _ 7

. / PYRO CONTROL UNIT 2

, SUN SENSOR ASSEMBLY 2

,_" STAR SENSOR I
I" ATTITUDE DATA PROCESSOR 2

DESPIN CONTROL ELECTRONICS

SOLENOID DRIVER 1

NUTATION DAMPER 1

BAPI"A

_ :; _. ,,_ _ /_ :.x.. MAGNETOMETER DEPLOY ASSEMBLY

_' .... CHARGE/DISCHARGE CONTROLLER 2

BUS LIMITER S

___ L _'. UNOERVOLTAGE SWITCH 1

CURRENT SENSOR 3

HEATER SWITCH 1

POWER INTERFACE UNIT 1

BATTERY 2

PROBE BATTERY CHARGER 1

iT
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NOMEN(_LATURE NO. REQUIREU 0

MAGNETOMETER 1

SOLAR WINL_ ANALYZER 1 ,I_

ELECTRC_I_I 'I'EMPE_ RA'r CJRE PROBE l
NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER t

ION MA_S SPECTROMETER 1

UV SPECTROMETER 1

IR RADIOMETER 1

X-BAND OCCULTATION 1

RADAR ALTIMETER 1

RE FARDING POTENTIAL ANAI.YZER

TRANSPONDER 2

HYBRID 4

FILTER, Tx BP 2

FILTER, HARMONIC 2

CIRCULATOR 2

SPDT SWITCH 6

TRANSFER SWITCH 1

POWEq AMPLIFIER 4

DUAL REMOTE MULTIPLEXER 3

----m. )/ TM PROCESSOR 2

DATA STORAGE 2

PCM ENCODER 2

COMMAND DEMODULATOR 2

CENTRAL DECODER 2

REMOTE-DECODER S

PYRO CONTROL UNIT

SUN SENSOR ASSEMBLY 2

STAR SENSOR 1

ATTITUDE DATA PROCESSOR 2

DESPIN CONTROL ELECTRONICS "_ i

SOLENOID DRIVER

NUTATION DAMPER 1

BAPTA 1

--_---_..L.-c._.__l__J MAGNETOMETER DEPLOY ASSEMBLY 1

Io lid Bo 4o INCH CHARGE/DISCHARGE CONTROLLER 2

•,._._..._.#_ _-" . BUS LIMITER
UNDERVOLTAGE SWITCH 1

CUR R ENT SENSO R '""'--_'--_

HEATER SWITCH 1

POWER INTERFACE UNIT 2

ATTERY 2

PROBE BATTERY CHARGER _._

t&NGEMENT

t,
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']TABLE 3-21. Die, TAIL MASS STATEMENT PROBE SPACECRAFT
ATLAS�CENTAUR BASELINE

Mas_

Description Jig ...... [b
..... .Jr ......... Jl_...... _, ....... ± L.... i ..........

Communic at] ons sub system 14.24 31.4

Transponder (2) 3.99 8.8
Hybrid (Z) 0.05 0. 1
Filter - TxBP (Z) 0.91 Z. 0
Filter - harmonic (Z) 0.09 0. Z
Circulator - isolator (Z) 0.23 0.5
SPDT switch (3) 0.36 0.8
Transfer switch (3) 0.95 Z. l
Power amplifier (Z) 1.7Z 3.8
Coax I.13 Z. 5
Bicone antenna 3, 45 7.6

Medium gain antenna 0, 71 Z.0
Omni (w_de beam) 0.27 0.6
Omni (narrow beam) 0.18 0.4

Data handling subsystem 7.80 17. Z

Remote multiplexers (3) 1,09 Z.4
Telemetry Processor (Z) 3.63 8.0
PCM encoder (2) ,=.08 6.8

Comman'l subsystem 9.84 Zl. 7

Con_mand demodulator (2) 2.54 5.6
Central decoder (2) 4.26 9.4
Remote decoder (6) I.91 4.2
l:*yrocontrol unit (Z) I.13 Z. 5

Controls subsystem 11.89 26. Z

Sun sensor assembly (?0) 0.32 0.7
Star sensor 2.49 _.5
Attitude data processor (Z) 3.27 7, Z
Sol ,_noid driver l0 04 Z. ,_
Nutation damper ], 36 3.0
Separation switch (2,) 0. 45 1. 0
Louver (I0) Z.95 6. 5
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'FAI_I,E 5-21 (Continued)

I)e sc ription k g lb

Structure "tnd harness subsystem 106.68 Z35. 2

t,;quipnlc,nt .M:elf 21.09 46. 5
Shelf aappcJrt btruts 1.95 4.3
Stru! fittings 1. 54 3.4
Thrust tube 14.47 31.9

Large probe attach structure 13.83 30. 5
Omni boom (2) O. 18 0.4

Medium gain antenna bracketry l. 36 3.0
Biconc antenna _support structure 1.36 3, 0

Cylindrical sub_,trate 13.83 30, 5
Small probe attach structure 4.58 10. 1
Propellant tank support l. 77 3, 9
Thruater support 2.72 6.0
Balance weight 2.72 6.0
Miscellaneous hardware 1.81 4.0
Thermal blankets 11.43 25.2
Shelf doublers 2.27 5. 0 '

Thermal coat{ngs 0.91 2.0

I Temperature sensors 0. C9 0. 2
Wire harness 8.75 19. 3

Power subsystem 29.44 64,9

Battery (2) 'Ji. 16 24. 6

Undervoltage sw_tch O. 77 1. 7

, Charge/discharge control.lers (2) 3.36 7. 4
- Bus iimiter (5) 3. 13 6.9

; Solar array (exch, des _;ubstrate) 7.57 16.7
Power interface unit 0.68 1. 5

Current ._ensers (3) 0.50 1. 1

Probe battery charger 1. 81 4. 0
Iicatct switch unit (2) 0.45 1.0

3 - 7 a
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TABLE :_-21 (Cantinued)

' ' "| '" " ' "'IDescription kg lb
I

Propulsion Subsystem (dry) 11.57 25. 5

Propellant tanks (2) 5.35 1 l. 8
Thrusters (6) 1.63 3.6
Propellant valve (6) 1.36 3. 0
Latch valve (_) 0.54 1. l
Fill valve 0.14 0.3
Filter (4) 0. 54 I.2
Pressure transducer 0.23 0. 5

Tubing _ 32 0. 7
Fittings 45 1.0
Thruster valve heaters (6) 0.. _5 0.. l
Thruster insulation (6) 0.45 I. 0

Temperature sensors (8) 0.09 0. 2 ,
Propellant plenums (Z) 0. 14 0.3
Propellant tank heater (2) 0.27 0.6

Bus total (dry) 191.46 4ZZ. I

Large probe 245. lZ 540.4

Deceleration module 9Z. 6Z Z04. Z

Heat shield subsystem (35.52) (78.3)
Heat shield 35.52 78. 3

Structure subsystem (47.99) (105.8)
Aeroshell structure 15.47 34. 1

Internal structure 23.68 52. 2 '

Ballast I. 36 3.0

Aft cover structt_re 7.48 16. 5
Aft cover insulation - -

Instrumentation and harness" subsystem (l. 9]) (4. 2)
Ablation ._ensor 0. 14 0.3

Temperature senst s (3) 0.05 0. ]
Wire harness 1.7Z 3.8
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TAI_I.li 2 _-2t (f:_,_ti:med}
| Mass

l)es, rit,tion kg )bB

S Pa r_,¢ hilt,, :rob syst,:m ('1.72) ( l 0.4)
M,tin parachute :_. g7 7, Z

= Pilot chute 0.50 I. !
= Motor 0.4q !. 0

Explosive m,t asu,:rnbty (_) O. 50 I, I
s

St_paration 'mb:_y_tcm (2, 49} (5. 5)
-: Bu._ s¢:r_aration ,,,xptosive nut

asscmblx (3) .45 1.0
Bus _eparation spring assembly (;_) 0.77 I.7

- In-flight disconnect I 0. 59 I. 3
}_rcssure vessel separation explosive -

- Nat assembly (3) 0.68 I.5

Pressure Vessel Module 15g. 50 336. g

Communications subsystem (5. 991 (13.2)
Tran_pm_der Z. 00 4.4
Filter, TxBP 0.45 1.0
Filter, harmonic O, 05 0.1
Circulator 0.09 0. Z
Output amplifier (4) g. 18 4. 8
Driver 0. Z3 0. 5
Isolator (2) 0. _3 0. 5
Three-way summer/divider (Z) 0.18 0.4
Coaxial 0.32 0.8
Hemispheric omni antenna 0.Z7 0.5

Co_nn_and and data handling subsystem (3.54) (7.8)
Command/data unit I.95 4.3

- Pyre control unit 1. 18 g.6
Acceleration switch (g) 0.23 0. 5
Pressore switch (g) 0. 18 0.4

Power _ub._yst(.:m (lg. 93) (28. 5)
Battery 10.5g 23. Z
Power interface unit g. Zg 4, 9
Current sensor 0. 18 0.4
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TABLE .t-21 (Contio.ued)

Mass

l)e st: riptio n kg Ib

Structure and harness ._ul)system (98, 43) (_I 7. O)
Aerodynamic fairing 4.03 9. 0
Prt,ssure vessel shell 47. 36 104. ,t

Insulating retainer i. 27 5. O
Shelves (2) (includes heat sink) 23.68 52. 2
Shelf interconnect 3.36 7.4

Adapter 3.90 8. 6
Flanges (2) 8.80 19.4

i_ Main, pressure _eal -Pressure gauge O. 18 O. 4

Stra!n gauges (3) O, 27 O. 6

Wire harness, external 0.14 0.3
Wire harness, internal 0.73 1.6

Cable cutter assembly 0. 18 0.4
Penetrations (1.27) {2. 8)

Electrical feed throughs (5) 0.09 . Z
Ports (5) O. 45 I. 0
Windows (3) 0.73 I. 6

Insulation I. 13 Z. 5

Temperature sensors (5) 0.05 0. i
Heaters (air) 0. 14 0.3
Mis_,ellaneous hardware 0.91 Z. 0

Scientific instruments (31.62) (69.7)

_, Temperature gauge 36 0.3

Pressure gauge o45 I.0
Acceleroxneter s I.3Z Z. 9

_- Neutral n_ass spectrometer 10.43 Z3.0

Cloud particle size analyzer 4. !7 9. Z

Solar radion%eter Z. 63 5.8Gas chromatograph 4.45 9.8

, Wind altitude radar 4.58 10. l
Hygrometer 0.59 1.3

IR flux radiometer Z. 63 0, 8

Small probe (3) 190. 420. 6
78

J
i i

Small probe (I) 63.59 140. 2

%

"J _
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TABLt; _-Zl (Continued

Mass !
De sc riptio n fog 15- ,_

4

D,,celeration ,,nodule 25. I 7 55. 5

Heat _hiold _ubsyste:n (!0.02) (22, 1) ]
Heat shield I0.02 22. I

Structure subsystem (13, 61) (30.0)
Aeroshell structure 7.48 16, 5

Internal structure 5.35 11. 8

Fins (4) 0. 3Z 0. ?

Pressure port adapter 0.09 0. Z
Ballast 0.36 0.8

Harness subsystem (0. 18) (0.4)
Wire harness 0, 18 0, 4 ,

Separation/design subsystem (I.36) (3.0)
Spin rockets (Z) 0. 18 0.4
Bolt thruster 0, 18 0, 4

Hinge arm and open latch 0.41 0.9 "
In-flight disconnect 0. 59 I. 3

Pressure vessel module 38,4Z 84, 7

Comrnunications subsystem (I, 86) (4. I)
Exc.ter 0, 64 I. 4

Stable oscillator (see scientific

in strurnent s) - -

Output amplifier 0.54 I.Z
l_olator 0.14 0.3

Driver 0. 18 0.4
Coaxial 0. 14 0o 3

}lenfispheric omni antenna 0. Z3 0.5

Command and data handling subsystem (Z. 68) (5.9)
Command/data unit I. 54 3.4

Regulator unit 0.18 0, 4

Pyro control unit 0. 54 I.Z
Acceleration switch (_) 0. Z3 0. 5

]Pressure switch (Z) O. l 8 0.4

Power subsystem (5, 17) (1 I. 4)
Battery 3.63 8.0
Power interface,' ur_it 1.36 3. 0

Current ,sensor O. 18 O, 4



mm

- TABLE 3-21 (Contim_ed)

Mass

Desc ription kg lb

,, Structure and harness subsystem (26.08) (57.5i
Pressure vessel shell I0,07 22. Z

External insulation (ESM) 0.1 8 0.4
Insulation retainer I. 04 2.3

= Shelves (2) (includes heat sink) 8,26 18. Z

= ' Shelf interconnect I. 32 2. 9

- Flanges (2) g. 31 5. I
Main pressure seal - -

_ Pressure gauge 0.18 0.4

} Antenna cover 0.05 0. I
-._ Fin adapter s (4) 0.09 0. 2

Temperature gauge support arm 0. Z3 0.5

Temperature gauge release meeh 0.14 0. 3
IP_flux detector arm 0.23 0. 5

LF¢,flux detector release mech 0.14 0. 3

Wiring harness, external[ 0. Z7 0.6
Wiring harness, _.nternalI
Penetrations (0.41) (0.9)

Electrical feed throughs (3) 0.05 0. I
Ports (3) 0.09 0. Z

Windows (Z) 0.27 0.6

Temperature sensors (4) 0.05 0. I
Miscellaneous hardware 0.68 I. 5

Internal insulation O. 36 O. 8

Heaters (air) 0.09 0. 2

Scientific instruments (Z, 63) (5.8)

Temperature gauge 0.36 0.8

Pressure gauge 0.45 I. 0
Nephelo,r, eter 0. 54 !, Z

_ Accelerometer 0.23 0. 5

IK flux detector 0.64 I. 4
Stable oscillator 0, 41 0.9

Spacecraft subtotal 627.36 1383. 1

Contingency 149. 59 329. 8

" 3_79



TAI_LH 3-21 (Cont].nued}

Mass

Description kg lb

E×periments (bus) 13.74 30.3

Neutral mass spectrometer 6.26 13.8 I
Ion mass spectrometer 1.81 4.0
Electron temperature probe 1.13 2.5 I
UV spectrometer 3.13 6.9
Retarding potential analyzer 1.41 3.1

Spacecraft total (dry) 790.70 1743.2 :
]

Propellant 22.23 49.0

Pressurant O. 18 O. 4

Spacecraft total (wet) 813.11 1792.6

Spacecraft attach fitting 31.30 69.0

Launch vehicle payload 844.41 1861.6

3-30
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;2

" TABL,1L" _-22. DI_YrAIL MASS STATEMENT ORBITEP )
, MISSION -- ATLAS/CENTALIR BASI,:i,INE :)

Mass

Description kg lb

: Con_munications subsystem 12.84 28.3

Transponder (2) 3.99 8.8
Hybrid (4) 0.09 0.2
Filter - TxBP (2) 0.91 2.0
Filtel- harmonic (2) 0.09 0.2
Circulator - isolator (2) 0.23 0.5

SPDT switch (6) 0.68 1.5
Transfer switch 0.32 0, 7

Power amplifier (4) 3.45 7.6
Coax cables 1.22 2.7

High gain antenna 1.41 3.1
Omni (widebeam) 0.27 0.6
Omni (aarrowbeam) 0. 18 0.4

Data handling subsystem 16.87 37.2

Remote multLplexers (3) 1.09 Z.4
Telemetry processor (2) 3.63 8.0
Data storage unit (2) 9.07 20.0
PCM encoder (2) 3.08 6.8

Command subsystem 9.84 21.7

Command demodulator (2) 2.54 5.6

Central decoder (2) 4.26 9.4

Remote decoder (6) I. 90 4.2

Pyro rzontrol unit (2) 1. 13 2.5

Control Subsystem 26. Z6 57.9

Sun sensor assembly (2) 0.32 0. 7
Star sensor 2.49 5.5

Attitude data processor (2) 3.27 7.2

Despin control ele(.trot).[cs (2) 3.90 8.6
Solenoid driver 1.04 2.3
N_ttation daintier 1.30 3.0
BADTA 6. ')2 14.6

Magneto),_eter del)loyn_ent ))_echar_is)n 3.27 7.2
Separatio:) swi(ch (2) ) O. 45 1.0

l.ou.ver (12) } 3.5't 7.8
I

........................................................ [ ............................ J



'['AISLE 3-22. (Continued) =_
_A

: Mass

l)esv riptior_ kg lb

Structure subsystem 96.0B 211.7

Equipn_ent shelf Zl. 09 46, 5
Shelf support struts 1.95 4, 3
Strut fittings 1.54 3.4 !
Thrust tube 14.47 31,9

BAPTA support Z. ZZ 4.9

High gain antenna mast Z. 59 5.7
Omni and X-band mast (2) O. 32 O. 7

Cylindrical substrate 13.83 30.5
._ Propellant tank s_pports (g) 1.77 3.9
_- Thruster supports (7) 2.95 6.5

Motor attach ring 2. Z2 4.9

- Balance weights 2.72 6.0
RF altimeter support 0.68 !. 5
Miscellaneous hardware 1.81 4.0
Thermal blanket 10.52 23.2
Shelf doubler Z. 27 5.0

Thermal coating 0.91 2.0

Temperature sensor (21) 0.14 0.3
Wire harness 1$. 02 26.5

Power subsystem 30.89 68. I

Battery (2) II. 16 Z4.6
Undervoltage switch 0.77 1.7

; Solar array (excludes subs_rate) 8.39 Ig. 5

i Bus limlter (6) 3, 76 8, 3

: Charge/discharge controller (Z) 3.36 7.4
:': Overload control unit (Z) Z. 72 6.01 1
i Current sensors (3) 0.50 •
J Heater switch unit 0. Z3 0.5

Z_ Propulsion subsystern (dry) 12.29 27. I

Propellant ta,tks (Z) 5.35 II.8

Thrusters (7) I.91 4.Z

Propellant va]ve (7) I. 59 3.5
l,atching valve (Z) 0.54 1.2
Fill valve 0. 14 O. 3

i Filter (4) 0.54 1.2

Pressu, e trat,sdttcer 0.23 0.5
0.45 /.0

T_thing
VittL.gs 0.45 l. 0

i Thruster valve heaters (7) ().05 0.1
i}

!:
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'fABLE ,_-ZZ (Continued)

Mass

Desc ription kg lb

Thruster instflation (7) 0.54 1.2

Temperature sensors (9) 0.0_ 0.2
Propellant plenum 0.14 0.3
Propellant tank heaters (2) 0.27 0.6

Orbit insertion motor case 12.5B 27.7

Motor case (burned out) 12.5Z Z7.6
Nozzle heater 0.04 0.1

Temperature sensor (2) 0.0Z 0.0

Bus total (dry) Z17.59 479.7

Spacecraft st_btotal ZlT. 59 479.7

Contingency ZS. 31 55.8

r_]xperiments (bus only) 47.54 104.8

Magnetometer 4, 04 8.9
Solar wind analyzer 5.76 IZ 7

F.lectron temperature _robe I. 59 3 5
Neutral mass spectrometer 6.26 13 8

Ion mass spectrometer I. 68 3 7

Ultraviolet spectrometer _. 26 13 8
IR radiometer 6.26 15 8
Radar altimeter 10.43 Z3 0
X-band occultation (5.26) (11.6)

X-band driver 1.36 3.0
X-band TWTA Z. 27 5.0
I,_olator 0.05 0.1

Rotary joint 0.41 0.9
Coa× O. 27 O. 6

Antenna 0. )3 0.5

Contingency (15 percent) 0.6B 1.5

Spacecraft total (dry) Z_90._,4,44 640.5

Prepella_t 26.76 59.0

Pressurant 0. Z0 0.4

Orbit i_sertion motor expendables 143,36 316.0

Spacecraft total (wet) 460, 70 1015.7

Spacecraf't o{ta,';b fitti_,g 31,30 69_0

I._unch vehicle payload 4')2.O0 I{)84.7

i
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Probe Bus

In latmch configuration the probe bus ha,._ a mass of 813. 1 kg {1792.6
lh) with c.m. located 134.6 cm {63 m.) above the separation plane from the

I launch vehicle. The roll to transverse inertia ratio varies from a minimumvalue of 1.26 at launch to 1.60 after release ot all probes. This inertia
ratio range assures adequate spin stability. A maximum diameter of 254 cm
{100 in,) and an overall length of 287 cm {113 in. ) when in launch configura-
tion allows for generous radial and longitudinal clearances from the allowa-
ble payload dynamic envelope.

|: An IntelsatIV spacecraft attach fittingwas selected for use on the
launch vehicle. The interface diameter of 112 cm {44.2 in. ) permits a larger
view factor from the spacecraft aft end than the Mariner 140 cm (55 in. )
diameter and permits a larger spacecraft mass than that allowed if the Delta
spin table and 3731 fitting are used.

I The basic arrangement is composed of the following primary ele,-

ments. A right conical frustum forms t]0e central thrust tube. The large
diameter mates to the Intelsat IV launch vehicle spacecraft adapter, A cir-
cular shelf for the mounting of subsystem units and science instruments is
positioned at the upper end of the thrust tube. Twelve equally spaced support

[ struts are attached at the shelf perimeter and extend radially to the thrust
tube lower end. A cylindrical substrate surrounds the shelf and is positioned
so as to provide an enclosed volume for housing equipment above and below the
shelf. The substrate extends sufficiently below the shelf to permit the solar
array to be mounted entirely in that area, except for patching above the shelf
line, to accommodate cutouts in the panel for radial, thrusters. The length
below the shelf is sized for the larger array required on the orbiter mission
and is kept the same for the probe bus for commonality. This also allows the
upper substrate area to have apertures, etc., wherever required without
interfering with the array.

Located beneath the shelf and supported from the thrust tube are two
hydrazine propellant tanks positioned diametrically opposite each other and
between s_ruts. This arrangement facilitates assembly of the shelf and thrust
tube without disturbing the tank installation. Also, by being below the shelf
the upper shelf surface and compartment volume are entirely available for

; mounting and positioning of subsystem units and science i_struments. This
basic arrangement of thrust tube, shelf, etc. is identical for probe and orbiter
spacecraft.

An inverted right conical frustum adapter installed at the upper end of

I the thrust tube provides for support and installation of the " ,.rge probe. Themechanical interface with the probe occurs at three attach _ittings equally
i_ spaced at: the upper end of the adapter. The three smaller probes are peal-
, tioned symmetrically around the adapter and are supported by structural ele-

melxts exteuding radially from the adapter and vertically to the shelf.

Separation of the large probe is iu an axial, direction with _ smaU

_ £_V being applied from spring_ located at each al:tach fitting. After large
y
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i)r(,b_, st,Daratitm t:h¢_ three smallc,.r prol:m arc released silnultaneous]y. Th¢'y
separate in ;_ I_ng(mtial direction to) the sl)act_,t, ratt with a _V du(, tt) th(, space-
craft spin, As they leave in tile lai:eral (tirection they trace a spiral path, in
spacecr,lft co¢_rdinalt_s, and opposite i.n direction to tilt: spacecraft spin, ov_r
the' upp_,r :m cfac,, of the spacecraft. Thc, rcfore, this region is kept free of
i_rotlll_,t'al_ces al)ove tilt' ft_rward lflan_ , _f the sul_strat_,

Three of the bus science instruments, the icm and neutral mass spec-

trom2ters, and the retarding potential analyzer (RPA), require an unob-
structed conical field of view h_ the direction of the velovity vector and parallel
to the spin axis, after probe release. These instruments are positiomed to
look between the small probes such that clearance with probe support structure
and other spacecraft appendages is ensured. The ultraviolet spectrometer
has a small pointing angle forward off the spin axis and the electron tempera-
ture probe is 90 dog to the spin axis and ar,_ positioned at the shelf outer edge.

The other subsystem units are arranged on the shelf in a manner that
provides for functional grouping and balanced mass and thermal distribution.
Sufficient space exists on the shelf to permit units to be repositioned if their
thermal or mars distributions should change. Ten thermal control louvers
ave attached to the lower surface of the shelf and will control the thermal

radiation out of the aft cavity. Units that tend to dissipate large amounts of

energy are located over, or near as possible, to the locations of the louvers
to minimize the amount of conductive material required to be added to the
shelf. Identical shelf, locations are maintained for the majority of those units,
and thermal control louvers that are common to both probe and orbiter space-

craft. This '!eature can be seen by comparison of Figures 3-18 and 3-19.

A dual bicone antenna, with a 360 deg beam in a plane normal to the

spin axis and 30 dog in elevation, and a wide beam om_i antenna (220 dcg
beam), are positioned on the spacecraft centerline aft of the thrust tube. The
lntelsat IV spacecraft adapter b_.s sufficient usabl._ inteznai diameter and

length t_ vermit the antennas to bc mounted on a nondeployable support struc-
tu:ce at a distance from the end of the spacecraft thrust tube sufficient to

provide them with an unobstructed rf beam field. Adequa '_. cZe=rance between
the antem_as and the attach fitting exists to provide for separation tipoff
condition s.

A medium gain horn antenna, with a 45.7 cm (18.0 in.) aperture and
a conical beam angle of Z0 d,,g, is attached at the shelf aft side and pointed
parallel with the spacecraft ccnt,,vline. The a_Jtenna is placed in the same
sect:or as one of the hydrazinc tanks to minimize potential partial blockage
of a louver view.

The star sensor lil_e of sight required (s 58 deg from the spin axis on
the fl)rward end of the spacecraft and has a 25 ¢t('I4 field of vi(,w. By placing

it midway tmtv, een two of the small pr,'d_,:_ and at the, outer tmrir_cD:r of the,
shelf t)ossibl(" refl_!cti_ms _ff the spacecraft are pr;:vclff_'d fcon_ _,ntering the
._u. shi_'/d. 't't_r(,_' still stylisers, '_vitIt a co!l.l})il}¢:d field of view (_f lbO dog in

a l)lanc c(.mtaininF, the spin a:'i,_ a;_d centered about a no"mal to the axis, are
l¢,cated at. t.be ()ldcr pcriw,'t/_'r of t!,e suhstrate, in a location fr;,e ol extcmsi(,ns,

to pr_:veot false rcadi_gs due to spacecraYt reflections.
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Orbi ter Spacecraft

The orbiter spacecrvft i_t launch configuration has a total masfl of
460.7 kg (1015.7 lb) with a center of mass located at 65.3 cni (25.7 in. )
above tile separation plane from the launch vehcile. The splr. to t=-ansverse
inertia ratio varies from a minimum value of 1.34 to a maximum of 1.68 at

end of life. Like the probe bus, the orbiter spacecraft inertia ratio range
- assures adequate spin stabilitythroughout the mission. A maximum diameter

of 254.0 cm (I00.0 in. ) and au overall length of 3Z5 c m (128 in. ) provides for
generous radial and longitudinal clearances from the allowable payload dyna-
mic envelope.

The basic arrangement primary elements, i.e., thrust tube, equip-
ment shelf, struts, substrate, and hydrazine tanks, as previously noted are
identical to the probe bus.

An existing quadripod structure from the Telesat design is install_d
at the upper end of the thrust tube and provides for support and installation
of the bearing and power transfer assembly (BAPTA). The high gain antenna
(HGA) mast is attached to the despun flange of the BAPTA and positions the
centerline of the HGA 97.8 cm {38.5 in.) above the forward plane of the sub-
s_.rate.

Of the nine specified experiments, four are similar to those specified
for the probe bus, These are the electron temperature probes. Ultraviolet
spectrometer, and the ion and neutral mass spectrometer-. They will be at
the same shelf positions as for the probe bus but with different pointing angles,
except for the electron ter,-.perature probe which remains the same. The ion
and neutral mass spectrometers are pointed nominally 56 deg from the spin
axis in a forward direction and ere near the outer edge of the shelf. This
provides clearance from the HGA for their required conical field of view. The
ultraviolet spectrometer and solar wind instruments have pointing angles 90
deg to the spin axis thus are located at the shelf outer edge and are provided
with apertures through the substrate. The magnetometer is deployed by a
three link articulated boom to a distance of 5.64 m (18.5 ft) from the space-

= craft centerline in a plane just forward of the substrate. For launch the boom
is folded and stowed above the substrate at a location that is free of instru-

meats having forward pointing angles. Thus, ifthe boom should failto
deploy itwould not cause blockage to any of the science instruments.

m
The pointing angle for the radar altimeter antenna is determined by

- the periapsis latitude. For the Atlas/Centaur baseline {56 ° S numinal periap-
sis latitude) the angle is 34 deg fro,_ the spin axis in the forward direction.

m To maintain radar beam (_ 104 deg in elevation) clearance with the HGA thc

radar ante_na is located at the outer edge of the spacecraft and n_ainlv abovethe forward plane of the solar panel cylindrical substrate. A reduction in peri-
apsis latituderequires a correspoading increase in the radar antenno pointing
angle. The H(;A is positioned such that clearance between the ttGA beam and

-_' the radar antenaa is t_Jain, taine(l when the latter is positioned for a periapsis lati-
tude of 13 deg0 rbu. , if it should become desirable to lower the periapsis

= latit:ude fr()rr_ the selected 56 (leg to on.p as low as 1:_ deg only a repositioni.g

of the radar ante.ha to the new pointing a_gle is required.
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b'or the rf ()ccultation exf)_:rin_(,nt au_ X ])and transmitt_r and a 20 d(,i4 ,
l),,,_)_vidth X ban_) tz'a1_sn_ittei" i.,. l(_('ated t.)z_ the _,quipm,:nt shelf and the
al_tL')_,_a is l)()siti_m(.rl adore the. HGA ()n the desl)ml n_aat. This ant(.nna
iL)cati¢)lx will l)_'()vide clearance between the EO deg beanl and the magn(,to- t
lilt'If'l" allc[ ])()()l_fl. l)

(

The subsystcnl umt shelf arrangement tor the probe I)us was devt, h)l,(:d [
t,) i_laintain cc)mmonality of location for units for probe and orbiter wherevt:r
l)()ssil)le, and also permit the orbiter additional science instruments to: F)e

added wlth(mt req)dring a major rearrangement of the equipment. The addi-
tional equipment increases the thermal load on the shelf from that of the
pr()l)e bus and two additional thermal control louver modules are added to
t:he r.helf lower surface to accommodate the increase.

For the baseline type II transit trajectory, the Thiokol modified
FE-M..521 solid propellant motor is selected to provide orbit insertion. A
motor attach ring is added internally to the thrust tube tc provide for installa-
tion of the 44, 5 cm (17.5 in. ) by ~114 cm (45 in. ) long motor.

For the alternate type I transit trajectory the candidate insertion
motor is the Thiokol TE-M-616 solid propellant motor. This motor is some-

what larger, 69. 3 cm (27.3 in.} diameter by IZ3.7 cm (48.7 in.) long, but

can also be accommodated by merely changing motor attack, rings.
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4, STR.UCTURF SUI3SYSTI':M

The spacecraft structural de_iga criteria and dynamic loads _no.lysis
performed for tee Thor/Delta booster are discussed in subsection 4. I. 'rhc
design criteria provide a set of design conditions, requirements and objec-
tives, which when irnptemented wilt insure structural integrity. Loads and
design conditions are established for the launch phase whicl_ is most critical
with regard to structural integrity.

In order to ve.ri£_compliance with structural subsystem des18n
requirements, such as strength and stiffness, a dynamic analysis was p_r-
formed for the Thor/Dettalaunch muttiprobe and orbiter spacecraft. This
analysis consisted of mathematically representing the probe and orbiter
vehicles with 39 and 42 mass point models, respectively. These mass points
were connected by 87 and 85 s_ructural elements respectively, which repre-
sent the stiffness characteristics of the spacecraft structur_. From these
mathematical models, analyses were then performed to determine internal
loads and spacecraft resonant frequencies. The loads were subsequently
used in the vehicle stress analysis to insure adequate structural capability.
Fundamental vehicle resonances were determined to occur at 23 ]Hz

laterally and 64 Hz axially for the probe spacecraft and at 12 Hz laterally
and, 65 t-tz axially for the orbiter spacecraft. These compare with rtxinin, um
design goals of _0 Hz laterally and 35 Hz axially, thus the orbiter lateral
resonance at 1Z Hz does not meet the design goat. However, it is felt that
this is not a serious problem since the 12 Hz resonance results from antenna
boom bending and compares with a 12. 5 Hz fundamental resonance for the
similar Hughes Telesat spacecraft which has experienced no structural diffi-
culties.

rhe use of beryllium is considered for application on th_ probe bus
and orbiter spacecraft for t_teThor/Delta configuratien oniy. The Thor/
Delta configuration is weig',at critical whereas the Atlas/Centat_r version is
more con::ernedwith econo_nic considerations. I_eryllium at ructural

_- elements arc employed on the Thor/Delta spacecraft in areas where Hughes
Aircraltls experience with berylliu_n shows that such elen_cnts could be
reliably manufactured and assembled. Application of beryllit:tna resulted in

: a n_ass savings of 4.8 kg (10.6 lb) on the prc_be bus spacecraft and 2.5 kg
(5. 5 lb} o_, the orbiter spacecraft. Respective cost increas(,s of $163_800

!--" and _40,300 for four spacecraft wo.s ossociated with the use of berylhum.

: ,4- !
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'J'l]e [h.'_, Z'il._ti(_1,_ (H' the Ti_or/l.)elta (_u.bsect.ion 4. 3) and Atlas/Centaur
i_as,'li:_,' (suh'ie('ti,m 4.4) structural configurations emphasize t.h,¢ fund_mentai
ctf_))'t t() ,,_'hieve ,, hiRh degree of c(),nm(mality hetw,.(..,, the p,'(Jb(: bu._ ,xnd

,)vt,it,,r :,l)a,',.,'raft. This is su,',','ssfully achieved with a design whi( h nlak,.'s
tlS_' (}f it { ¢)lllnlOll th,'t|st tub(') equip[)mnt _h(:lf) _helf .,,Upl)(_rt atrn).s, pr(qml-
sl()n .,ittl)l),)rt _Jtru,:turc) ut)lar panel sul)str,J.tt' and support fittinRs. It i', I
_'sli)]l,d.cd that a,n _1)()4(_)000 c-st savings will be realized for the ,Jveral] i
l)m,gra,,_ r_,quiretnents in lh,: ,'it vucl.ural subsystcn_ ar(:a as ai direct re:soil ")f
the Cml)loyn_L:,tt of the._e common structural elements for the pr,.be bus .... d

()rbitev s,,a('ecraft. This estimate applies to either the Thor/Delta or At]as/
(.'t_lll ,-tit r ¢',mfiguratlons,

4. I STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM RE, QUIRh_,MENTS

The structural subsystem is required to meet the critical condition of

launch and provide a suitable onvironmcnt for the equipment mounted to it.
This section includes the basic structural design requirements for the strv..:
rural subsystem) and a summary of the preliminary dynamic analy_es per-

formed for the Thor/Delta spacecraft together with spacecraft quasi-static
and dynamic load requirements for both the q[hor/Delta and Atlas�Centaur
boost vehicles. Structuxal design requirements for the probes are presented
in Volurno 5.

Structural Des!gn Re_uirem_its

The structure shah possess ,_ufflcient strength) rigidity) and other

necessary characteristics zequired to survive the critical loading conditions
which e_is' within the envelope of mission requirements and it shall be
designed to achieve minimu "n weight wherever possible.

The design load envircnment for the Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur
spacecraft are shown in Tables 4-1 anct 4-2.

The uniform quasi-static loads factors to which the vehicle will be
subjected are shown in Table 4-1. These loads are based upon critical flight
conditi¢.ns and are ultimate factors.

In addition to the above uniform quasi-static load condition, nonuniform

lateral qua_d-static conditions will be used in the vehicle design. These non-
uniform conditions represent the first mode flexibility and mode shape which
is aormally excited at 'iftoff. Typically these nonuniform lateral loads take

the form of a paraboli,: curve extending from a maximum lev(.'l at the upper-
most point, of tim spacecraft and decreasing to a minimum vah,e at the base
t)f tlm etdaptcr.

1. ne dcsl_n qualtf_catton dynamic load envi ronment for both the "rh(>r/
Delta and Atlas, Centaur .apacecraft are presented in Taole 4-Z. These con-
sist of unnctched sinusoidal and random test levels applied at the base of the

b,oster adapter. The load conditions of Table 4-2 are intended to simulate

4-2
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TABI,F, 4-1. QUASI-ST#..'£IC UNIFORM ULTIMATE I,OAD FACTORS

Conditio._ Axis Acceleration, g

Thor/Delta -Probe Spacec raft

Llftoff Thrust -4.35, +1, 5

Lateral. ]. 45

Mi£ CO / PO"30 Thrust -21

Lateral + 1. 15

Spin:

Latanch (I00 rpm maximum) Radial 0. 164R $# (0.416R)

Transit (60 rpm) Radial 0.059R (0. 150R)

Large probe release (15 rpm) Radial 0.0037R (0.0094R)

Small probe release (7I.2 rpm) Radial 0.0835R (0,ZI2R)

Orbiter

Liftoff Thrust -4.35, +I, 5

Lateral 4.5

MEcO/POGO Thr_tst -25

I.a_eral +I. 5

Insertion motor burn I Thrust -13. 2

Lateral 0.5

Spin:

Launch (100 rpm) Radial 0. ],64R(0,416R)

Transit (60 rpm) Radial 0.059R _0. 150R)

Transit (30 rprn) Radial 0.0148R (0.0375R)

Atlas/Centaur -Both Vehicles

Boost Thrust -9.6, +4,0

Lateral 3.0
t. J

Insertion burn Thrust -I0.0

Lateral 0. 5
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7
TABL , /- 1 (continued)

Li.... _1 J ..

Condition Axis Acceleration, g

Spin: (probe spacecraft)

Separation (0 rpm) '-

Transit (25 rpm) Radial 0.0106R (0.0268R)

Large probe release (15 rpm) Radial 0. 0037R (0. 0094R)

Smail probe release (47.5 rpm) Radial 0. 037R (0.094R)

Spin: (orbiter)

Separation (0 rpm) -- 0

Transit (25 rpm) Radial 0. 0106R (0. 0268R)

Orbit (5 rpm) Radial 0. 00039R (0. 0010R)

::'SeeFigures 4-I and 4-2 for sign convention

......Where R is the radial distat_cein centimeters and (inches) from the

point in questior_to the spin axis

.........Orbiter only
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TABLE 4.2. UNNOrCHED QUAI.IFICATION VIBRATION I,EVELS

Thor Delta

Sinusoidal Vibr,_tion - Sweep Rate _ 2 oct,/m._n -
L...........

Thrust Axis Lateral Axes

Frequency_ Acceleration_ g Frequency_ Accelcration_ g
Hz (0 peak) Hz ....... _(O peak)

5-15 2. 3 5-14 2.3*
!5-21 6.8 14-250 I. 5
21-250 2. :_ 250-400 4.5

250-400 4.5 400-2000 7.5
400..,2000 7.5

*3.0 for orbiter spacecraft
I

Random Vibration - Time = 2 min/axis

Thrust and Lateral Axes

Frequency PSD g2/Hz { grms

20-300 +3 dB/oct --
300-2000 0. 045 9. 2

Atlas Centaur

Sinusoidal Vibration - Sweep Rate = 2 oct/rain

Thrust Axis Lateral Axes

Frequency, Acceleration_ g Frequency_ Acceleration_ g
.......... H_a_ .......... (Opeak) Hz (O_peak)_....................I

5-8.5 I. 5 crn dia 5-8 I I, I cm dia

8.5-200 2.3 8-200 ! 1.5

Randorn Vibration - Time=4min/axis

Thrust and Latcral Axes

Frequency I°SD gZ/liz g rms

20-150 +6 dB/oct 9.3
150-2000 0. 045 -



conditions more severe than those actually expected from ground handling,
launch and orbit insertion ill order to provide assurance of disr-overing any
design dcfic'iencies which might exist, They are not intended to exceed design
safety margins and care is taken not go introduce unrealistic modes of failure
prin,,arilg by reducing or "notching" the input levels if required. The quali-
ficaticm levels of Table 4-Z have applied a factor of 1.5 over the expected
flight or acceptance levels and would be used in ana, lyses or tests for struc-
tural qualification or in determination of unit qualification levels, Protoflight
spacecraft test requirements may not necessarily specify these levels and
durat_o_.s.

It _s a common practice in spacecraft design to notch (reduce)
vibration test input levels when the spacecraft and/or booster adapter will
otherwise experience unrealistically high load levels compared with maximum
expec'ced flight load levels. Notching is based on consideration of load levels
at critical structural locations_ such as the booster adapter_ and input vibra-
tion _,evelsare notched in frequency bands in which major spacecraft reso-
nances are excited.

At the lower frequencies, some compensation must be made for the
fact that the rigid seismic mass of the shaker head does not simulate the long,
flexiblelaunch vehicle. This compensation is in the fozm of a reduction of
vibration input in the frequency ranges of the fundamental sp.cecraft
resonances. This reduction of input levels is controlled automatically such
tI'atthe readings at the control strain gauge bridges do not exceed the
ultimate strain determined from the structural model statictoads test. It

will be determined during this test whether parallel notch control based on
maximum response acceleratio,_ willbe required. Acceleration notch control
shall be in_plemented if the maximum response acceleration during the low
level tests indicates that the qualificati,m response will exceed the levels
derived from a booster/spacecraft dynamic analysis.

The load levels to which the spacecraft is notched are developed from
a coupled booster-spacecraft dynamic analysis. This analysis is accom-
pli._hedin part by the booster contractor and in part by the spacecraft con-
tractor. A detailed analysis accounting for the dynamic characteristics of
the spacecraft and launch vehicle is conducted by the booster contractor,
This analysis includes consideration of liftoff_staging_ and maximum aero-
dynamic pressure 21ightevents. The results of this analysis a_'ethe_ used by
the spacecraft contractor to develop detailed internal loads. As a result of
these internal loads_ notch levels are obtained for critical areas of the
spacec raft.

Unit qualification sitmaoicial vibration test levels are presented in
Tables 4-3 and 4-4. for the Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur_ respectively. The
levels are intended to approximate ultimate design conditions experienced by
the m_it when mounted ozlthe spacecraft. These load levels are obtained
from a dynamic loads analysis of the spacecraft as described later in this
subsccti'm. It t general_ units and unit support str_ctu,c will be desigtmd to
the peak unit load levels sbown in combinat, ior. with the associated number of
sl:re:s s cvcles,
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Design Criteria

The following factors of safety are applied to all load levels derived
from analysis Jr test.

Limit Proof Ultimate Burst

1 ) Flight loads 1.00 - I. 50 -

Z) Nonflight loads, dangerous 1. O0 - 1. SO 0
to p_rsonnel

3) Nonflight loads, remote 1.00 - 1.50 -
to personnel

4) Pressure loads, dangerous 1. O0 1.50 - -

Tanks - - - 2.00

Lines and other - - 4.00 -

components ,

5) Pressure loads_ remote 1.00 I.15 1.25 -
to personnel

The structural subsystem is designed to withstand, without degradation,
simultaneous application of loads, temperatures, and other accompanying
environmental phenomena. No factor of safety is applied to any environmental
phenomena except loads.

The structural design is such that comparison of the applied load (or
stress) to the al.lowableload (or stress) shall result in a positive margin of
safety_ MS.

A11owabie Load

MS ---LApplie_L0a d - 1

The effects of combined loads or stresses (interaction)shall be
_ncluded in the detailed stress analysis. For minimum weight, the structural
design st,all st,xve f_ the smallest permissible margins of safety, which
shall be zero_ except in certain specific instances where specified finite:
values may be required.

Material strengths and other mechanical and physical properties shall
be selected from authori_cd sources of reference, such as MIL-HDBK-SB
and MIL-HDBK-17_ and from Hughes test values when appropriate. Strength
al!owables and other mechanical properties used shall be appropriate to the
loading conditions, design environments, and stress states for e_tch struc-
_._ral member.

Allowable rnateriat strengths used in design reflect,the effects of
temperature and time associated with the design environment. Allowable
properties are as follows:

4-9 :_
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1) For single load path structure_ the minimum guaranteed values
(A values in MIL-HDBK-fB) are t_, bc used

Z) l_'t)r multiple lt_ad path structures 9 the 90 percent probability
values (B values in MIL-HDBK-5B) arc to be used

In designing for fatigue e.nvironments_ the allt)wable stress
co_'responding to the lower edge of the scatter band of test results is used
where sufficient data is availabh:. In the event insufficient data is available

to define a scatter band_ the required number of cycles is increased by a
factor of 4 and the mean value fatigue curve used. When multiple fatigue
environments exist, the combined effect is determined by the use of Miner's
rule or other acceptable methods such as the Method of Universal Slopes.

In addition to meeting strength requirements_ tim spacecraft structure
must also be designed to provide the proper stiffness to comply with struc-
tural frequency requirements. Natural frequency requirements are imposed
upon the vehicle for the following reasons:

1) To avoid dynamic interaction with the booster control system

Z) To avoid a resonant condition induced by Lhe spinning section
when the vehicle is in flight

3) To ensure predictable dynamic loads

4) To limit deflections

The following are spacecraft design frequency goals:

1) Total structure without adapter - lateral: Z0 Hz minimum

2) Total structure without adapter - axial: 35 Hz minimum

3) Bracket mounted components: 80 Hz minimum

Dynamic Loads Analysis

A preliminary dynamic analysis has been performed en the Pioneer

Venus probe and orbiter spacecraft. These analyses bave been performed
for the Thor/Delta spacecraft weigtting approximately 384 kg (847 lb) and

29_ kg (646 lb)_ respectively. A summary of these at_alysis are included
herein. Representation of the Atla_.,Centaur spacecraft weighing up to 815 kg
(1800 lb) would involve a similar type of analysis and modeling. Each space-

craft was subjected to several quasi-static load conditions and al_o to sinu-
soidal and random vibration. Each load condition was applied separately_ and
correst)onding loads and accelerations detern, ined. The complete results of
this analysis are ¢:cml:ained it' Study Task VI-4_ Dynamic I,oads Analysis.

The loads aualysis was performed f,_r sp_,'et:raft constructed of
alumintm_. 'rhc effect of claa, ugi_Lq the n_aterial of the primary structural

clcmc._lts to bcPyllittul would bc to in general increase the stifft,ess and raise
the natural fr,,q,_em:y ,,f the str,mture. Thi.,_ effect ahould_ if anythin_4_ lower
design loads. Thus_ Ihe loads predicted for the ahtmirmt_a structure are co_-
:_ieh:r(',] accept.able for tlesign of a beryllbm_ slructure.

4,.10
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Mathematic Model_

The Hughes matrix analysis routine for structures (MARS)computer
program was used tt> perform the structare analysis under Task No. VI-4.

d

Probe St!ace craft Model. The probe spacecraft model including the
booster adapter, has 39 mass stations which are distributed as shown in

Figure 4-1. Due to the preliminary nature of the analysis_ a_me simplifying
assumptions were used on constructing the model. For example_ the large
probe is modeled as a single mass and the weight of shelf mounted equipment
is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the shelf sul'faco_ and is lumped
at 15 mass station;_.

A total of 87 structural elements are used to connect the mass stations.

The probe _pacecraft model utilizes only three element types of the five typez
which can be modeled in the MARS computer program. The thrust tube_ solar
panel, antennas, equipment shelf support struts and propellant tank supports
comprise 49 thin walled conical and cylindric al element. Supports for the
small probes, the propellant tank upper support T-see,ions and the booster
adapter comprise 2Z beam elements. The equipment shelf is represented by
16 plate elements.

The first 45 natural frequencies were calculated and used in the loads
analysis. Tiae first l0 modes are tabulated and briefly described in Table 4-5.
h_ the spacecraft-without-booster adapter configuration, the fundamental
lateral and axial structural frequencies were 23. Z Hz and 64. 0 Hz,

respectively. These compare with design goals of Z0Hzand35Hz. respectively.

Orbiter Spacecraft Model. The orbiter spacecraft model_ including
ti_e booster adapter, has 4Z mass stations which are distributed as shown in

Figure 4-2. The thrust tube, adapter, equipment shelf supports, solar panel
and fuel tanks and supports are structurally iden_.ical to the multiprobe sp_ce-
craft structure. The weight of equipment on the shelf is assumed uniformly
distributed over the shelf surface at Z4 mass stations.

A total of 85 structural elements are used to connect the mass stations.

The orbiter spacecraVt model utilizes four of the five types ",,hich can be
modeled in the MARS computer program. Two stiffness matrices are used

to represent the bearing and power transfer assembly (BAPTA). The thrust
tube, solar panel, antennas, equipment shelf support struts, omni-antenua

tie bars, thruster supports and propellant tank supports comprise 50 thin-

walled conical and cylindrical elements. The propellant tank upper support

T-sections, the orbit insertion motor supports and the booster adapter corn-

prise 9 beam elements. The equipment shelf is represented by 24 plate
elements.

The first 40 natural frequencies were calculated and used i_ the loads

ana!y,_i,s. The first I0 modes are tabulated and briefly described in Table 4-6.

l_ t};e spacecraft_vithout booster adapter configuration_ the fundan.wntal
lateral and axial structural frequencies were 12 Hz and 62 tlz, respectively.
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FIGURE 4-1. PROBE SPACECRAF] MATHEMATICAL MODEL
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TABLE 4-5. FIRST TEN MULTIPROBE SPACECRAFT
NA'FIjRAL MODES

Mode i Frequency)

Number Hz Deucription .of Mode

1 I Z0.4 Large probe lateral (X)

Z I 2-0.4 l,arge probe lateral (Y?

3 29.8 Small probe lateralt

(2 in X_ 1 in Y)

4 35.7 Biconc/ornni antenna (Y)

5 35.7 Bicone/omni antenna (X)

6 61.5 Small probe and shelf {Z)
' fundamental axial mode

7 65.8 Small probe (Z) X)

8 ! 66.4 Small probe (Z9 X)

9 , 66. 9 End fire antenna,

small prob_ (Y)

I0 69.3 End fire antenna (Y)

TABLE 4-6. FIRST TEN ORBITER SPACECRAFT

NATURAl, MODES

Mode Frequency_

Number .... H z _ _ Descri_ti_o_n r of Mode

! IZ. 0 High gain antenna (Y)

Z IZ. I High gain antenna (X)

3 32_.8 Onlni antenna (Y)

4 34.4 Omni antenna (X)

5 35. 5 Equipment shelf torsion

b 36. ! Motor (Y), shelf (Y, Z)

'l 35.4 Spacec raft (X)

8 61.6 Shelf (Z) - fundamental
axial mode

9 64_ I Sbelf (Z); thrusters (X)

I0 66.5 Shelf (Z); thrusters (Y)
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Thes(" c,mlpate witla design gt)aia t)f ZO Hz al_(l :Sfi |tz) r(.'sj)(:(:liv(:l_¢. The
12 llz latt_r+d tt)t)th: results fro.) a,tle,_,_:, I),.)()i_ bending t ,_nd (.:otnpare_ with a
IZ. _ I1/, fttn(lat_lt,t:tal mode on the [hight.,. 't'elesat spacecraft du(: to antu.t_,_

distortion. It l)rt:st_nts no i)rcd_lem frot_l the spat'et:raft strttt'tttral (lesigt_
viewp()il_t. Fhc first lateral l'tlt)dt _. which involves bt:ndillg n_otio. ()f th(: ada))tt:r
a],d thrust tttl_t, or'curs at 3t_. 06 Hz.

4. Z TRADES

, t

!)ery11ium Wexght/Cost CoJlsiderationn

To reduce the structural weight on the Thor/Delta configured probe
bus and orbiter spacecraft) a study was conducted to establish the ramifica-

tions of employing beryllium in the manufacture of various spacecraft struc-
turt'_. Spacecraft stiffnes_ requirements largely eliminated consideration o_:
other mate rials.

Hughes Aircraft's 7 yea.rs of experience in the application of beryllium
structures to spacecraft indicates that the use of beryllium on the Pioneer

Venus is practical. Hughes has d(:livered beryllium flight hardwar'e_ on three
programs) including spin arm. assemblies, cone skin assemblies) complett:
despin platform assemblies and antenna tubes. Figure 4.-3 illustrates several

flight proven structural assemblies which have been designed) rnanufactured_
and assembled at Hugb.es' own facilities. To date the use of beryllium on
spacecraft structures has proven _obe very successful. Hughes maintains
active berylliur_ manufacturing and laboratory facilities and is engaged in a
continuing company=funded effort to enhance the state of the art a_d reduce
costs.

The Thor/Delta spacecraft substxtuted beryllium for alurni_mm on the

thrust tube and shelf supports. T_te desig_ of the probe bus re.adily l_nt it-
self to the use of beryllium in the large and small probe support structures.

Beryllium was also selected for the BAPT_ support on ;lae orbiter vehicle.

It is noted that the B2_PTA housing and shaft will also be made of beryllium
sxnve this has already been accomplished on other programs (see Figure 4-3).
A cornt)arison of the estimated weights for the aluminum and beryllium strut-
ture indicated a 4.8 kg (10.6 lb) mass savings on the probe bus spacecraft and
a Z. 5 kg (5.5 lb) mass savings on the orbiter spacecraft. Table 4-7 and

Figure 4-4 document a._d illustrate the roams savings using beryllium.

It is concluded t!zat by employing beryllium) the mass reduction of
approximately 4.8 kg {10.6 lb) at'hi, eyed on the probe bus would result in a

cost increase t)f approximately $16], 800 for four spa,:t:craft. Likewise) the
)_ass reductxon of approxirnately Z. 5 kg (5.5 lb) would be achieved on the
orbiter at a_ approxiu_ate additio))al cost of $40, 300 for four spacecraft.

t
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f

SMALL ( ) " MASSSAVINGS USING BERYLLIUM !
PROBE SUPPORTS i o,
1.0 kg (2.2 Ib) _ _i

LARGE
n \ i ,' ', _ _ PROBE SUPPORT

l'
\-r.,us,,O=E ,I

L J 1.4 kg (3.OIb) RTS

STRUCTURE: 41,3 k9 (ql.0 Ib) AI THRUST TUBE--
1.4kg (3,01b} / y O.Tkg (1.51b)36. kit _80.4 Ib) Be

1 .JTOTAL REDUCTION 4,8 kg (10.61b)
STRUCTURE: 35.0 kg (77.2 Ib) A'

MULTIPROBE SPACECRAFT 325.g (71.71o)Be
TOTAL REDUCTION 2.5 kg (5.5 Ib)

ORBITER SPACECRAFT
FIGURE 4.4. STRUCTURAL MASS REDUCTION USING BERYLLIUM

4
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St rt,'ss An_lysis

The primary purpose of the stress analysis is to ._ubstantiate the

,-:tructucalintegrity of the principal structural elements of the spacecraft,
The design conditions and loads used illthe analysis are described in sub-

section 4. l of this report. The appendix which presents acondenscd stress

analysis performed for the aluminum version is concerned with only tbose

structural elements which will be made of beryllium. Hushes experience in

the machining, drilling, and handling o.fberyllium indicates a minimum
material thickness of 0. 076 cm (0.030 in. ) should be used to assure the

development of practical structures having a large degree of reliability.

The thrust tube and the shelf support struts are identical fvr both the

probe and orbiter spacecraft. Investigation of the design loads shows that

the probe spacecraft loads are critical for the thrust tube and shelf support

struts. The BAPTA support appears only on the orbiter spacecraft, while
the large and small probe supports are only included on the probe spacecraft.

For a detailed description cf the probe bus and orbiter spacecraft, refer to
subsection 3.4 and 4.4. The critical analysis parameter for each item is the

elastic stability requirements due to buckling load environments. Stress

; levels produced in the structural elements are readily satisfied by the allow-

able strengt_ properties of both materials. The equations used in this

analysis to obtain allowable bucklirg loads are either generally accepted

industry standards or have been verified by Hughes structural tests. Accord-

ingly_ a minimum margin of safety of 15 percent is maintained for thin shell
buckling to account for scatter in test data.

4.3 TI,{OR/DELTA BASELINE DESCRIPTION

The structural design approach employed in the Thor/Delta probe bus

and orbiter spacecraft was derived from the Hughes built Canadian Domestic
Satellite ('£elesat .-see Table 4-8). A primary consideration in the overall

spacecraft structural design was to attain a high degree of commonality

between the probe bus and orbiter spacecraft and the use of structure common

to, or similar to, spacecraft developed to date. This approach results in a

signifi:'ant cost reduction. Commonality of structure reduced the overall

eugknecring, design, tooling_ _nanufacturing and ground support equipment

costs by an estimated _I,040_000 for the overall progr,_m requirements in

the structural subsystem area.

The thrust tube, equipment shel.f_ shelf support st:ruts_ propulsion

support structure, solar pane] substrate and support fittinga a_'e the sam(:

¢m both. the pr,,be bus and orbiter spacecraft. The primary s:ructural mem-
ber is a (:_lh_dri(:al thrust tube onto which is n_ounted the 205.7 cm (81 in. )
diam,:t(,r equipment shel.f and six shelf support struts, A cylindrical solar
panel substl'a_c is supported by attach fit.tiugs at thc equipment shelf and

thrLt_[ tLIb,.'. Two hydrazin,: propellant tanks are supported by struts which
,,rig!,_at.(.: a.t the; thrl_st tub_.'.



TA[_LE 4-8. SPACECRAFT STRUCTURAL HARDWARE DERIVATION

¢

iteln Probe Bus Orbiter _'

Telesat type Telesat typeEquipment shelf
205.7 cm (8I in.) dia., Al 205.7 cm /81 in.) dia._ Al

Shelf support struts New (6, Be) New (6, Be)

Thrust tube New New
61.0 cm (Z4 in.) dia._ Be 61.0 cm (Z4 in.) dia., Be

Telesat type Telesat type I
Solar panel cylinder Z13.4 cm (84 in.) dia. 213.4 cm (84 in.) dia. _

Large/small probe New (Be) New (Be)attach structure

BAPTA support - New (Be)

HGA - New (Al)

A large probe support structure) an inverted conical frustum) is

rnechanica]iy fastened to a r;.ngframe on the thrust tube shelf on the probe

bus spacecraft. A joint at the shelf facilitates ease of probe support struc-

ture assembly. The support structure fox each of the three small probes is
attached to both the inverted conical frustum supporting the large probe and

the equipment shelf. On the orbiter spacecraft _ mechanically despun antenna,

(MDA) is supported on a BAPTA fitting which is in turn supported by a conical

f_usturn structure. This support structure is mechanically fastened to a ring
frame on the thrust tube.

In order to minimize structural weight, thrust tube skins, large probe

and stna!] probe support structure ,tnd BAPTA suppox't structure_ will be con-

strutted of formed 0. 076 crn (0, 030 in. ) thick_ cross rolled berylliunz sheet.

['he wall thickness of the extruded cquiprx_cnt shelf support struts wi]l be

0.076 cm (0.030 in.), t_ughes' experience in the rrtachining_ drilling and
b audiing (_f beryllium dictates a tninitnuru nnaterial thickness of 0.076 (:tn
(0 030 {tl. ) tO &SsUrC the devclop/nent o_ practi,_:_d stru¢:tures having a large
d,_r,_. _ (,[ reliability0 Rings and separatiou interfat_cs iu the thrust tube a.qd
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| larg,: probe supp,_rt structuren bill be mado of aluminum° A 3.81 cm
| (1, 6 in,) thick sandwich conatruction_ consisting of 0,025 cm (0. 010 in,)
! thick aluminun_ face. sheets with an ahmainum hoTmycomb core_ will be used

for the e quipnmnt shelf. A 1. Z7 cm (0.6 i_,. ) diameter extruded aluminum
tubing will be used for the propellant tank supports. The cylindrical sub-
strale is constructed from a I q cm (0.75 in.) thick sandwich construction

consisting oi an aluminum h_neycomb core and bonded fiberglass facesheets.

Based upon the above discussed material designations for the
rcapective structural p_r1:s_ _.n estimaged mass of ;_6.4 kg (80.4 lb) was
established for the probe bus spacecraft and 32. 3 kg (71,7 lb) was established
for the orbiter spacecraft. Table 4-9 documents a detailed mass b:'eakdown
of the structural subsystem element_. The analysis in subsection 4.2 con- i
firms that these estimates are conservative by approximately 0.6 kg (1.5 lb)
since the beryllium structure mass estimates presented herein were based
upon the relative densities of th._beryllium and aluminum with no considera-

tion given to the reduction in material thicknesses of th:: beryllium. It is
noted that earlier requirements for the use of longerens on the large probe
structure have been removed as a rest, lt of better loads definition. The dele-

tion of the longerons from the design enhances the confirmation that the
estimate presented herein is conservative.
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TABLE 4-9. STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM MASS STATEMENT

THOR/DEL TA C ONFIG URAT ION I

@

Estimated Weight ,)

kg lbs

Multiprobe Spacecraft

Equipment shelf 11.3 Z4.9
Shelf support struts (Be) 1.0 Z. 3
Shelf support brackets (Be) 0. Z 0.5
Shelf support doublers (Be) 0. I 0.3
Thrust tube (Be) 3.6 8.0

Large probe attach structure (Be) 3.0 6, 5

Large probe structure longerons (6) (Be) 0.9 I.9

Omni boom mounting 0. Z 0.4

Medium gain antenna bracketry 0. 1 0.2
Bicone deployment support 0.4 0. 8
Substrate 8.0 17.7

Small probe attach structure (Be) 2.0 4.4

Propellant tank supports I.5 3.4

Thruster supports I.4 3. 1

Balance weights I.8 4. 0
Miscellaneous hardware 0.9 Z. 0

Total 36.4 80.4

Orbitey Spacec raft

Equipment shelf 1I. 3 24.9
Shelf support struts (Be) I. 0 Z. 3

Shelf support brackets (Be) 0. g 0.5

Shelf support doublers (Be) 0. I 0.3
Thrust tube (Be) 3.6 8.0

BAPTA support (Be) 0.8 I.8
HGA boom I.0 Z. 2

Omni booms (Z) 0. Z 0.4
Substrate 8.0 17.7

Propellant tank supports (2) I. 0 2. 3
Thruster supports (8) I. 5 3, 3

Motor attach ring 0.5 I.i

Balance weights I. 8 4.0

RF altimeter support 0.4 0.8
Miscellaneoa'i hardware 0.9 2, 0

'F_ta.l : 32, 3 7 1,7
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-t.4 ATLAS/CENTAUR BASELINE DESCRIPTION

The structural design employed in the probe bus and orbiter sI)acccraft
was ¢_oriv(,d .from the Hughes built Canadian Domestic Satellite (Telcsat - soe

Tal)lo t-10. As was the ease in the Thor/Delta configuration, the primary
consideration in the overall spacecraft structural design for the Atlas/
Contour configllration ,_as the attainment of a high degree of commonality
between the probe bus and orbiter spacecraft. This approach has significant
cost impact and is in accordance with the objective of reducing program costs.
Commonality of structure will reduce the overall engineering, design, tooliP, 3,
raamffacturing, and ground support equipment costs by an estimated $1,040,000
for the overall program requirements in the structural subsystem area.

The result of this effort is th_ development of a probe bus and orbiter
spacecraft thatmakes use of the st, me basic structure. The thrust tube,

equipment shelf, shelf support struts, propulsion support structure, solar
panel cylindrical substrate, and suppor_ fittings are the same on both the
probe bus and orbiter spacecraft. The primary structural member is a
conical frustum onto which is mounted the 247.7 cm (97.5 in) diameter equip-

ment shelf and 1Z shelf support struts. A cylindrical solar panel substrate
is supported by attach fittings at the equipment shelf. Two hydrazine pro-
pellant tanks are supported by struts that originate at the thrust tube.

A large probe support structure, an inverted conical frustum, is
mechanically fastened to the equipment shelf on the probe bus spacecraft.
A joint at the shelf facilitates ease of probe support str_._cture assembl_.
The support structure :for each of the three small probes is attached to
both the inverted conical frustum supporting the largo probe and the equip-
ment shelf. On the orbiter spacecraft a mechanically despun antenna (MDA)
is support on a BAPTA fitting, which is in turn., _pported by a pedestal
structure. This pedestal structure is mechanically fastened to a ring frame
on the thrust tube and is identical to the Telesat pedestal support structure.

All of the primary structural elements will be made of aluminum, i
The thrust tube skins will be made from 0. 170 cm (0. 068 in.) 2024-T3
Aluminum, and the large probe support structure will be constcucted from
0.10g cm{0.0.10 in.) thick 2024-T3 aluminum. 3.18 cm. (1.25 in.) diameter

extruded aluminum tubing will be used for the 12 equipment shelf support
.ntruts. A 6.4 cm (2.5 in.) thick sandwich construction, consisting ef
0. 025 cm (0.010 in.) thick aluminum facesheets with aI_ aluminum boncyconlb
core, will be used for the equipment .shelf. 1.91cm (0.75 in.) diameter
(,xtrudcd aluminum t'_lbing will b_ used for the prt)pellant tank supports,
'['hc cylindrical substrate will be constructed from a 1.9 ('m (0.75 its.)
thick sandwich construction consi.sting of an aluminum honeycond) ('oro az_(1
bonded fibergla.,,s facesh.eets.
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TABLE 4-)0. SPACECRAFT STRUCTURAL HARDWARE DERIVATION

ITEM ...........

PROBE BUS ORBITER

Tel esat typ_
.]uipmcnt shelf 247.7 cm (97.5 in) dia, AI

N_w, A1

lelfSupport Strut_ (12 struts)

New, Frustum, AI

hrust tube 71. I cm (Z8 in) and
11Z. 4 cm (44. Z5 in) dia

Telesat Type
flat panel cylinder 254. 0 cm (!00 in) dia

arge/small probe New, AI --
ttach structure

H AP'rA support Telesat

HGA support New, A1
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}Snsod upon the above discussed material designations for ill(, ro.sp¢,c-
, l ivt, st ruct:ural part,,, an t:_tlmated weigh_ of B3.8 kg (183.5 lbs) was _,sl:ab-

lislu,d for the, probe bus spacecraft and 70,g kg (154.7 lbs) was establishod

for th¢, orbiter spacecraft. Table4-11 documents a detailed woight breakdown
of the, strt_ctural subsystem (excluding the thermal elements listed in st,,t'tion
5.4).

Ti_e design loads used in the stre.ss analysis included in Appendix B

\w,rc derived from the dynamic loads analysis performed for the Thor/

D(,lta configurations. The loads used for sizing the primary structural
• h ments were obtained by appiying the ratios of the weight and C G.
height of components on the Atlas/Centaur configuration to the Thor/
Dctta loads presented in Appendix A. For cxamp].e the bending moment
at the separation plane is:

[(WGT.)A/_C] I(C.G. HEIGHT) A/C]MA/C = MT/D _GT.) T/D] (C.G. HEIGHT1 T/D (1.30)

In addition, a safety factor of I.30 has been applied to the design loads for

Atlas/Centaur to provide increased confidence in the structural design and
consideration of deletion of a structural test model. Since this 1.30 safety

factor is applied to all Atlas/Centaur loads, the 1'equirement for a minin%um

nnargin of safety of 0.15 on buckling stability (normally used to account for
scatter in test data) has been deleted.



_ATEMEN'I-
'['ABI,E ,I-11. ST}%UCTUIKE SUBSYSTEM MASS _r,.

(EXCLUDING TfiERMAL 1,:L]_]M£]NTS) i

Estimated Mass

Kg Lb s

_- Multii)robe _,_'C I'a[t i
i

Equipment shelf Zl. 1 46. 5
: Shelf support struts (12) 2.0 4.3

Strut fittings 1.5 _.. 4 '
Thrust tube 14.5 31.9

Large probe attach structure 13.8 30. 5
Omni boom mounting 0. Z 0.4
Medium gain antenna bracketry 1.4 3.0
Bicone support structure 1.4 3.0
Cylindrical substrate 13.8 30.5
Srra 11 probe attach structure 4.6 10o I
Propellant tank supports (g) I. 8 3.9

Thruster supports (6) g.7 6.0

Balance weights Z. 7 6.0
Miscellaneous bardwatre 1. 8 4. 0

TOTAL 83.8 183.5

Orbiter spacecraft

Equipment shelf 21. 1 46. 5

Shelf support struts (12) g. 0 4. 3
Strut fittings !. 5 3.4
Thrust tube 14.5 31.9

BAPTA support 2, Z 4.9
HGA mast g. 6 5.7

Omni and X-band mast 0.3 0.7

Cylindri.c_.l substrate I _. $ 30. 5

Propellant tank supports (g) 1.8 3. 9
Thruster Supports (7) .l. b 6. 5
Motor attach ring 2. Z 4.9
Balance weights g. 7 6.0
Radar altimeter support O. 7 1. 5
Miscellaneou_ hardware I. 8 4.0

TOTAL 70.2 154, '?
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5. THERMAL CONTROL

This section describes the design studies performed which have !ed to
the selection of the probe bus and orbiter thermal designs and presents base-

! line designs and performance for both the Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur
launch vehicles. Also included in this section is a discussion of probe pre-

entry thermal de._ign; i. e., for tt'e mission from launch to entry.

The emphasis in these design studies has been directed toward the
Thor/Delta configuration. However, where Atlas/Centaur configuration
differences significantly affect these results, this is indicated in the Atlas/
Centaur baseline description (subsection 5.4}.

The thermal designs selected for probe bus and orbiter spacecraft
are identical in concept and utilize thermat louvers and superinsulation to
control shelf-mounted science and spacecraft equipment; insulation and
electrical heaters to control critical propulsion subsystem temperatures, and
passive finishes on less thermally sensitive elements such as antennas and
support structure..

Differences exist between the two spacecraft thermal designs only
where required by configuration differences. ']?he principal difference is the
addi.tion of the probes on t.he probe bus and the deletion of the despun high

i gain antenna and the orbit insertion motor. However, the probe bus is the_-

! really independent of probes. Louver arrangement is common to both space-
craft with additional louvers utilized on the orbiter to accommodate higher
shelf power. There is a corresponding similarity between the Thor/Delta
desig,_s and those for the Atlas/Centaur.

The principal thermal control elements are the thermal louvers which
are utilized to control shelf temperatures over a wide range of electrical

disMpations, nearly indepe_dent uf the even greater variations _n solar heat-
h_g durit_g the, _nissh:m.

Sinc¢_ the shelf ,_nou_lted science and spacecraft equipment is insulatod
from the environment e_ccept at the louvercd surfaces, thermal contr¢_l of the

_,quipme_t is r(,lativ,,ly [nsensitivr. to spacecraft orientati,m with respect to
the, sm_, assun,ing r.r_ini1,_tlrr_ solar panel or battery tmwer i.s available, flow,-
ever, scalar illurn;nat,on of the louvers can seriously decrease their _.apa..

bili.ty I.¢_ dissiuatc shc, lf pr, wer. Tt:erefor_', missi(m sua angle histories art
important dcsigl_ c_msiderati_ns.

ilt _"
1
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q he tlmrn_al designs of the prolms for the mission phases up to entry

arc_ ],ausive augl>ent,_d with heater power supplied by the probe Lus early in
l!t¢, transit missio_l. The important design point.'_ are the initial temperatures
at _,lltry (crilical to lhe descent them_:ai designs)° ternperatur,:s at probe st, pa-
ration from tlu- bus, and minimunl temperatures during the, initial phase of
the _ni:ision n_:ar earth. 'l'hc c riti, a] please i:: the 20 day pt. riod between sepa-

r,_l:i_m and ,,nlry wh_,n the, probes Jrmst by conlrolh.,d independently of lhe has
whih, experiencing continuously varying sun a_gles dnd increasing solar inten-
sity. 'I'|te interfaces between the probe blls a_d ::he probes are desilgne,.l to
provide thermal isolation no that the probe Im:_ thermal behavior is minimally

affected by prol_c separation.

The results of the design studies have led to the following important
c¢_n¢, lus iotas :

I) S_aeecraft: spirt axis ori.entation normal to ecliptic plane results
in the simplest thermal control design. The alternate axis ori-

entation along the spacecraft-earth line can be accommodated
with substantial increase in weight and complexity.

?.) Substitution of thermal barriers or finishes for certain insula-

tion biankets to reduce weight and cost generally result in signi..

ficant performance penalties.

3) It is not weight ef2ective to use doublers to provide conductance
for equipment shelf arrangements requiring the transport of any
significant amount of thermal energy laterally along the shelf.
This is best done by heat pipes. However, shelf arrangements
have been achieved whereby the placement of moderate to high
power units directly over louver modules virtually eliminates
the need to provide this conductance.

4) Experimental measurements indicate that solar illumination of
louver modules will be sighificant enough to require constraints

on lhe time spent at certain spin axis attitudes off the ecliptic

plane no rmal.

5) Rocket exhaust plume be_ting requires the insulation blankets in
the vicinity of the orbit insertion motor to be made of Kaptan.

6) Minimum weight is :required i.f the probe preentry thermal

designs are passive during the post-separation period and the
resulting uncertainty in initial temperature at entry is accc,unted
for in the descent pt_ase themnal design.

5, l REQUIR_:MENTS

_[he spacecraft thermal designs h.ave been selected to maintain eqnip-
ment mounting surface temperatures witl_in tb,, limits given in Table, 5-,1
under all environmentat and operations[ cm_ditmns of the mnltiprobe and

orbiter mis:sions, Mounting surfa_'e t:mnperaturcs are specified rather than

5-3
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Imit tCnll)eratut'c,s l_,,_cause the latter are dependent upon unit thermal design
th,tail a_l(l power (listribut.iol_ which arc: not normally considered at the space- ;

craft level thcr_nal desi_4n. "'_s noted, some of the_e limits apply to the units, thvlust,lves ratht_r than mounting surfaces. The science instruments on the
,'quii'n_at,nl shelf will have mounting surface temperatures controlled within the
ran_u of ,Ito _8°(3 (,I0to 100°F). Steady-state unit power requirements at

?.8 volts art, shown in 'Fable 5-2. The science instrument power requirements

sh-_wn /or the Atlas/Centaur spacecraft configurations are the nominal values

with 30 percent margin added.

Total spacecraft power demand histograms at 28 volts are shown in
Figures 5-1 and 5-Z tbr the Thor/Delta spacecraft configurations. The
details of unit dissipation for each of the many operational modes are given
in Volume 6, Power Subsystem Trades. Because the spacecraft power buses
are unregulated with regulation done at each unit using dissipative regulators,
actual unit dJ.ssipation is a function of bus voltage. The solar array power
output/voltage characteristics are dependent upon array temperature, _olar
intensity, and efficiency degradatmn induced by solar flare activity. These
characteristics are shown in Figure 5-3 for the Thor/Delta orbiter and probe
bus spacecraft. Array output is shown for two mission points: 1) at the

beginning of the mission near earth, and Z) at Venus. These conditions

generally represent the cases of minimum and maximurr, spacecraft power,
respectively. Because array degradation resulting from solar activity can
oc.cur at any time during the mission, the thermally worst case is assumed.
biaximum degradation is applied to the near earth condition to give minimum
power, and the undegraded array output is used at Venus for the maximum
power case.

The solar array designs are optimized to satisiy the spacecraft
requirements shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-Z for minimum weight. }{owever,
maximum array output is typically only utilized for short periods during
the mission. When spacecraft demand falls below panel outpat, bus voltage
increases until a balance is achieved or until the bus voltage limiters are
activated. At this point, the bus is held at 33 V and any excess panel output

is dissipated in the !imiter resistors.The spacecraft thermal (](:signs rely on isolaticn from the environ-

ment and, therefore, are relatively insensitive to solar orientation. However,the internal power is dissipated from louvered radiators, vehich cannot be
*' efficiently designed for conditions of steady direct solar illumination. Nor-|
:p me!iF, the spacecraft are oriented with spin axis normal to the ecliptic plane
7 and radiator placement has bcerA selected consistent with this, However,
:_ sonde deviation from this orientatiot_ in necessary at certain tinges i_ the

,nissions. A sumnaary of nun angl_, conditions for the Thor/Dc]ta missions

17. is givcn_ i1,. Table 5-3, Sun an_.,h's arc t__easured from the probe ¢:nd of the
probe bus and th(, high gair_ ant,,nna end of the orbiter. As in.dicatc, d, no

stca,.ly st:ate orit,n.t:ati,)_s are rt,quired with t.h_, sue illumi1_ath:_g the aft end of
t}:o spacecraft (Y ..."90 dcg) where the louvcrc'd radiators a_.e located. The
critical c(ut¢li.ti,.)n c'xi.st:s for t:h(; orbitt, r sl)a',:t:(:raft at the time of orbit inse, r-

ti, m motor firing wht, l_ thrust vector oricntatluu requires aft end iJtu_cinatiop..
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FIGURE 5-3. SOLARARRAY PERFORMANCE
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TABLE 5-2. UNIT POWER REQUIREMENTS 7

l Power, W at 28 V

i Thor / Delta Atlas / Centaur

Subsystem Probe Bus Orbiter Probe Bus Orbiter
[ J@ .....

i Sc ience
r

Neutral mass spectrometer lZ. 0 lZ. 0 14.4 14.4
_, Ion mass spectrometer 1, 0 1.0 3.0 3.0
[ Electron temperature probe 2.0 2.0 3.6 3.6

Retarding potential analyzer ....
i Magnetometer 3.0 3.0 -- 4.8
:' Solar wind analyzer -- 4.0 -- 6.0

IR radiometer - 6.0 -- 7.2
X-band occultation -- -- -- 14.4
Radar altimeter -- 17.0 -- 20.4
UV fluorescence ....
UV spectrometer 8. 0 8.0 1.8 7.2

C ommunic atio n

Power amplifier driver
5 W mode 25.2 25.2 37.8 37.8

10 W mode 50.4 50.4 72.8 72.8
Receiver 6. 0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Exciter 4. 0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Switches 0°6 0.6 0.7 0°7

Command and Data I{andlin_

Remote rnu[tipl exer 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
PCM encoder 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.6

Format gcner_tor 5.7 5.7 5o 7 5.7
Demodulator 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Data storage .-- O. 2 -- 3.0
Decoder/niemory 1, 8 1.8 3, 6 3, 6
Remotes O. 3 O. 3 O. 3 O. 3

Attitude Control

Star set, sot !.0 1.0 1,0 1.0
ADP 3. 5 3.5 4.0 4.0
DC F, -- 5, 0 -- 6.0
f3AI--_TA r_otor -- ].t} -- Z.0
JCli: 0,5 0.5 0. 5 0.5

)l!;:2PL__12!_2_

Thruster he;,ters 4. 5 5. 75 4. 5 5.75
Orbit it_st:rtitm

Motor heater -. 5.0 -- O, 0
_['al]h;}:_,_l!t,r'_ __ _, 10.0 I0.0

5-II
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The resulting solar heating limits the time; spent in this attitude. Detailed i
discussiou of the efft, cts of solar illumination on louvers is given in subsections
5. Z, 5.3, and 5.4 of this vohmle. !:

Eclipse times are also shown in Table 5-3. These are important only
if internal power is curtailed to minimize battery weight, as is the case during
the long eclipse occurring near apoapsis in Venus orbit.

Because the probes are inactive during transit to Venus, much broader
temperatures are applied during this period, as indicated in Table 5-1. The
most sensitive pressure vessel module unit is the battery. It sets the mini-
mum pressure vessel temperature (-40oc). Because the pressure vessel
descent thermal design relies on heat capacity to limit maximum temperature
at impact, it is important that initial temperatures at entry be as low as
possible. Here, again, the battery sets the limit (-l°C (30°F)).

Because the probes are thermally independent of the spacecraft bus,
particularly during the Z0. day period between separation and entry, sun
angle variatg.on during the mission is quite important to the thermal design
selection. Probe sun angle data is given in Table 5-3.

5.2 TRADES

The following trade/design studies were performed to support the
selection of the baseline thermal designs.

Spin Axis Orientation

A system level trade study (Task EXIZ; see also subsection 3.3,
Volume 4) has been performed comparing the advantages of the baseline spin
axis orientation normal to the ecliptic with those of an alternate design having
the spin axis aligned parallel to the earthline. In support of the study, the
effect of this alternate approach on the spacecraft thermal design was examined
and a configuration developed to accommodate the resulting differences. The
principal effect is the large variation of sun angle with respect to the spin
axis. The variation is shown in Figure 5-4 for type I trajectories during the
1976-77 launch opportunity.

The thermal design of the orbiter with the spin axis earth-pointing
is adversely affected because every side of the vehicle is exposed to direct
solar radiati_,n during the course of the mission. The louvers, which do cot
provide efficient radiator surfaces wheu subjected to significant solar illurni.o
nation as they do when the earth is b,..-hil_d the sun, must be shielded, which
also reduces their cfficicl!cy. Furth_:rmore, since solar panels must he
momlted on the ends of the spacecraft to pro'vide suff_.cient power when the
sunline approaches the spin axis, the mini, ,urn attainable average shield
solar absorptan¢:e to cn!ittancc ratm (a/_) _s lbnited. As a result excessive
shield tcmI_eratures h_ sunlight llcar Ve_ms requi, re placin_, louvers on both
sides ,_{ thc equipme,_t shc, lf to etla},lo v[ewin_ a suitable sink tcn_pr, vature at
all tinat, q. Th(s(, eff_'cts resell in nearly tl,ree times more required 1,rover
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FIGURE 5-4. SUN ANGLES - EARTH POINTING FIGURE 5-5. ALTERNATE ORBITER
SPIN AXIS DESIGN CONFIGURATION

THRI!S'r TURF

FIGURE 5,6. THOR/DELTA PROBE BUS INSULATION BLANKET ARRANGEMENT
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area with a weight increaso o£ 4. 5 kR (I0 Ib). These change.s to the baseline
dr,sign arc shown in _'igurt: 5-5.

'Phe louver a rranRcn_ent not eml]/ complicates cqulpment arrangement

lintalso incroascs required lateral conductance, icadin,4 to the possible need

for heat pipes to minimize weight. The end pane] must be designed to keep

temperatures below the desired solar panel operating p,_int. End array
temperatm'es may be limited by utilizinp a mosaic of solar cells and second

surface mirrors, minimizing substrate weight required for lateral conduction.
Mosaics with cell to mirror area ratios of ] and 0.5 can limit f,rward and

aft panels, respectively, to maximum average tcmperat,ares near 60°G (158°F).

Because direct sunlight is never incident on the antenna end of the
spacecraft for the probe mission, the probe bus allows retention of the base-
line louver arrangement with louvers mounted on the antenna side of the
equipment shelf. However, the probe end solar panel exhibits the design
complexities of the ends pan_,s of the orbiter. The general conclusion of
this study was that many disadvantages exist for the alternate spin axis
orientation, only one of which was a much. more complex thermal design.

Candidate Thermal Designs

This study examined elements of the baseline spacecraft thermal

design to determine if alternate approaches were more advanta.geous from a
cost or weight standpoint.

The principal design concept, utilizatio_ of variable emittance
(louvered) radiators, is required because _.f the combinationof!arge changes
in solar intensity, relatively large power variation during the mission, and,
in the case. of the orbiter, long eclipses at minimum power. In addition, the
louvered design provides substantially more predictability than does a com-
pletely passive design.

However, because this approach also included the isolation of the
contr.>lied volume (equipment shelf) from the environment, large insulation
blanket weights were involved. Gost was also a consideratien. Therefore,
examination was made into the possH_ility of replacement of some of the,ae
blankets with lighter, less expensiv,: finishes. Two areas were reviewed: the
forward blar_ket used to enclose the equipment shelf and the blanket covering

the hmcr solar panel surface, deeoupltng _t from the louvers mounted on

sh:'lf. 5?hcse area_ arc }llttstrated in Figure 5-6.

O's the Tlmr/Delta spacecraft configurations, approximately 2.3 kg
(5. 1 ib) of insulation could be r_:rnovcd if th,r aft solar panel blanl, ct werr
replaced by a low emittance VI}A (vapor deposited aluminmn) finish. An
examinati(m of t,his alte ,_" ,. rn,.:t_vt., usin,_I the bulk ,_pacecraft thermal rmdal model,
has shown slightly higher shedf tc_r_peraturv 1"esults. A ¢:omparison ol bulk

_.hclf*empcratttrcs are shown in Table 5-4 for the baseline and this design
modification. Also ctmsith!red were the effects of replacing the forward insu-

]athJn hi.asker with a si,_g.[o layer hart'it,r, which would save about 1.5 kg (3.2
i})), ['h,, l_lar,ket vea'_ asstu_ed to ]_av,,_ an efft,ctivo inside to (mtside ernittance
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;_ TAttLE _-4. EFh'ECTS OF ALTERNATE

BLANKET ARRANGEMENTS I
Bulk Shelf Temperatures [,

i_ Design Conditions
it

i Venus Encounter, Venus Encounter,

Near Sun Normal to _un 30 deg Off

Earth Cruise Spin Axis NormalB]a)iket

C R,2..fi/_ur a t to n °C °F °C ° F °C o F

Baseline 19 66 2,8 83 - -

Aft solar panel 20 68 29 85 31 87

blanket replaced by
vapor deposited
aluminum finish

Vapor deposited 16 60 7_5 77 31 87
aluminum on aft

panel and forward [

blanket replaced by Lbarrier

of 0.02 and the barrier to be 0. 0025 cm (0. 001 in. ) Kapto_ with an external
solar absorptance of 0.4, an emittance of 0.7, and an interior surface
emittance of 0.05. As shown in Table 5-4, this additional modification tends

i to depress sbelf temperatures significantly during conditions when the sun is
normal to the spin axis. However, this trend disappears when even moderate

sun angles are experienced as indica,*ed by the case of the sun 30 deg off
normal (toward the probe end of the spacecraft).

The shelf temperature increase caused by the VDA solar panel finish
appears to Lea minor effect. However, as will be discussed later in this

section, interrcflections in the cavity formed by the solar panel, equipment
shelf, ano thrust, tube, produce significant solar loading on the louvers.
Shlcc much of this results from reflection off the solar pa,_el insulation) it is
estimated that a VDA finish, being much more reflective, would tend to
aggravate this problem.

The effects of using the torward barrier indicate a significantly greater
shelf temperature range could be expected or). the probe bus, corn paring near
earth performance to near V_,m_s cl_try when la,:_(.: o:ff-,mrmal su,_ angles
,,xist. This eff_'ct is ev(:n rn()re importa(xt when considoring the re,certainty
_)f )hi, s,.)lar absorptance f()r s() larg(, a l)arri(,r. Fllrt;l(__rv)lt)r(:) flit: use t)[
lhls ])arri(,r (;)_ |})t_ ())'})it(_r w()ultl il_trt!a;i(,, lt)sst,q (lu)'it)g tht, _:ritical 190 )_in
al)oap:_i .-, (.clil)s(,.
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It was cc_ncl.uded that these two altc:rnatives tt) insulation blankets

wt, re dt, trinlental to the overall design perforn_a.t_t:t: and they were pot
inco rporatvd inh, tile bltat,lilie design.

Pl'obe l-h'e,,ntry Desib,jt Trades

Tills study cxan_ined the thermal control design of the Pioneer Venus
entry wzobt, s dux-ing the transit missi, on m Venus. In particular, the feasi-
t_ility of a passive design was considered along with heater power require-
ments associated with active control Design conditions werefor apre-rnidterm
Thor/Delta design. The performance uncertainties o£the passive design _ere
examined ahmg with two approaches for compensation:

I) Additional pressure vessel insulation

Z) Active heating prior to entry

A comparison of weight requirements show the additional insulation to be the
lightest approach.

Passive thermal centre! of the entry probes during the portion of the
mission from launch to the beginning of entry into the Venus atmosphere is
influenced by the following:

1) Increase in solar intensity by a factor of 1.92 from Earth to
"Venus

Z) Sun angle variation during the period from separatiov to entry

3) Differences in the cztent of solar illumination in the pre- and
post- separation conditions

4) Duration of post-separation phase

The large variation in solar intensity during the mission can be de-
signed for if relatively broad temperature limits can be tolerated. Fortunately,
during the transit period the probes are inactive and the survival temperature
limits shown in Table 5-1 apply. As indicated, the batteries are the limiting
units in the pressure vessel; in the deceleration module, the heat shield/
aeroshcll bond line temperature is the important parameter. At the time of
entry, when the probes are powered up, a more restrictive minimum battery
temperature is shown.

Except for a briet syste, ms checkout at separation and just prior to
e1_try, no power is dissipated within the probes during the preentry phase.

As show_ in Figure 5-7, tt_¢_ neJminal spacecraft orientathm during
cruise results in _ sunl, ine normal to the probe axis of symmetry. 'rrans-
iet_.lly, during rnidct)urs¢, corrt, etions, tl)e s)mlin(, can approach 0 or 180 deg
relatiw_ tt: tht, axis, The maxi)_t)tn mat)t'l_ver period was assun_e,d to be 0. gh.
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'1% achit, vt, lh_. ,lesir,,d tar_t,tin_ _f the probes, the spacecraft is reoricntud
us! prior 1o s_,lmration. Duriup the 2() day period between probe separation

' and _,n;ry, a gradual changt, in _un angle occurs. 'l'hc resulting sun an_.,lu.s
I

assumud for thu large probe are shown in Figure 6-7. The effc, ct of sun
i angle, variatio3_ is to chanl.te the proj_,cted area rLqative to ti_e sun line, hence

total incidc, nt solar heat load. Figure 5-8 illustrates the variati,)n in the ratio
of projected area to surface area with sun angle for the conical heat shield of
the large probt,.

Also indicated in Figure 5-7 is the installation of the probes on the
spacecraft. Significant differences in borh illumit_ated and radiating area
arc experienced at large probe separation. Most important is the exposure
of the aft side of the probe. For the separation and entry sun angles con-
sidered, the aft cover receives direct solar illumination. In addition, some

minor shadowing of the large probe b] the small r_robes during the presepara-
tion condition is indicated.

The fimshes selected for the large probe are shown in Figure 5-9

along with their associated properties.

At separation, the increased radiating area provided by the aft cover
tends to somewhat offset the higher solar loading resulting from the higher

sun angle on the heat shield. However, it is necessary to minimize solar

loading on the aft cover. Therefore, 2-1Tillsilvered Teflon was selected as

thefinish on cylindricaland conical portions of the aft cover. This is a rela-

tively straightforward means for achieving a stable low _/e surface with a

moderately high emitt_;nce. To maximize the aft end emittance, the heat
shield base and the end of the aft cover are painted black. This is compati-
ble with the transparency reqairement for the la*.ter surface.

To achieve the desired pressure vessel entry temperature a striping
of black paint and aluminized Teflon was selected for the heat shield zinish.
Aluminized Teflon was selected for this application rather than silvered
Teflon to minimize cost since the lower a/_ is not required. As indicated,

a 0.04 increase in sola.r absorptance is expected Oaring the cruise solar (UV)
exposure.

Since the pressure vessel descent (post ,-ntry) thermal design is heat

capacity depcndent, it is desirable to begin the entry phase with the minimum
a11owablc pressure vessel temperature. The constraining limit is the mini-

murn b_ttcry operating temperature which was initially assumed to be 4°C

(40°F).

To deter,nine the heat shield striping pattern required to nominally
achieve the 4oC (40°F) pressure ves:_el entry tempcz'atur2, a sitnpl(,, steady
state thermal math model of the large probe was developed. The three node
_(_(lt'] (lep,,ctcd the heat heat shield/aerosbell, th_ pressure vessel, and the
aft cover with radiation and ,:ondnction coup]_,_g. It,_rative solution of this

_,_¢)d('] indicalcd a stripi_ of 45 [mr,'t,nt 'l',,flon/55 p_'r('.c_)t black pai_t yields
the n,)v_fina] 4°C (40°F) entr_ ternt.,rature. Adjusting this n_odel f,_r the prc_

st,pa,'ati¢m (:(mfig_,ratiou, solar intunsity a,t earth, and small probe shading
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(10 pt, rcent)_ the temperatur_2s indicated at the beginning of the interplanetary

cruis¢, were shown to be below the minimum battery survival limit (-40°C).

By blocking radiation off the aero_ h_ql base with an insulated shield

mlpported by the spacecraft, these temperat res were computed to be about
-34'°C (-30°F). A solution of this model at the separation conditions indicates
temperatures near the maximum allowable. The mission variation of probe
temperatures is shown in Figure 5-10. A transient math model was developed
for the large probe utilizing single nodes for the heat shield/aeroshell and the
aft cover. The Min-IK insulation, the pressure vessel shell, and the payload
were represented by separate nodes. This model was used to compute
response to the off nominal sunline orientation during trajectory corrections
(one near earth and one near separation, durations of~0.9 h). These results

are also indicated in Figure 5-10 for the cases of sun directly along the
cone axis (hot case) and 180 deg opposite this (cold case). Temperatures
remain with limits for these conditions.

It is concluded, therefore, that the selected passive design nominally

satisfies the probe temperature requirements up to entry into the Venus

atmo sph ere.

A brief examination was made of the uncertainty associated with the

large probe passive design. Typically spacecraft thermal performance can
be predicted within 5 ° to 8°C (10 ° to 15°F) for this kind of design. If ade-
quate development tasting is undertaken much of this uncertainty could be
eliminated. The remaining elements of uncertainty include sun angle dis-
persions, finish degradation, variations in contact conductances at inter-
faces, and deviations in test simulation from actual flight conditions and hard-
ware,

The first three elements were examined for some assumed dispersions.

For example, 20 percent variation in conductance yielded less than 0.5°C
change m the press are vessel temperature predicted by the probe math model.
Similar sensitivities were ~2°C for a 0.02 variation in solar absorptance of

aluminized Teflon and l°C for a 1 deg variation in sun angle. The rss'ed
uncertainty is about 3°C. For the purposes of evaluating the effect on probe
design, a 5°C (10°F) uncertainty in pressure vessel temperature was assumed.

Nominally, no active control (electrical heating) of the probes is

indicated by the m_alysis discussed above. However, consideration of the
passiv,.' des'gn uncertaiI_ty and ho_ it car_ best be treated in the o,,'erall
thermal design leads to the possibility of utilizil_g active heati.ng to condition
the probe batteries just prior to entry. The alternative is to bi.as the nominal
design temperature at entry to provide, margin for tbi.s uncertainty, i.e.,
lff'C (50°F) i.nst_,ad of 40(: (40°F), This approach tci_ds to il_crc, a:_o th.e
nomi_al pr¢,ssurc' vesa,,_] i_sula.l:ion thicktlr,ss.

Active .hcat:ing, dcp¢_ndiJ_g ttpc,_ its it_!phmlt!ntation, can require sub-

stantial battery w_;i.ght: sirtct_ the, probc, s are separated Z(} days i_rior t,_ entry
and, the,re, fore, catalyst utilize spacecraft pc_wer, The least eh'ctrical ev_ergy

is J.¢,qtlire¢! if a ti_ermoslatically controlled heater wvre activated just prior
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to tmtry, bringing battery temperature up to the required minimvm. This,_=
however, is somewhat contradictory since the bar, cry itself is the source of

=- heater power and its use violates the limit being controlled. The penalty
associated with battery discharge at low temperature is loss in capacity.

i Therefore, if battery operation below its desired minimum temperature is
allowed, it would seem more appropriate to account for this in battery

= margin rather than adding capacity for heating. If the battery limit is strictly
= observed, heat_,r control activation would be required at separation. !

i!- The weight requirements associated with both heating approaches has
i been evaluated using the probe math moaels to compute heater requirements,

both steady and transient, to maintain the pressure vessel at 4°C (40°F) at
entry assuming the passive design performance were 5°C (10°F) below the
no m inal.

i Figure 5-II illustrates the effect of uniformly decreasing the nominally
i calculated pressure vessel temperature during the separation to entry period

i by 5°C (10°F). This shows heater turn-on at approximately 5.5 days prior

i to entry. Assm_ing a linear temperature and heater power variation, the 20 W
heater shown to be required at the entry condition results in the battery capa-

city and weight requirements shown in Table 5-5.

Figure 5-12 shows the energy requirements for the transient warm-
up technique as a function of heater power. The associated battery weight

also shown in Table 5-5 for a reasonable heater size includes a 30 percent

penalty because of low temperature discharge.

A comparison of these weights, which neglect heater weight and any
pressure vessel shell incree.se, with the estimated insulation weight increase

associated with a 50°F (10°C) entry temperature show the latter to be mini-

mum. Subsequent to this study, the minimum batteroy temperature was
lowered to -l°C (30°F), making the nominal 4°C (40 F) entry acceptable.

TABLE 5-5. WEIGHTS REQUIRED FOR COMPENSATING

5°C (I0°F DESIGN UNCERTAINTY)t--

, Required Battery Capacity, Weight
Approach (W-hr) kg ib

' Passive- increased

i_ insulation

i (Miu-K TE 1400) -- I. 0 2. 3

Active heating:

Activat).on at scparalitm 860 18.6:; _ 41. 0;:"
(20 W rnaximum)

Act:ivati,.m.at entry 87 2.5 _:_ 5.4_;;1

CNe_lects w(dght f_r increased pres;_ure vessel w)lmne,
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'I'h¢. passive tlmrmal rontzol of the large probe durinl, the preentr¥
phase appears to be f_.as!blc and the desired approach.

The present baseline for tile small probes is also a passive design.

A fj__;avity Solar Interreflection Test l_valuatiort

ttughes Aircraft Company has been conducting IR&D studies to develop
spacecraft thermal control systems for many years. In a recent IR&D test*
solar mterreflection measurements were made at Hughes, using aone-third
scale model of the aft cavity geometry representative of the Pioneer Venus
orbiter spacecraft. The purpose of these tests was to provide estimates of the
solar loading on the thermal control• louvers mounted within this cavity. Al-
though the spacecraft will be nominally oriented with its spin axis normal to

_ the sunline, there will be periods (trajectory correction maneuvers, orbit
insertion motor firing) when the aft end of the spacecraft receives direct
solar illumination. The measurements were taken, using the sun as the
illumination source, at elevation angles of 0, 10, 20, 30, 60 and 80 deg out
of the spin plane. Figure 5-13 shows a sketch of the model and the solar
orientation geometry; Figure 5- 14 is a photograph of the model. At a given
solar elevation, measurements were taken at azimuth positions from 0 to
180 dog in increments of 30 dog. These results were then integrated to obtain
spin-averaged loads. They are summarized in this report and some general
observations made concerning the importance of these results to the space-
craft design. Detailed analysis of the effects of these data on the spacecraft
thermalperformanceis discussed in subsections 5.3 and5.4. The results ob-

: tained indicate the need to constrain the solar el.evation angle as the space-
craft approaches Venus to avoid louver blade overheating. Also, the duration
of s[gni.ficant cavity illumination, even near earth, should be limited to trans-
ient conditions to avoid overheating the spacecraft equipment platform.

Module Average Solar Loads

The photometer measurements we_'e taken on each of the three simu-
- laied ]ouv¢:r rnodules grouped as shown in Figure 5-13. The data reduction

_as performed in two different ways. First, to evaluate the effect on louver
heat rejection capability, the data was averaged over all modules at a given
solar elevation to obtain variation with azimuth angle. Typical results are
shown in Figure 5-15. As shown, maximum module solar illumination occurs
at an azimuth angle of 180 dog. In or near this position, incomir_g solar
energy incident on the outboard edge of the concave surface of the ._olar panel
cylinder tct_ds to be focused d¢)wn into the bottom of the cavity.

At h)wer solar elevations, the minimum :intensity appears to be near
90 dog ayimuth where ghadowh 4 from direct illumination still exists a_d
im:idcnt rcfl¢,ctirms ar,._ minimum. However, at higher elevations, direct

_.'.'ff._.-i_'c_,r,_uctary Spacec,:aft Solar Itlterr_,flection Tests, " Hughes
¢,

'F[C 4112. 12/481, dated 30 January 1973, (_ee Appendix}
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illunxinati_.i_ccnrs. Indirecl illunlinat_on at the 0 deg amnmlh tend._ t<,

h_crease with elevation angle, The illt, astlrenlt, nts at 0 dt.'_ solar t_lev/ation

\vt, re within the hackgrou,M ,mis_' and the rep_atabilily _Jf a. typical m_,asure-
II It.'ll[.,

A similar dale reduction was performed averaging the _neasurements
cm the c_,ntt, r ]¢ntvt:r lnodult., scparalt, ly l'r¢_n_, the two outer m_odul¢.,_. This
lends to show a sn_all differ(,nct, l)etwet:n Jn¢_dules.

The azimuth distribution of measured h_tensitien were intc, gratit, d to
determine the: spin-averaged intm_sity variation with elevation angle as shown
in lVigure 5- 16. Results for the three module average intensity arc compared
with the average values for the right and left-hand {R/L) outer modules, which
tended to be higher than those for the. cm_ter module. Considering the uncer-
tainties of the technique, these values are very little different. The initial
test program was conducted for solar elevation angles up to 30 deg. Subse-
quent testing was done at 60 and 80 deg.

As a comparison, a plot of sine is also shown. This quantity corres-

ponds to the direct solar load if there were not interreflections or shading

in the cavity. This simple correlation matches _he data rather closely.

Average Louver Blade Solar Loads

Of principal concern is the heating of the louver blades themselves
duril_g periods of direct or reflected solar illumination. Because the blades
have a high ratio of solar absorptance to emittance (~0.2:0/0.05) and are
thermally isolated from the module frame and the mounting surface, very

high blade temperatures can result if significant solar loading is experienced.
Moreover, because of its low heat capacity each 5.1x40.7 crn {2 k 16 in.)

blade weighs only 22.7 gm {0.06 Ib), the blade time constant is on the order
of minutes. To assess the magnitude of local blade solar loads during cavity
i_lumination, a somewhat different data reduction method was used. Measure-

ments along a givexx blade location were integrated with respect to azimuth
at_gle to obtain intensity distributions along blade length. Left and right hand
louver module distributions were averaged together since symmetry should
make these loads nearly the same over 360 deg ot azimuth. The maximum
local, spin-averaged blade solar flux is shown in Figure 5-17 as a function of
solar e.lcvation a,_gle. Again, the quantity sin e , where e is the solar ele-
vation angle, is shown for comparison. As would be expected, the ,._axirnum
local solar loadit_g is somewhat higher than th,, louver module averages. A
represm_tativc example of intensity variation along a blade is show_ in
Figure 5- 18.

The overall result_ of this test program indicate that significant solar
loading will be expe:,-ic, ced hy the ]ouvcrs evcm at moderate sun angles. This
is particularly iml..:.,_x'tm_t at. V(mus where solar ivte_sity is nearly doul)lt:d.
l)_ tailed afialysts of spacecraft, at_cl l<mw:r blade response to tt_is heating in

pr('.set_tcd il_. subsecl:iotts 5, 3 :,ad 5, 4 _.f this volume.
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lh,ckrl l<xbaust l-'lunio [lripintgi,nltull, Study

This study oxanlinod tht} cffo.cts of rock,.t exhaust plume he.ating
resulting l'rolu the orbit insertion motor ancl l)e.lta third stage (TEl-364-4)
firings. Convective heating rates for the orbit insertion motor were based
on tomputed plume flow field while radiativt, heating was scaled from experi-
mental measurements made during a TE-3(,4-1 (Surveyor retro motor}

qualification firing, Heating of the IKapton superinsulation blankets and the
blades of the thermal control louvers was of primary concern because of

thei:" low thermal capacity, it.esponse of spacecraft antenna located near
the plumes was also examined.

The results of this ._tud_ influeI_cc the spacecraft design as follows:

1) Selection of Kapton as the insulation material because of its
high temperature capability

Z) Insulation blanket outer layer thickness increased from I to
5 mils over local areas to provide desired margin

3) Stainless steel foil barrier used instead of Napton blankets
for closure between thrust tube and insertion motor nozzle

because of high local heating

4) Aft omni antenna structure minimum wall thickness constrained

by plume heating

The heating resulting from the orbit injection motor plume has been
shown to be more severe than that specified for the Delta third stage firing.

Figure 5-19 illustrates the location, of the orbit insertion motor in the
Thor/Delta orbiter spacecraft configuratxon and those spacecraft surfaces

which are anticipated to experience significant plume convective and radiative

heating° Also indicated in the location of the Delta third stage rno_-or (TE-.364-
4) nozzle exit plane relative to these su, faces. The following discussion

presents the bases for the predicted plume heathxg rates and ;he associated

spacecraft thert._al response.

Orbit Insertion Motor

When this study was initiated, the orbiter spacecraft was bein._

designed for a type I interplanetary trajectory and the insertion motor
selected was the Acre.jet SVM-2 (n:,;dified). However, subsequent to the

generation of a plume flow field based on SVM-2 properties, i,hc spacecraft
design was modific:d for a type iI trajectory and the insertion motor changed
t(, the Thiok01 TIt'-M-521 (modified). To determine the applicability of ttu_

SVM-2 l_lume t(J the TE-M-_Zl, two l)aranl,_ters were compared: nozzle area

(uxpansi,)n) ratio aiul cbambi_r pressure. (hmcrall)., higher expansion ratio
tncans: l) higher exit: plane Mach l'lllllllit_r, }_l,Ilt'e decreased flow expansion,
a_ld Z) iowc_:r <'xit planc_ density. '['hcs,._ cffcc:ts (hwrca,qo local ih'i,sity a_ld,
bc,i,ce, _.onvcctiv¢, hcatil_g rates. Ilighvr cha_ntJi:r pressure l_.mds to have. the

5-35
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_)pl)osilc _ffect, i.L_., iligher exit plane density. The expansion ratios and
ch_.nll)t'.l" |lrt, s_tlP_..'s aSSD.FII_Jd it)F i.hesc two motors are given in Table 5-6. As
hldicat¢.d, the medified SVM-Z has lower values for both these parameters;
therefore, a qualitative p]urne comparison could not he made. However,
a phmu¢, flow field computed for the UTC FW-5 apogee motor used on the
HS-3._3 (Telesat) was availabh: for comparison. As also shown in Table 5-6,
the FW-5 motor has approximately the same expansion ratio (60:1) as the
TE-M-5hl (58:1) and ahigher chamber pressure° A comparison was made of
the convective heating rates obtained for the orbiter spacecraft using the
SVM-2 plume with corresponding heating rates using the FW-5 plume. The
SVM-2 heating rates were slightly higher; therefore, it was decided to use
the SVM-2 plume to evaluate the TE-M-521 heating rates. Flow field pro-
perties are defined for radial and axial coordinates normalized to nozzle

=_ exit plane radius. Of course, the TE-M-521 nozzle radius was used to evalu-
ate local plume properties.

-_ Heating Rates

__ As discussed above, the SVM-2 (modified) plume was used _o compute
the convective heating rates on several surfaces of the orbiter spacecraft.
This plume was computed by an axisymmetric method of characteristics pro-

=" gram using the exit plane properties given in Table 5-6. Included in the

-_ nozzle expansion are the effects of the low Mach number nozzle boundary

layer, which tends to substantially increase the flow expansion back into the
region of interest, i.e., the spacecraft aft cavity. The principal feature of

_ this technique is the replacement of the subsonic portion of the boundary

layer with an equivalent layer which is assumed to become slightly super-

_. sonic: (M_I. 05) immediately at the exit plane with no flow turning associated
with this sudden transition.

The plume flow field is defined by lines of constant density and flow

m direction as shown in Figure 5-20. The aft geometry of the orbiter space-

_, craft is superimposed to illustrate the local variation of these quantities.

_ These curves are shown for radial and axial position relative to an origin
along the nozzle centerline at the exit plane, "with coordinates normalizedm_

to nozzle exit plan{.,radius. TLe TE-M-5Zl nozzle radius was used to
construct the superimposed spacecraft geometry.

The complex flow geometries combined with rarefaction effects makes
accurate prediction of plume heating rates quite difficult. Bounding calculations
can be made by assuming a simp].e free molecule flow model with perfect
a.ccot_nmo dation.

:-; t-{owev(:r, there are n_any cases where this assumption results in
highly conservative heating rates which penalize the spacecraft design. For
certain surfaces, rcasonabl.e boundary layer hcati_ag rates can be estimated
from conw,uti(mal aerotlyl_atrd(: l/(:ating formul.ations. Itowever, most of the

surfac¢_s of c(mceru in this '._t,_dy (:_, u()t g,merally fall i l)t:(_ this category.

These: surfaces, such as lhc s¢)lar panel, ale la:rgc relative to the
cy:tcllt ()f th_ f_c,w field, a,_d as such reprosent a geometry similar to those

c-,_37
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experin_.entally studied by Pei:_il_, Koppang, and Sinlkin.::" In these ._tudi_,s
co;lvectivt, heating rates _au_,,d b_ plunle il_'_l)il_gt;rllunt ol). ]a:l'_._e flat plates
weeL_ n;t_asur(,d al_d correlation (,ctuati_)l_s (level(_p(,d.

l)hun_, hcath_g rates were t:alculat_,(i along the solar I)an_l, _hrust tube
closure, arid louve, r mod_Jles i_sh_g these correlations and the, free molecule
flow fo rmulation.

Radiation from the condensed ahunin_lm oxide in th,,, solid propellant
vnotor exhaust plume is estimated by scaling plur:le radiosity from test
measurements o1 the TE-364-1 (Surveyor Retro) qualification firings.::":'
From this test an exit plane radiosity o1 0.73 W/m 2 (6.5 Btu/ft 2- sec) was
derived.

Based on these data the TE-M-521 plume exit jplane radiosity is
estimated to be approximately 0.5_- W/m2 (5.0 Btu/ft"--sec). Plume radi(zsity
is assunae(_ to be inversely proportional to distance from the nozzle exit plane.

Spacecraf', Thermal Response

The respoL_se of the spacccraft surfaces exposed to plume heating

were computed from the combined convective and radiative heating 1"ares.

Where differences between free molecule flow and continuum heating rates

were important, both were used and the results compared. Figure 5-21 shows

the distribution of temperature along the solar panel insulation for both free

molecular and continuum heating. Also shown is the effect of increasing outer
sheet thickness to 0. 013 cm (5 rni].s)for the assumption of near continuum

flow heating rates. Based on these results, the de.cision was made to use the
0.013 cm (5 rnil) cover sheet on the ou_:ez"12.7 err](5 in.) of panel length to

provide additiona] temperature n_argin. This results in a weight increase of

approximately 0. 14 kg (0.3 Ib).

Combined heating rates predicted on the closure between the thrust

ttlbL_ on the orbit injection rnotor nozzle clcaJ:ly exceed the capability of

Kapton. Instead, a stainless steel barrier was select.ed to provide the
: necessary closure. This barrier, similar to one f]own on the HS-333 space-

craft, consists of a 0.0076 crn (3 rail) stainless steel foil, coated with a high

t(;mpcrature black fiuish (Bo.-Chcm P,lack Oxide) on the outboard surface and

Hanovia gold deposition on the inboard surface to p1"ovide the desired thermal

isolation. Figu_:e 5-22 shows the respor.,sc,at the outboard radial edge of the
barrier where heating rates are _naximum. Temperatures are shown fo_"the

assurnptions of free rnolc'cu]e flow, oblique shock, and normal shock heating.
As iudicatt:d even free'rnol_.,cu]efh)w heatit_g rcsu!ts in temperatures just

exceeding the HS-333 limit, it is f_It that suffici,,ntmargin exists to allow

for heatin$_ _ ,re uncertainty. If necessary, barrier temperature lin_its can
be inc:reas(_d '),¢ 980()C (1800OF) l,y revising the _4old deposition process.

V,.'['. }_i(,sil¢, R. 1(. Koppal_g, I). J. F,ir*_kin, "Rock(,t-i;'.×haust Ir_ping(,t_ent
on a V]at ][_lat:,, al !]igh Vacttull_," AIAA Paper No. 60-46, January lq6(,.

";':::R. 1'. B,)l,co, _,t,al, "Surv,-yo_' l,?×ha_,_t t'iu_ue }h,atin_: October 1961 to
A_tgust 19(,4," !tugh(_s Aircraft Cor:,pany, SR'i (,,t9, 23 C_ctob(:v 1904.
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FIGURE 5-21, ORBITER SOLAR PANEL INSULATION TEMPER-,
ATURES AT TE-M-521 BURNOUT
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Equipment ._helf and hy,. azino lank inmllat[on plume heating response
is .Mu*wn ill I"iguro 5-23, ah,n!- with louver blad,, te,nporature, Those
tetnpcr/ttttrcs a..iautx_,; ft'et, ln.lecule flow heating rates. As indic',ted, shelf
m._ul/atio_l a_(l bladt, tt.'llllJoraturos are acceptable, I)uL the O. OOaS t_'m (1 n_il)
iJJ._,ul_tti¢)n ¢:',_.tev slip,or roaehos tOIlll:Dt, l'afttrt'S I*oycJJid the l'_apton li.mit, A
(}, ()l _ t'lll {!) Itii]) c¢}vt'r sh,.vt pc¢)vidt, s [:lie, l_¢:ces_avy heat capacity for a
woight incr_,nLent c,f less than O. 05 kg (0. 1 lb).

The tcmlmrature rv:_l)On_¢, ¢_f the aft mnni antenna _s shown ,q Figure
_.-_. l ft)r twt} wall thick*lt, s._t's, l:*reliminar), antenna dt, si_n requirements
indicat,, a 0.0'1(_ ¢:m (30 l_il) wall i_ functionally adequate. Howover, a 0. I cm
(40 rail) thickness has becm reconmlen¢led to provide additional margin witl
negligible weight penalty. The antenna support wtll be aluminum with adequate
heat capacity to withstand this heating.

Delta Third Stage (TE-364-4) Plume Radiation

Ames Research Cc_iter':: defines the radiative heating rates to be
assumed J.ncident on _it facing spacecraft surfaces. To apply these heating
rates to the orbiter and probe bus spacecraft, they were interpreted to be
heating rates to surfaces normal to the motor thrust axis. To adjust the._e
rates for different surface orientation, they were multiplied by the ratio of
loc.al plume shape factor to shape factor for the aft facing surface. The
effective plume radiating surface was defined, by the mthods described aLmve
using the motor characteristics given in Table 5-6.

Temperature responses of the aft cavity a_urfaces are given h_. Figure
5-2-5. These temperatures are gemerally lower than those predicted for the
orbit inser_aion motor firiug. These temperatures apply to the probe bus
spacecraft as wall as to the orbiter.

Maximum predicted temperatures of the orbiter aft omni antenna are
lower for this t.'vent than for the orbit il_sertion firing. The maximum tem-
perature response of the probe bus end fire (medium gain horn) antenna, given
in Figure 5-g6 for the minimum wall thickness being considered 0. 051 cm
(20 mils) of aluminum), is acceptable.

"L

"Reqttirvluent8 for Piorteee Vc,nus Mission Systems Design Study, " Armies
Res,,arcb Gonter Sp_,cifica.tion 2-17BOg, RG'vi_ion 1, 15.qepternber 1972.
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5.3 THOR/DELTA BASELINE DESCRIPTION

3pacec raft De s ign

Ec_uipment Shelf

The thermal designs of the Thor/Delta probe bus and orbiter

spacecraft are illustrated in Figure 5-27. ,As discussed in subsection 5.2_
the design approach selected for both spacec='aft is to isolate the equipment

shelf fro-n the environment and control temperatures by dissipating unit power
from variable emittance radiators. Radiator emittance is cantrolled by
thermally actuated louvers mounted on the outboard side of the equipment
shelf_ Those units which dissipate 5 ,,r .c more are mounted on the shelf
directly opposite louver modules to minimize the need to provide lateral con-
ductance along the honeycomb shelf.

The shelf is 3,8 cm (1,5 in,) thick) 0.48 cm (3/16 in.} cell aluminum
honeycomb) 0. 0018 cm (0. 000 _ in. ) ribbon with 0. 025 cm {0. 019 in.', ah,mi-
num face sheets.

For the maximum shelf power design conditions_ eight louver modules
are required to maintain shelf temperature limits on the orbiter spacecraft.
The lower powered probe bus requires six modules.

The louvers used in this design are shown in Figure 5-28. Rotation of
the louver blades is performed by conversion of heat energy into mech_.nical
motion by use of a bimeta.llic _ctuator. The bimetallic actuator is wound so

that the strip of material with the greatest coefficient of expansion form_ the
outer surface of the spring. This construct:on causes the actuator to contract
or close when heated sufficiently and expand or open when sufficiently cooled.
The actuators are keyed _o their respective louver blade so that the louver
rotates with the actuator movement. Each louver blade set (two blades) is

individually actuated with a bimetal element. The fully closed to fully ope_
position occur_ over a fixed temperature range of 14°C (ZS°F). However_
the opening set point can be adjusted. For the Pioneer Venus applicaticn_ the
initial opening temperature is 13°C (55OF)_ the fully open set point is Z7oC
(80°F). Unit test and flight experience have shown that the effective emittance
of these louvers fully open is 0.69 and about 0. 1 when closed.

The radiator surface directly beneath the louvers is covered with an
0.013 cm (0.005 in.) layer of silvered teflon. This surface acts as a second

surface mirror reflecting a large percentage of any solar energy reaching the
louvers_ while efficiently raciiating the shell equipment dissipation, The
measured solar reflectance _nd total hemispherical ccnittance for this material
is 0.08 and 0,80_ respectively. Howc,'cr_ because of i atcrreflections off the
polished louver blade.s and housiug surfaces_ a significantly higher net effec-

tive solar _bsorpt_ncc c'_t_be expected. These effects have been t_moretically
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FIGURE 5-28. THERMAL CONTROL LOUVER DESIGN
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predicted and experimentally nmasur_,'d by Michalek*, el el. Radiator solar
absorptancc was found to vary s._bstantially with blade opening angle, and solar
elcvati_m angle_ measured in a plame nornkal t_ the blade axis of rotettion.
Typical results of this ._tudy arc reprodu,:od in Figure 5-Z9) which compares
measured and theoretical louver absorptancc. Based ,m these data, an effec-
tive solar absorptance of 0.22 has been assumed.

;_i_ The, inboard surface of the shelf and rnountcd equipment are painted

ig black (emittance _-, O. 85).

c Beryllium doublers are utilized to distribute the dissipation from a
few high power density units on the shelf to prevent local P,ot spots.

_._
:L- Ins ulation
_-=

The exposed outboard surface of the eqaipment shelf is covered by a
superinsulation blanket except over those areas directly adjacent to the two
hydrazine propellant tanks. Here insulation blankets form an enclosure
around each tank blending into the shelf blanket and a blanket covering the
central thrust tube. This arrangement provides a direct view from the tanks
to the shelf. These insulation blankets consist of 15 layers of crinkied
0. 00064 cm (0. 0002.5 in. ) aluminized Kapton covered by an outer layer of
0.0025 cm (0.001 in.) aluminized Napton (Kapton side out). Naptonwas
selected as the insulation material to withstand the rocket exhause plume heat-

ing _escribed in subsection 5. Z.

! To decouple the louvered radiators from the hot solar panel, a Kapton
blanket is also placed on the inner panel surface. Because of high exhaust
plume heating rates, the blanket outer layer i._ increased to 0.013 cm
(0. 005 in.) on the outboard 12.8 cm (5 in.) of the penal. A similar local
in crea,qe is made on the end surfaces of the tank insulation.

Kapton blankets are also placard in the inside surface of the forward
solar panel substrate to further isolate the equipment shelf. Finally, a
blanket is supported across the forward end of each spacecraft to complete
the shelf enclosure. For the probe bus_ additional blankets are required on
the probe support structure and between the large probe and the spacecraft.
Thi,_ is required to maintain spacecraft temperatures following probe separa-
tion. On the orbiter spacecraft, the high gaxn antenna mast is also super-
insulated to maintain the required BAPTA temperatures.

All superinsulation blankets have aI_ effective inside to outside
emittance of O. OZ.

'['. J. Michal,:k, t_. A. St:ipa,Mic, and M. J. Coylc, "Analytical and
l_;xperime,,tal Studtc_ of an All Simcular Thefts,el Control Louver Syst,::m
in a Solar Vax:tlttnl t'_nviront_cld:_ '_ Paper No. "}2-268_ AIAA 7th 'fhermo-
physicu C,mfcr_:n,:e, S_atl Anto_io_ 'I'cxas_ Apri[ 197a.
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'l'he ,ift el_d of the prL_be h,l_ thrunt Lubt' i.'i clos_'d i_y a blanket, On the
orbil,'.r spacecr;_tt_ this tlosure i.'i a ,_taini,.,ss sl.,e] barri_:r_ 0.00"/6 cm
(0. 003 in. ) thick_ required to withstal_d the orbit insertion motor cxt-,_,lst
planet, heating, the o.,ttcr surface of the b_trricr is finishczd with a high tem-
perature black o:_ide coating having a total emittance of 0. t)3. The inside
surface of the barrier has a Han<),,ia gold finish, cmittance of 0.05.

P.r opuls i Ol_._.2_l

As indicated in Figure 5-30_ axial thrusters arc mounted on support
structures attached to the equipment sholf. The forward :txial t:h_usters arc
enclosed by the forward insulation blanket which provides necessary isolation

of thruster valve and propellant line from the environment. The aft thrusters

are mounted to the opposite side of the shelf in a similar manner.

However_ since this end of the spacecraft is open_ an insulation
blanket must be added to enclose the support structure providing a coupling
to the shelf.

Figure b-31 illustrates alternate installations of the radial thrusters.
The tl;'st is used for the probe bus thrusters fired prior to probe separation.
After the probes are released_ the axial shift in e.g. requires use of a second
set of thrusters mounted in the manner sb.own in Figure 5-31b. In this second

installation, shown mounted on the aft shelf surface, the shelf blanket encloses
the thruster and bracket. In all thruster installations, a multilayer stainless
steel radiation heat shield is placed around the catalyst bed and nozzle to

protect surrounding surface_ from high temperatures during thruster firing.

To maintain thruster valves above p_opellant freezing point and

catalyst beds at minimum firing temperatures, electrical heating is required.
To maintain temperatures near earth and during eclipsos_ 0.)-5 W heaters are
provided for each radial thruster v'alue and each catalyst bed. When not illu-
minatedby the sun_ the axial thrusters require 0.5 W heaters on the valves,
0.75 W on the catalyst beds.

•M1 heaters are colnmandable. 'rhe axial thruste.r }maters ar_

separately switched_ forward and aft, i)ecauso w?_en one end of the spacecraft
is illurnilxated by the sun near Venus_ heaters mu_t be off to prevent overheat-

ing while the heaters must be on f<)r the opposite thrusters. TI, e radial
heaters <:an.remain, on continuously, but arc capable of bt.'ingcommanded off

thr,._ugha single {redundant) switch.

The enclosed prupellant lim.'s _).nd in_v, lated t:m_ks require no heating.
The tank manifold lines n_lst Le mon_t¢.(t to the" shelf under the insulation

bla_ket to efficiently <:ontrt)l their temImratur,.'. If located outside this blanket,

they would require several watts of heater p¢_wcr sim:e they are difficult to
)nsulatc separately and would ¢,verh.oat duri_g pe_'i.(.,d_ (_f solar illurni_ation if
t:ove.rt)dwith a si_r_plc low e_dttan<:c alumiu_m f()il.

00000002-TSG09
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The orbit io._ertloJi I_lutor _s i_()latl:d fl'¢)_ ttl," ._p:J,:,,, raft t,, n_inirnize

_,,:_t firin_ lwat _oak ba,'k and heat lo_tls durin_ the lun_ apo-p_t_ (:, lipsc.
F'_} pr(_vidc' thp r,:rlaired nlaximunl l}ropt.llant l.t..nU.,zr,_tarc just plier lofiring
ir_i: V,_lm._, ,'lLc,Jtintcr_ law cxp,_,(l _','.zlt: i..t c,Jver{.(l with 0.0025 (:_,_ (0.001 in.)

W_._,,tr t_ttrtlt_ _t _oZzlc throai |u atc;r is utilizcd_ rc(p_iri.g b. 0 W of p_w(:r. The
Ilt'/tt '1" iS c,,n)nla,}ttablt. _ and is _wlt{:h,:d (dr t.par V*:nu_.

Othc' r Fini_hcs

i_ Tht: antenna surfact_s art; gt.'nerally black (cn'fittal_t c ("0. _6_ solar
;d_;;c, rptatt,:c -. 0. 95) t¢, pr¢:cludt: _ol,xr r¢ffle_Lion_ i,_to slat sc_nt_rs_ etc. The
l_t_rtion t_f the _olar panel ._ubstrate n_)t mtpporting solar cells; will bt.' carbon

mi l_[_ck hupregnat, cd to l._r2vt_t ;_olar c,._mrgy transmission.

As indicated in subsection 5.2_ _ passive dt:.ign approach has b_n
utilized to provi.d_ thermal cont_'ol of the prc,bc:_ duripg the period from
launch to just prior to entry. Contr,,1 is achieved by appJying passive finishes
to the d c_aera i_n module heat _hield and aft cover° '[he finishes selected

for the probes are shown in Table 5-7. Thermal coupling at the interfaces
bt_tween probe_ and spz_cecraft is minimize.d to make the. thermal designs
independent.

TABLE 5-7. PROBE THERMAL FINISHES

: Surface Large Probe Small Proue _

tteat shield 45 percent Aluminized Eapton
aluminized teflon

55 percent st riping
-" black paint

: Aft cover

'-- Sides Sflve _ed teflon 66 pc rcent
; black paint

striping
• 34 pe rce nt
' alun_ inun_ foil

i' Rear Black paint Aluminum foil

F



TABLE 5-8. THOR�DELTA SPACECRAFT '['IlERMAL COIqTROL
MASS AND POWER SUMMARY

Probe Bus Orbiter

M-,ss M,,ss
.............. Pt_we r} Powcr_

kg lh W kg lb W

I, ouvers I.7 3.9 - Z.3 5.Z -
'_

Blankets 6. 5 14.3 - 6.5 I4.2 -

Shelf doublers I. 5 3.3 - I. 9 4. Z -

Coa,:ings 0.5 I. 0 - 0.5 I. 0 -

T_mperaturc sensors O. 1 O. 2 - O. 1 O. 3 -

Thruster heaters _:: ":: 4. 5 ::' ""'," 5.8

Orbit insertion . - :;' _: 5.0
motor heater

Totals I0.3 Z2, 6 4.5 1 I. 3 24.9 i0.8

':' Weight in propulsion subsystem

TABLE 5-9. THERMAL CONTROL
HARDWARE DERIVATION

-_L Element ] Hardware Dc rivation

|,

ouvers Procured from Northrop Corp. for
classified spacecraft prog ram

Silvered tefl_,n raaiato:: Classified program

Thruster heaters , Intelsat IV

Orbit insertion motor IntelsatIV

heater

Kapton i_sulation blan_,ets lntelsat IV

Stainless steel thrast HS-333

tube barrier

Coatings h, telsat II, IV_ 'I'ACSA'J?_ ATS, OSO

5-6 0
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M a.s s a nd_ _!o\vg.r,%'3.t}n,Dn_'Y aL_d IIar .IWa r_., -D..e.rivation

The spacecraft thermal conlrol mass summary is shown in Table 5-8, "
along with heater power requirements, Heater mass is reported by the
propul, sion subsystem, The derivation of the subsystem hardware, is sho_n in
Table 5-9, As indicated, thermal control utilizes hardware elements prover,
on ,Right spacecraft.

s_2acecraft eerformance

Bulk Temperatures

To determine the basic design approach and provide boundary
conditions to more detailed thermal models, bulk spacecraft thermal nodal
models were devised for the probe bus and orbiter spacecraft, These net-

works, shown in Figure 5-3Z_ include the equipment shelf, the louvered
radiators_ hydrazine tanks_ t..eaft cavity surfaces, solar panel, thrust tube,

orbit insertion naotor_ and forward blanket.

The principal steady state design conditions for the probe bus include
near earth cruise_ near Venus cruise_ and post probe separation. Table 5-10

summarises the bulk temperatures for these conditions along with assumed

shelf power based on th_ requirements and solar array characteristics given
in subsection 5. I. Similar results are shown in Table 5-11 for the orbiter.

In this case, the nearly steady condition of near apoapsis operation in Venus

orbit is shown for the maximum temperature condition along with the effect

of ,93 deg off normal sun angle.

These temperatures generally indicate the required limits are met

with satisfactory margin. However, several transient conditions must be

examined. Using the orbiter bulk,nodel_ the following mission events were

analyzed:

I_ Trajectory correction maneuver near earth, sun angle = 170 deg

Z) Orbit insertion, sun an_;le = 103.5 + 5 deg

3) Periapsis heating

4) Near apoapsis eclipse

The near earth 'rcM case applies to either spacecraft and was based
-m the worst case orientation. ']:hesolar interre{lection data discussed in
subsection 5.2_were used to ¢|eterl_ine the solar loads on th,alouvers. Shelf

and louver blade overheating are of concern during this event. The result.s_

shown in Figure 5-33, indicate neither occurs durin_ the maxi_lum allotted
maneuver time of one houz. The lollver blade temperature equilibrates

rather rapidly while shelf temperaturt. _ is still increasing. This suggests

that extending the.mamuver could cause shelf ovcrheatirtg. It also indicate,_ i
that this extreme sun angle would certainly cause louver blade ovc. rheating if
re, qui.red near Venus.

.t

LJ
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b) THOR/DELTA ORBITER

". FIGURE 5-32. BULK THERMAL NODAl. MODEL
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TABLE 5-10. THOR/DELTA .PROBE BUS STEADY S'rATE
BULK TEMPERATURES

...... % 10V)
Temperature Limits Design Conditions

Near Earth Near .post Probe

Location °C OF Cruise EncounLer Sepaxati_ on::[

[Louver radioto=s - - 14 (57) 17 (63) Zl (69)

Equipment shelf 4 to 49 40 to IZ0 t6 (61) 21 (69) Z5 (77)

Hydrazine tanks _ to 58 40 to I00 7 (44) II (51) IZ (54)

Solar panel -I00 to 7Z -148 to 16Z g4 (75) 67 (152) 36 (97)

d*

•,-45 deg sun angle

TABLE 5-II. THOR/DELTA ORBITER STEADY STATE BULl< TEMPERATURES

Temperature °C (oF)
Tem_tre Limits Design Conditions

Location I oC oF Near _arth Near Orbit Orbit Ix,OrbitCrui,.:e Insertion Operation 3 Deg Off Normal

- Louver radiators - - 15 (59) 18 (65) 18 (65) 21 (70)

Equipment shelf 4 to 49 40 to IZ0 18 (64) ZZ (7Z) g?. (72) Z5 (77)

Orbit motor case -7 to 3Z g0 to 90 4::-'(40) 25 (77) - -

l-lydrazinctankv 4 to 38 40 to I00 9 (48) 15 (59) IZ (53) 16 (61)

Solar panel -160 to 135 =?.56to Z75 Z0 (68) 7Z (16Z) 7Z {162) 7Z (16Z)

:::With 5 W h_ater

i
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A similar condition exists for the orbiL(_r during U_e orbit insertion

sequence. ]£or the Type Jl tran,_it trajcctory_ the sun an_le for the firing is

103. 5 + 5 deg. Again_ using the data obtained in the interreflection tests, the
' response of the,si_elfwas analyzed to determine the allowable time at this

attitude. The results are shown in Figure 5-34. The nominal shelf tempera-

ture of 49°C (120OF) is reached within about 4 h for the maximum sun angle.
Allowirg 5oc (10OF) design margin_ these data show that this attitude can be
maintained for about 2.5 h for the rnaximum sun angle_ about 6 h fox the
norni_al an_le, and indefinitely at the minimum angle. The louver blades
would reach equilibrium temperatures for this case somewhat lower than those
shown f_r the near earth TCM.

The response of the orbiter shelf temperature during the maximum
periapsis planetary heating condition was analyzed. The spacecraft/orbital/
sun geometry assumed is shown in Figure 5-35. The minimum periapsis
latitude of 21°N was assumed to maximize the albedo load. The planetary
loads on the louvers_ computed assuming a 150 km periapsis altitude, were
bounded by assuming that no blockage occurs and that all the energ-, incident
on the disk representing the solar panel diameter is absorbed by the space-
craft aft cavity. The variation of these loads with time from periapsis is
shown in Figure 5-36. The shelf response to this transient is small as shown
in Figure 5-37.

The eclipse response for both spacecraft is bounded by the orbiter

transient during the 190 rain near-apoapsis eclipse. During this period,
internal power is minimum (40 W)_ whereas during the shorter (_ 23 rain)
periapsis eclipses the spacecraft is at full power. The probe bus experiences
a single eclipse of about 30 rain at launch.

Bulk orbiter eclipse response is shown in Figure 5-38 '_or the shelf

and the hydrazine tanks with propellant mass is a parameter. As shown,
minimum shelf temperature is quite acceptable. For an 0.68 kg (1.5 lb)
minimum propellant mass remaining at this point (180 days in orbit)_ the
hydrazine temperature limits are satisfied.

Solar A rray_Tem_ue rature s

The mission profile of solar array temperatulcs for the probe bus

(Type I trajectory) and the orbiter (Type II) are shown in Fig,: re 5-39. These
temperatures are nominal values assuming spin axis normal l:o the ecliptic
plane and zero array electrical efficiency. The incremental ;ernperature
effect of assumed el ficiency on array temperature is shown in Figure 5-40,
along with temperature prediction uncertainty.

An important condition is experienced by the orbiter _olar array during
periapsis pass where transier, t planetary heat;rag occurs. A_ray response for
the worst case sun orientation (which occurs .-180 days) is showz in

Figare 5-41, along with the response for th, periapsis heatil:g at the time of
orbit insertion. A significa,d response _.s indicated for the worst case and a

significantly reduced peak temperature for the more nominal case. As shown_
the maximum aerodynamic heating at 150 km periapsis has a small effect.

t
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FIGURE 5-36. PLANET HEATING LOADS
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FIGUP,E 5-42, BAPTATHERMALNODAl. MODEL
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_: Fhv t)rbitcr l_i)_,h _-aiil ald,'J_r)a i._ d,'._imJ_ by the i)('uri)l_, and p()w*,r
_- tra]_f,_r as.,,t,nthly (1))AP'I'A), 'l'(_Jl_tJer,iturc t,)t,lr,,I ,)t tlu._ a._;:st n_blv i_ inLI)()r- I

|iilIlll Hill('_.' _)t'dl'lllt' |t)J't[tlt' itlld It)i.tII,H ,if'(, dt,])¢'ii(](!i11, lll)t)1i [('l_1111'l'dltl)'(' l(.'k'¢'l

an(1 difft're,_tia|._, l)cl,+il,'d l(',_l)t'r_turu di_ilril)u).io))._ w,'r(, ec)w)',_.ted f)'on_

Ilu' I),API'A Ihvrmal ta.tw+)rl,, dcl)i,'tcd il_ t,'iu, urt' q-4% As )n(li(,lt(_tl) tht:

I() (,r |'rt)n_ th(, (h'._l)lln side ()f lht_ b_,tl'_)g, l(adLd.itm a_M ( u_)du, t),))_ but_))dary
It, tl_|)(;rltl.IIr(:s v¢(;re tal(cn fron_ t)u. _1),wt,vraft Imlk tory',pc ,'art)r,, ._ul_l.jon._ dis-

m)

di_,tril)uted in th(; m0,nner si_¢)v,)_ in F£gurc 5-4L.

Two design conditions w(:re ezamin(,d I.o detcrnfinc the range ¢)f
temperuturt;_ occurring withir_ the I APIA during,, the missi(m. M_xin_un_

- temperatures will exist durin_ Venus orbit operation when e.twironmental
load.,, and boundary t(m_l)cratu_:(:s arc ma:-:imu)_, Minin)un_ tempcr_tture ,'() ....
ditiops occur dttring the near apoapsi,,, 190 _aiu eclip,,_e) with the bea ,'trig m,jt_

"" off. 'the predicted steady utat,: nodal tt_mp-)';d:ut'(.'.,, are given in Table 5-1l
for the at)oapsis p()wer co)tditiom As ir_dic;_tt:d, the })trO, J'lI)g temperatures are
x\.cll belew the upper limit of 38°C (100°F). Mc.ximmn bearing ),;mperatur,:
difference {at the forward bearing) i,s approxunately LOG ( _. 6uF_, a,_ _ '; .(:.)t-

- able value. The forx_,ard and aft bearing rcspons(, to the hey...,,r>ua_s #clipse
is shown in Ftgure 5-43. Again_ adequate rnargi_ show: the ._,s!g_, Ii_nit of

4°C {40°F) is indicated. An examination of the (h:sign without th,, nxa::t in_a.-
latJon showed marginal performance "luring the steady cruise ;.o,tditions and
tninimutu forvvatrd bearing temperature 5°C (9°11 ` ) below the design limit
dt.lritlg apc.apsis eclipse.

'fABLE 5-1a. ORBITER I?APTA STEADY s'rA'I,'E ".['EMPERATUR;.S

i Temperature °C (°F)

Near Earth) ] Nea.r Earth) In Orbit
Location Operating':' nopero.tir_g ...... 0p_e r a_t !n g,',........

Bearing - Top

=I Spir, ni)_g side 12.8 (55.1) 11 B (53. Z) 18.4 (65.1}

_i_ .1)cspu)_ side 13.0 (55.4) 10.5. (50,8) 20.4 (6ti. 7)
-3t

-- 1_c a r i ,g - B ott,.)t t

Spinning side 14, 1 {b7.4) 10.8 (51,,11 Zl. ! (70,0)

De.spu,_ side 13.7 (_6.()} I0.() (51.0) Zt).9 (69._,_

1 Motor !3.0 (55.0) IZ.O (q3.0) 18.0 (65,01
._-i

_=;! Despu)_ lluh 1:3.0 (55,0) -, Zl.0 (69.0)

"" ; I W mr>tot l)OW("r
+" q-73
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Thru ,ters aud Linest_ropellant

Conditions leadin,_ to maximum and minimum (nonfiring) thruster
_s_embl_' t(mperatures are dependent upon the thruster location and space-
craft mission. Thruster valve and catalyst bed heate,:s are sized for the
xvo_'st case environmental conditions experienced in either mission by each
txpe of thruster (radial or axial}_ making the desi,_ns common to both
_pacec raft,

The radial thrusters exl_erience steadily increasing solar heating as
the spacecraft approaches Venus with its spin axis normal to the sun line.

Some quasi-steady variations are present during: the n%ultiprobe mission when
the spacecraft spin axis is reoriented for probe release and final atmospheric

entr). Ho%%ever_ maximum and rninim,r s_eady temperatures are detel_-
n%ined by solar heating at Venus and earth respectively with the spin axis

normal to the sun line. Steady-state radial valve and catalyst bed tempera-

tures ave given in Figure 5-44 for these environmental conditions as a

function of valve heater size. As shoxvn, no catalyst bed heating is considered.

These results indicate that an 0.25 W vavlve heater is required to maintain

valve temperature above its lower limit with sufficient margin during the near

earth environment. Maximun% temperatures at Venus are acceptable with the

valve heater on. Heater sizing is based on a rn nim um bus voltage of Z6 V.

The effect of maxi_'num bus voltage (33 V) can be derived from the data given

(Q55 : 1.61 Q26)" Adequate maximum temperature margin is shoxvn with this
effect considered.

Transient design conditions for the radial thrusters are don_inated by
the long, infrequently encountered 190 rain apoapsis eclipse, \vhic:hoccurs
near the end of the Venus orbit mission. Thruster valve and cata/\'st bed

response to this condition is shoxvn in Figure 5-45a, for the 0. Z5 W valve

heater only. As indicated, valve temperature can be satisfactorily maintained

but catalyst bed temperature is marilinal. Figure 5-45b shoxvs _hat an 0.25 W

heater on the catalyst bed provides substantial margin.

The axial thruster assembly nuounted on the aft end of the spacecraft

was selected for analysis since its location results in the poorest thermal

couplin_ to the thermally controlled portion of the spacecraft.

Several design conditions exist which can size the axial thruster

heaters. The 5 de_ tolerance on the no_uinal sparer'raft spin axis orientation
norn%al to the sun _ine can_ in the worst case, result in :_ubstantial shading

the aft thruster. During probe separation (ruultipr<_b¢ mission) and final

entry_ even more extensive shad[n.g can occur. These couditions can exist
for long periods relative to the thruster ass._mblv t_me coustant. There is

also the lon_ orbiter apoa[_sis eclipse transient. It u as ('r,uservativel,/
assumed that th_ thruster heaters should be sized f_r stead> shadox_ing.

Figure 5-46 p-resents thruster and catalyst l)_d ternpecature_ based un this

_ssumption and Inink_ulrn (near earth) shelf ten_perature. Valve temperatures

5-7_
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art: shown to be relatively insen:_itive t_ catalyst bed heater ._:_ their an 0.5 W ,_-
valve heater was as._umed and the catalyst bed heater varied t_J find the _:
required combination. As ahowl_ an 0.7.5 W catalyst bed heater is necessary
to maintain satisfactory margin. It was a:asumed in this study that heater
size increment is 0.25 W.

The maximum temperature condition for the axial thrusters occurs
during the first TCM if the extreme 170 deg suu angle is assumed to exist for
1 h. Figure 5-47 shows the aft thruster response to this transient. As indi-
cated_ temperature limits are maintained if heaters are turned off. A similar
condition could exist for the forward axial thrusters if the sun ang!e were

10 deg. Furthermore_ since spacecraft spin axis orientation of the sun line
normal tends to produce maximum heating on one set of axial thrusters mini-
mum heating of the axials on the opposite side of the spacecraft, these heaters
must be separately switchable. Similarly_ the radial thruster heaters must
be _witched independently from the axials.

Orbit Insertion Motor

Table 5-I 1 presents the orbit insertion motor temperatures and heater
power requirement for this design. The design requiz.es that sometime during
t,,e transit trajectory from earth to Venus, the throat heater is switched off
when it is no longer necessary.

Probe Temperatures

Temperature profiles for the large probe during the mission prior to
entry are given in subsection 5.2. As indicated_ maintaining minimum probe
battery temperature above -40oc near earth while providing initial tempera-
ture at entry in the range 4oc + 5°C are the primary objectives_ which the
passive design has been shown to provide.

i
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li. 4 ATI_,A.'H/CI/:NTAUR I_ASI.:!,INI.: I)It:SCRII_TiON _'i
h

rl'he therrnal design concepts utilized for the Atlas/Centaur
colll'i_ur_lLJ_ons are nearly identical to those shown for Thor] Delta. Equipment
temperature limits and power requirements are given in subsection 5. 1 for
the Atlas/Centaur designs. The sun angle conditions and eclipse cturations
are sornev, hat difCerent for the 1978 Atlas/Centaur Type I rnultiprobe and
Type II orbiter missions. As indicated in the summary given in Table 5-]_,
notable differences occur in the probe sun angles after separation and the :
orbiter s_m angle at orbit insertion. Also shown is the decreased duration
of the apoapsis eclipse from 190 to 108 rain.

Spacecraft Design

The thermal designs of the Atlas/Centaur probe bus and orbiter space-
craft are shown in Figures 5-48 and 5-49. As indicated, these designs are
very similar to the Thor/Delta configurations.

Equipment Shelf

The same approach is used to control shelf temperatures, i. e. ,
isolation from the environment and the use of thermal louvers. Somewhat
higher spacecraft power and increased louver blockage by the conical thrust
tube has led to increasing the number of louver modules to 10 on the probe
bus and to 12 on the orbiter. Furthermore, the use of additional radiator
area on ti_e orbiter to generally depress the orbiter temperature level was
considered necessary to extend the transient capability of the design during
the orbit insertion phase. The shelf honeycomb thickness for the Atlas]
Centaur designs has been increased to 6.4 cm (2. 5 in. ) to reduce the vibra-
tion loads predicted for the increased diameter shelf. The adverse effects
of the increased temperature difference across this thickness between the
equipment mounting surface and the radiators has also required increased
radiator area.

The orbiter ,+qul.p_:ent shelf layout is illus ,,rated in Figure 5-50, show-
ing unit, louve.r, and doubler placement and doubler thicknesses. The
dotlblers are beryllium sheets placed under those units which have power
densities requiring radiating surface areas substantially more than the unit
mounting areas, even though they are placed directly over louver modules.
The rf power amplifier'_ are the principal items in this category. Other
units that cannot easily be placed over louver modules, but have moderately
high power density requiring naore lateral conductior, than is provided by the
shelf, are also placed on doub]ers. The magnetometer electronics and the
solar wind analyzer experiment :_re such units. The other experiments,
being used only transiently, are controlled by heat capacity.

The probe bus shelf arrangerr_ent is simUar am shown in Figure 5- _!
with orbit unique _tnits being replaced hy the fewer probe bus unique units.
The reduced }lus power allows the removal of 2 of the IZ orbiter louver
rno¢lul¢:s. The doublers rerr_ain the same.
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FIGURE 5-51, PROBE PRE-ENTRY THERMAL FINISHES
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lnnul;_t in'hi ":
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Multilayer K,q_ton suporin_lH,ltion hlangets are utilized tm the
Atlas/Centaur spacecr,l't ira much tho same marnner as shown for the 'l'ht_r/
I)t, lt;_ design. A taot;_ble exception is in lhe area of the orbit insertion motor
on the orbiter configuration, |It, re, lhe motor nozzle and a small portion _f
':he case extend outside the thrust tin,e/launch vehicle st_.paratio_ _ plane. This
increased distance t)l' the motor nozzle exi! plant • from any thern, al harrier

D clt_sit_g the area between thrust tube and mentor res_tlts in greatly r,,-du¢'ed
exh;lust plume heating. Based on the data givt:n in sul):_eclion _. 2, the hiRh
temperature st;tit)less steel l)arrier shown for the Tl_or/I)elt;t design was
replaced by a Kapton multil;_y¢;r blanket, Furthermore, the lari4er diameter
thrust tube results in a larger shape factor between the thrust tubf., and the
cavity between the shelf and the forward blanket, Therefore, to provide better
radiant co_pling between these two elements, the inner thrust tube surface has
a higb emittance finish rather than insulation. Motor isolation is provided by

' covering the case with aluminam foil.

Because exhaust plume heating rates are also lower on the solar panel
and propellant tank insulation, the local thickening of insulation outer sheets
is not required for the Atlas/Centaur designs.

1:_ropul s ion

Here again, most of the Thor/Delta design concepts are retained. The
hydrazine thruster assembly design has been somewhat modified from that
considered in the Thor/Delta studies. Thermal isolation between propellant
valves and catalyst beds has been reduced to the point where separate catalyst
bed heaters are no longer required. Instead, valve heaters have increased to
provide the same total heater power, i.e., I/2 W for each radial thruster
valve and 1-114 W for each axial valve.

Because orbiter temperature levels have been depressed to increase
capability during the orbit insertion phase, propellant temperature during the
near earth se

o pha of the mission approaches the lower temperature limit :_f
4oc (40 F}. Therefore, to gain the necessary design margin, tank heaters
have been incorporated into the At!as/Centaur design, requiring 5 W of power
per tank.

Control of orbit insertion motor temperatures requires somewhat
higher heater power (9 W) because of revised motor temperature limits.
The lower limit of .7°C (20°F},previously used for Thor/Delta studies, has
been increased to 4°C (40°I;'). Thermal treatment of the r_otor is som ewhat
changed because of installatior, differences. The nozzle throat heater and
igniters are now covered with a Kapton blanket because these i_enas extend
m_tside the thrust tube insulation barrier. Also, the nozzle finish is a striping
of inorganic (Hughes HP l IS) white paint on the bare nozzle to limit peak
propellant ternperatures just prior to firing. This paint is highly st:able in
the solar environment and can withstand the 500°-600oc (l,000oF} nozzle
_,emperalures. Solar al_sorptance of this paint is expected to increase from
0. ]8 initially to approxirnate!_, 0. 2_ at firing because of solar exposure.
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" The pa._sivt'th,,rn_;_i,_))_trt)l.:pprt),tch_dJlize_ii.r l),e'l'l_t)r/l)(|ta

prob,, prev.tr t ,.h'_i_n l,,ts heo_ r,.t:tined for thv A_];t,";/(_('rlt;l{lr ,}t._SjRIIS. _,

l[t)'_v_'_,'t'r, I)t, call.,4r lllt, nlJliiFqttn3 llol/t)l)er;ttill _ leI13p{'r;ilure t)f t,I/q_el31s, I_tc

prtd_, rf subsystem has hi,oil i3wrvased t,_ -2_°C (-10°f_ for tt_e At}.s/Centaur
,I,,,:.;i_., Iwntcr i)()_.¢or i.,. rt,qulrt,([ trtm'_ the probe t_tts tluritl_ Lhe early porti,Jn

- t)t the transit irrom Earth So Vmms.

The range t_i" sun al,gl(,,, (,xperielw(,d by the, large, prol)(, between
:),,,);traliot_ and t:ntry ,tre shown lit Talde %-1 4. A._ the large probt: approachc, s
Venus, this sun angle variation r,,s,_lts in ste;tdilv thzcrc;_ing solar beating
dr,spit(:, the illcrc_Jng solil¢ c:on:_tant. Therefore, probe temperatures will
tend to decrease, llowever, at Still a,wles greater than ;it)out 5_ deg, the aft

cover receives illurnin;_tJon. This terds to ir_(:re;tse probe temperatures,
depending upon the choice of finishes. Since tile primary thermal desiRn
objective is to provide minimum temperatures at entry, the approach was to
use a low solar absorptance ot_ the aft cover. The selectiot_ of blact_ paint
a_;d aluminized teflem on tile he,t shield, silvered teflon u_ the ilhm,inated

aft cover stu'faces, and black pait)t o_ the uerushell base aqd on the aft cover

rf window is shown in Figure 5-51. To ndui_,dze bus heater power required
dtt:'in r transit, an [nsulated enclosure is provided around the aft cover and
heat shield base, This is necess;,ry because these s_trfaces would otherwise

.$, 4".absorb little solar energy while dissipating subs.at,,:xal energy during the
transit n'ission whet_ the sun is t_orn:al to the probe spi_ axis.

The small probe thermal finishes are also shown J.n Figure _-51.
Since the small probes experiet,ce less sun angle variation, illumination of
the aft surface will not occur. Therefore, these surfaces have a high absorp-
tance (black paint), which tends to minimize bus heater power.

|

Mass and Power Seminar Z a.nd Hardware Derivation *

A summary of the spacecraft thermal control hardware is shown in
Table 6-14, _,!ong with heater power requirements. The derivation of this
hardware is similar to that shoun for the Th,._r/!)t:lta desiqns.

Spacecraft l)esi_n Perforrnance

Bulk Tempe ratures

Tt;e bulk spacecraft temperat_tres were ,.lerived using the thermal
nodal models shown in Figures 5-52 and 5-b3, wb;ch are ._imiiar to those
used in the Thor/Delta studies.

The bulk temperatures of the pro}).: bus are shown ir_ Table 5-15 for
the principal steady state design c(,nditions t!sin g equipment shelf power taased
or, the requirements and solar ;_rray charac!erisli(s given in sl_!_sec:tton :_. 2.
Similar results are shown in 'Fal,le 5-lb for the orbiter ._pacecrafl. These
temperatures iudicate tbt_ required margins are met with salisfa(:tory rna, rgin.

AAAAAAA__TqD_



IAI))I,1 ., _,- 14. A'I I,AS/CI,?N'IAIIR '11*I;:RMAI, cor._'IROI, MASS
AND I)OWF'II RI,',QtII'I{I,.MF;N'IS

................................ . .............................................................................. - ...... )

Probe Bus Orbiter

Mass Mass ::

kg Ib Power, W kg lb _)ower W _'

i,ouvers:',: ( 2.9) () S - 3. 6) 7.8 --'

t31a)xl_t, ts/sttpport I 1. 5 2!5. 2 -- 10. 0 ?.3. Z -- ..

Shelf cloublers Z. 3 5. 0 - Z. 3 5. 0 -

Coatings 0.9 2.0 -- 0.9 Z. 0 - _

'].'on_perat_re sensors 0. I 0. 2, - 0. 1 0. 3 -

Thruster heaters'l:::' (0. 16) 0.4 4. 6 0. 2) 0. 5 5. 8

OIM heater ..... {( O. 04) (0. 1) 15, 0

'['ank heaters",::',' (0. 2'7) (0. 6' 10. 0 i 0. 27) (0. 6) 10. 0

Totals 14.8 32.4 14. 6 13. 8 30. 5 30. 5

::; Mass tabulated in Controls Subsystem.

::':',:Mass tabulated in Pl opulsion Subsystem.
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. _j_" _

NODE IDDESCRIPTION NODE ID DESCRIPTION

1 EQUIPMENT SHELF | 13 EQUIPMI£NTSHELF
2 INSULATION / 14 INSULATION
3 INSULATION / 15 INSULATION
4 THRUST CONE | 16 INSULATION
B THRUST CONE | 18 TANK INSULATION

.- 8 LOUVI_RS 19 PROPELLANT TANK
9 SOLAR PANEL 21 INSULATION

," 10 INSULATION :24 INSULATION
_- 11 INSULATION
---" 12 INSULATION

FIGURE 5-52. FROBE BUS NODAL MODEL

I
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FIGURE 5-53. ORBITER THERMAL NODAL MODEL
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llowever, as was the case for the Thor/Delta rlesigl_, temperature
,;xtrernes for the orbiter spacecraft will be encotmtered during transient
conditions. Using the orbiter bulk model, the orbit insertion phase was
examined to determine maximum time which could be spent in the worst case
attitude before the equipment temperature limits were exceeded. .As shown
by the response given in Figure 5-64, bulk average temperatures of 46°C
(115°F) are reached in 3. 5 hours for the worst sun angle (114 deg}. This

satisfies the temperature limits for most equipment operating during this
period. However, the high power densit_ rf units, i.e. , the transmitter
power amplifiers, will sustain local mounting s_lrface temperatures about

ll°C (20°F) higher than the bulk average shelf temperature. Therefore,
these units require higher temperature limits of 60 C (140°F) to meet this
transient condition. Also shown is the response for the nominal sun angle
of 111 deg, which results in a shelf bulk temperature of 40°C (104°F). This
analysis was based on louver solar loads derived from the interreflectance
test given in subsection 5. 2. While this data was developed using a model of
the Thor/Delta aft cavity geometry, it is considered applicable to the Atlas/

Centaur design. Although the conical thrust tube would tend to increase
reflected loads, the major source of reflections is the solar panel. Since

the proportions of the cavity are similar, no major differences in this latter
effect is expected. Furthermore, as indicated in the referenced test report,
some conservatism is present in the data because of modeling limitations.

Minimum orbiter temperatures will be experienced during the apoapsis
eclipse in Venus orbit. Bulk shelf response is shown in Figure 5-_5, along
with propellant tank temperature. As indicated, shelf temperature remains
well above minimum limits. The propellant tanks are shown to be above
their lower limit after the 1.8 hr eclipse duration associated with the 1978
Type II mission.

The alternate 1980 launch results in an eclipse duration of 3. Z hrs.

The tank temperature for this eclipse duration is shown to be at the limit.
The effect of providing 5 _hr of heater power per tank is also shown to produce

acceptable temperatures for this extended eclipse. However, shelf tempera-

ture is approaching its lower limit of 4°C (40°F).

The other transient design conditions, including first TCM and

periapsis heating, will have effects similar to those shown for the Thor/Delta
designs.

Shelf Temperatures

Temperatures of shelf mlits is shown ir_ TabLe _ .17 for several impor-
tan orbiter design conditions. The early cruise mode results in steady state
te_peratllres well within the lov, er bulk shelf limit of ,t°C (40°F). The apoap-
sis operatitlg n_ode in Venus orbit (r_o lor_g eclipses) results in temperatures
st_bstatttia!ly below upper limits. Temperatures for the orb_.t it_sertion, and
apoapsis eclipse traiasients are also shown. The orbit ir, sertion tra°siellt with
rr_axitnun_ solar illur_it_ation ir_ the aft cavity resttlts in ::la×_t_utY_ ,tnit tetl_pe,'a-
tt_res, As showtl for a $-l/Z h period, the power at_lplifier tet_peratt_res
sli_,htly ex_:eed their 6!)°C (1,t0oF) lituits as do the Al)P ;_t:¢l T/M processor.
[_ecattse sot_e de u,ree of conservatism ¢,xists in th,, lower solar loads en,t
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FIGURE 5-54. ORBITER TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF EQUIPMENT SHELF.
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l),,_'a_1._, th,._, tt,n_p,,ratur,,s ,,xi._l. only l)ri_.fly, op_,-ating in lh,. r,,git)n ,_I' ,_nit _i
(l,lalilication w_argin (± IO*'C) wa._ cnn._idc, r,,d a_.c,,l)lahl,,. 'lh,. l)a_t,.ri,,_ _'_,;
al)l)rna_'h II_"C (lO0_Ir). llo_t,,w,r, th,.y ar,, nonop,,r;,ting d_i,-in_ thi._ pha._,, _,
as is th,. enti r,',,xperin_,nt COl_,pl_,n_,nl. _.

Ill

Th,' lr_,nsicnt(.xpe,'in_,,_ttop,_rati()nat l)eriap._isres,dl._i,,,,_;,×i,,,,i,,, I
Ic_,l)rr;,l_res within linffts. S;,tisl'a_:lory t)_inin),]_ batt_._ry t(:_,)pc, rat,lr_:._, _r,:

il

sll,,_u for both the l.ff h and $._ h al)_,al).'_is e,'lil),_:es.

Solar Array T_ratures

t
Solar array ternpera_.ures,including those fluri.ngorbiter periapsis

passes, will I)e similar to those shown for the Thor/I)elta designs, i

BAPTA Temperatures

The I_APTA design is similar to that proposed for the Thor/Delta and

the thermal integration into the spacecraft will be similar, i.e. , BAPTA i¢'nclosed in the forward insulation blanket and the high gain antenna mast

insulated, i

The. BAPTA temp_.rature extremeu are dependent on the spacecraft
boundary temperatures which are similar for the two designs.

Thruster Temperatures

The temperatures of thruster assemblies shown for the Thor/Delta
design are generally applicable to the Atla._/Centaur co_figuration.

Orbit Insertion Motor

Temperatures and heater power required for the orbit insertion motor
are shown in Table 5-16, indicating satisfactory margins.

S.Sp2cecraft Design Tradeoifs

Louver Arrangement

Because the louver actuator senses mounting surface temperature,
proper control is achieved when the louvers are mounted to the equipment
shelf. As discussed in subsection 5. 3, interreflections limit the minimum
solar absorptance achievable with a louvered radiator to about 0. 22. This
requires that the louvers be located so that direct solar illumination occurs
only t_ansiently at most, This is particularl_t important at Venus where
solar intensity i_ nearly double _:he value at Earth,

As indicated in Table 5-1_, probe b,_ attitude requirements result _n
extensive steady state solar illumination of the probe end of the spacecraft,
while the aft end is illuminated for not more than ] hr near eart:h during the
first TCM. These attitude requirements, combined with the mounting arrange- ,
ment of the small probes, makes spacecraft heat rejection from louvers _,
mounted on the probe side of the equipment shelf very difficult. Therefore,
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louvers are mounted on the aft side of tilt: shelf and eqniprnent on the forward
side. This also satisfies experiment requiremetlts for fields of view forward

q

along the spin axis. i_

The orbiter spacecraft configuration could accommodate forward '! "
radiating louvers, since the HGA represents minimal blockage, Furthermore,
the orbiter attitude requirements do not result in an;t long term solar illumhl- !
ation on the forward end of the spacecraft. Conversely, the orbit insertion
attitude causes moderate illumination of the aft cavity for a minimum of 5-1/2 !
hr. To simpl.ify mission operations, it is d_sirable to extend ibis time if
possible. This suggests that the optimum orbiter thermal configuration is
an arrangement placing equipment on the aft side of the shell' with the louvers
radiating out the front end of the spacecraft, as illustrated schernatically in
Figure 5°56. However, experiments requiring a forward view must also be
mounted on the forward side, complicating the forward thermal blanket design
and creating some additional louver blockage.

I

This arrangement, also shown in Figure 5-56, does provide the '.,
capability of maintaining the orbit insertion attitude indefinitely without over-
heating the equipment shelf. The constraint then becomes orbit insertion motor
propellant overheating. However, this would not occur for several additional
hours, because of the large motor heat capacity. Furthermore, this constraint
could be removed if the motor nozzle finish was modified to a lower tempera-
ture level. This would, of course, increase heater power required near earth.

A disadvamage of this reversal of lower mounting is loss of shelf
design commonality between probe bus and orbiter. As mentioned above,
thermal blanket design is substantially more complex because of the need to
cover experiments on the forward side of the shelf; access is also impaired.
This approach was not seiected because the cost of deviation from a common
shelf design was deemed unjustified when considering that the selected base-
line configuration can provide the 3.1/7 hr minimum time in the orbit inser-
tion attitude.

Cansideration of mounting all equipment and louvers on the forward
side of the shelf was discarded because of excessive shelf weight required
to conduct unit dissipations laterallyto the Iouvered radiator srrfaces. This
could be reduced by using heat pipes embedded in the shelf at the co._tof
increased complexity and departure from flight proven desig_. Furthermore,
shelf area is probably insufficient to achieve a workable arrangement.

Aft Ca v.itff_Des_j_n.

The thermal finishc_ selected for the sur£aces forming the spacecraft
aft cavity strongly influence the solar loads received by the louvered radiators.
Because time in the orbit insertim! attitude is limited by shelf tetnperature
rise caused by the solar heating of the aft cavity, alternative cavity designs
have bee_ studied. The first alternative considered was the removal of the

solar panel insulation and paint/r_g of the inboard st_rface of the panel black
to reduce solar reflections. This results in a substantial reduction in panel
temperature (from 77.oC to 32°C) and a_ estimated 50 percent reduction in
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t

:,ol,)r io._(ls o,) tiiL' louvers, ll()Wevvr, tht, radiation (ouplin R of the louv(.-rs fo *l

i lhc ._ol,_r p, lnel, L'V('I_ ,_t lhis re(ht_'ed lemp(,rature, h_crease.s the pre,)rhil
i.ls,,rlio,t sh('ll lemp('zatur(" lt:vel 5oC. The net result is that shell l(,mper;t-
lur,'s ;)l't_,r !. I/_ he ;if. lhe orhl( iDs_,rtion ;tttitttde ;ire nearly the same as
pt'(,_lk_ tt,(I fc)r the I);ts_,lint, (h, uigtL

Am)tl,'r approilch consldt, rt,(I Wits the retention of the solar insulation
/_lld l]_t' (]ecr,,,;ise of solar reflectance of all insulated surfaces by some means.

This \vottl¢[ re,lute louw, r sol;it heal_ng hy al clttt 88 2ercent, l.Io',vever, the
. m_',_ns for ;_chievin R a "black" outer surface on the. insulation hl;tnkets is not

,)l)\'i,)us. Kapton hits beer) painted |)lack for some applications other than
insulation I)la)_kt, ts. Ilowever, the p;tints which have been used coald not

: witl_stand the high temperatures expected from orbit insertion motor exhaust
plume heating, lIigh temperature paints tend to he brittle, making them
undesirable for application to the flexible insulation blankets. A black fiber-
gla,ss insulation cover could be used, but its weight would equal that of the
insulation. Because of the uncerta.inties in the implementation of this approach,
it was not considered further.

Shelf l.')e sign

The use of heat pipes to provide lateral conduction paths along the
equipment shelf was considered as an alternate to doublers, Early studies
indicated that for shelf arrangements where units dissipating 5 W or more are
located some distance from a louver, no reasonable doubler thickness could

provide the necessary conduction path, A limited examination was made to
determine a heat pipe arrangement which could provide this path. Such an
arr_:,ngement i-_ shown in l:'igure 5-57. The pipes were assumed to be alum=
inure uuing p..mmonia as working flu'_d. The major consideration is q_e allow-
able temperature difierence {&T) from unit base to the louvered radiator.
Excluding drop across the shelf thickness, this &T wag selected as 10°C
(18°F}, a,vsuming the shelf temperature over the louvers wa_ 20°C (68°_£),

Itowever, it was concluded that careful arrangement of equipment
re,_ulting J.n th,", location of units dissipating 5 W or more steady state directly
over louvers could achieve the same objectives. The use of doublers in this

case is more effective since their primary purpose is to limit local power
density rather than transport energy la.terally along the shelf. As indicated,

the baseline doubler weight is comparable to that shown for the heal: pipe
arrangement. The doubler approach was selected because of its simplicity.

Probe D(,sign Pcrformaner

The larh, e prol)(, tcnlp(:rat1_r(, hi._tori.es throughout the prevntr 7 r_,is=
._ion at',> sh,)wn in Figure 5-5F_. As [ndicat(,d, the d(,sir(,d n_nim_> prrssur(,
vcs:#.(,l inl,(,ri(>r t(,tl_p(,ratur('s a r(' achi<'v('d at ('ntry just prior t/,) th(' final
ch(,cko<tl. /h(, _ini))_u)_) sl)(,lf t(,mp(,ral.ttr(,s occur o.t th(, ))(,ginning of th(,
lra_sit _ission. As i)_dicat(,d, to nxaintain shelf trn_p('ratur(,s ahoy(, -2.))'C
(_10'I,'}, 15 W of prot)e I)t_s h(,at(_v pow(,r ar(, r(,quirrd. lhe variation of
pow('r r(,¢lui)'rd v(,rsus l?)linillHttTI Sl|('}f t('n_p('r(ttl_r(' is shown in Figure ri-_q.

........ ' ........................................... 0000000-3-TSC-1-2-
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An alternate design approach was considered which could elimir_ate

this power reqtlirement. Iiy increasing the solar absorptance of the aft cover it-
(i.e. , black pairJt) and making the appropriate change in the heat shield strip-
ing, the desired entry temperature can be achieved while increasing the probe
t_mperatures at the beginning of the transit mission. This, of course, also
entails the deletion of the insulated barrier enclosing the aft end of the large
probe when mounted on the bus. The resulting temperature histories are
sh_wn in Figure 5-60, asstu_ing no bus heater power. Unfortunately, this
design results in shelf temperatures approaching -18°C (0°F) during the
period between separation and entry. It was decided that there was some
risk in operating the battery at this temperature even at the low load required
during this time. Therefore, the more col.servative design approach was
selected.

The small probe temperature histories are shown in Figure 5-61. Here ::

again, heater power (5 W} is required to maintain minimum survival tempera-
tt, zes. A somewhat different postseparation temperature history is showrL for
the small probes in that temperatures increase slightly with time rather than

decrease, as shown for the large probe. This is attributed to the smaller i
variation in sun angle which tends to be more than offset by the increasing

solar intensity as the planet is approached. The entry temperature design

point of -l°C (30°.F) is retained to favor the descent thermal control design.

Although the battery minimum temperature margin just after separation is

somewhat reduced (3°C instead of 5°C as provided at entry), the iowbattery

load at this time makes this acceptable.

'_, °f" o

_2_ _-r

:

[._a. o _

FIGURE 5"61 SMALL PROBE FRE.-ENTRY TEMPERATURES
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6. HARNESS SUBSYSTEM

The harness subsystem forthe probe bus and orbiter consists of the
harness assemblies, comprised of wire bundles, connectors, and ancillary
hardware, mounted on the forward side of the equipment shelf; it provides
interconnections for all units of all other subsystems. An evaluation was
made of the use of small gage wire (28 AWG) and microminiature connectors
in lieu of the more conventional heavier gage wires (Z4 and 22 AWG) and sub-
miniature connectors for weight and volumetric savings (Study Task EP 3).
This study was limited to that portion of intercabling served by insulated
conductors terminating in multipin connectors; rf circuits requiring waveguide
and coax are described in the communication subsystem section.

The tradeoff consists of savings in weight at the expense of reduced
reliability and increased cost. Data derived from an experimental harness
fabricated with the lighter components was favorable with respect to durability.
The estimated cost increment is significant but not excessive.

Weight calculations for conceptual cabling subsystems show savings
in excess of 32 percent for both spacecr',dt.

Since the tradeoff is primarily cost versus weight, the Z8 AWG/matrix
connector combination was selected for the Thor/.Delta baseline to achieve
weight improvement. For the Atlas/Centaur baseline, the Z4 AWG/matrix
connector combination was selected _o minimize cost.

6. I REQUIREMENTS

The harness subsystem, including component, process, and material
selection, must be designed and fabricated to provide the optimum combina-
tion of size, weight, electrical performance, reliability,and environmental
protection. These characteristics must be achieved while considering
minimum cost and maximum accessibility. This subsystem must also provide
appropriate interfaces, both electrical and mechanical, with all other sub-
systems. Finally, the design must satisfy functional requirements of EMC
control, magnetic field suppression, EED safety, and electricalbonding.

For an intercabling system definition,intercon_tectrequirements
must he known or assumed. These consist of equipments, equipment corR'ig-
uration, number and sizes of disconnects per equipment, signal li_,'_and
signal destination per cq_iprnent, routing paths and wire lengths. Basic data

6-I
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wt, l'o dcriw:d from preliminary ,_ubsystem ._pecifications and design data.
Where preliminary requirements were not definitive enough, _he assumption
wa_ nlacte that tile interconnection data would be similar to that of correspond-
ing ._ubsystems on prior space vehicle design,

6.2 TI:ADI:'S

Most of the requirements noted in the preceding subsection are in

conflict, such that optimization of any one parameter results in degradation

of others. In considering tradeoffs, the one area which seems the most

promising with respect to feasibility and improved mission capabilities is in

the field of cabling size and weight. Wire an(i connector size can be reduced

from accepted standard practice without compromising electrical performance.

la:very few circuits is copper size dictated by voltage drop or current carry-
ing capacity considerations. Minimum wire gage and connector size are in

most cases selected on the basis of the mechanical strength required to with-

stand handling.

Convent,onal Hughes practice on all prior space vehicles has been the

use of 24 AWG wire, in high strength copper alloy conductor, as an acceptable
minimum, in conjunction with a class of connectors denoted as subminiature.

An evaluation was made of the use of small gage wire (28 AWG) and micro-

miniature connectors in lieu of the more con_tentionM heavier gage wires

(24 and 22 AWG) and subminiature connectors for weight and volumetric

savings (Study Task EP 3).

Feasibility of harness fabrication with adequate durability, using these

materials for similar intercabling requirements, had previously been demon-

strated in a Company-sponsored IR&Dprogram (TIC No. 4114.20/65, dated

:4 Mar, 1972: IR&D Summary Report Light Weight Harness Design).

In the connector terminology used herein, which is in agreement with
w:ndor's data sheets, subminiature refers to connectors having number 20
contacts on 0. I00 in. centers, and microminiature describes connectors

having number 2P- or smaller contacts spaced on centers substantially le_s

than this, down to 0.050 in. Typical of the _ubrniniature class is the Cannon

DM rectangular; typical of the rnicrominiature class is the Cannon MDM

rectangular,

Conclusions from the Company-spensored program were as follows.

The microm_niaturc connector having wire form solder contacts on 0.050 in.

centers presented significant assembly problems _ts compared to another

candidate having in_ert;._ble crimp contacts on 0.075 in. centers. This
latter connector, the Matrix Doublc-Density-D (Figure 6-1), was judged to
be ,m acceptable compromise between the .subm!.niature and microrniniature
classes ,_f c(mnectors. .As its mtrne imp/ie.s, it: provides double the contact
density ill the ._ame shell ._iz¢, as the <'orrespotlding standard _ubminiature,
hut ca,1 be readily wired usitlg standard a_sembly and hactdling teclmi'ques.
I;'_:,r these roascms, in addition to _he fact that t.hc Matrix design has bce_
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qualified and slated for u_e ,)n the OSO program, this connector wa_ selected _
as the standard for evaluation of wiring techniques in the pz'obe bus and
orbiter.

For those few leads where voltage drop considerations might negate
28 .'\WG, lhe connector can be provided with contacts as required to accept
either 34 or 22 AWG wires.

ha the Corrlpany-sponsored program, a multiconnector harness having
wire runs averaging three feet was constructed employing 28 AWG wire
(Figure 6-2). To simulate the n,ost severe handling conditions, the harness
was subjected to _everal rework cycles. The assembly technicians reported
no difficulty in working with the small gage wire, either during initial fabri-
cation or rework at the crimp type connectors as proposed for Pioneer Venus,
and no failure modes were encountered.

' The tradeoff incurs an increase in both design and manufacturing
costs, resulting from the developmer.t of new processes, procurement of
new tools, and greater difficulty in handling and terminating, particularly
where shielded wires are involved, which were not evaluated in the e):peri-
mental harness. Miniaturization implies tighter, hence more costly,
tolerances; e.g., the tolerance on crimp indent depth for 24 AWG wire
would be unacceptable on 28 AWG wire. The major cost increment is in the
area of manufacturing labor costs, estimated to i_crease by Z0 to 30 percent;
for the probe bus, the cost delta Js approximately $11,000, and for the
orbiter, the delta is approximately $15,600.

The weight tradeoff, however, is significant; _Iable 6-1 sbows, for
28 AWG, a savings of 2. 22 kg (4.9 !b) for the probe bus harness and 3. 2] kg
(7.0 lb) for the orbiter harness for Thor/Delta.

6. 3 "IHOR/DELTA BASELINE DESCRIPTION

Both the probe bus _nd orbiter harness subsystems are comprised of
several major harness subassemblies, mounted on the shelf with breakouts
as required to subsystem units. Because <ff higher equipment density on the
orbiter, this cabling subsystem will be larger, more complex, and weigh
more than that provided for the probe bus.

A conceptua_ cabling scheme was devised for the orbiter and probe
bus corffigur_:_tions, and weights c_.tlculated with the tradeoff being 24 AWG
versus Z8 ,\WG. :MI versions employed the Matrix connector, Results _re
to.bulated in Table 6-1. and the input data was; derived _sing the following
a s sumpti on s:

• Total number ,,f comaecto):s required reflects the c¢,_:figur;_tion
of units as defined ,.,t th(' time of the study

a Average weight per cormector was derived _rom an ,tssumed mix
of connecto)" ._izes eequired

a
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I,

:__ • Numbe," of circuits (wir¢_s) required was based on schematic ,
:_ data as ,,vailabLe aL the time of the study

r • :kvcr_tgc icngth pc.:: wire was based on structare _ize, cqui.pmentj .'
placement, and available routing paths

,| •• • Wire weight/unit length (kg/km) assumes use of wire having
_-; h_aulation per MIL-W-81044, employing in addition a conventional

mix of shielded, unshielded, and multiple constructions

Table 6-1 indicates th.e weight savings which can be achieved through
the use of 28 AWG wire and dictates its selection for the Thor/Delta baseline

where weight reduction is of paramount importance.

6.4 AT I.AS/'CENTAUR BASELINE DESCRIPTION i

In a n_anner similar t_ the Thor/Delta baseline, as described in the

precedin_ paragraph, the ham, ss subsystem will be arranged on the equip-

: ment shelf wif.h appropriate breakout pigtails. Assumptions required to
arrive at a weight estimate are as for Thor/Delta, with the follow.l.ng excep-
tions:

• Mininmn_ wire s_ze is 24 A WG,

• Average length per wire is scaled up by 20 percent to
account for the larger diameter equipment shelf, as
i.s wire support provisions.

• The Atlas/Centaur orbiter version includes the following
equipment iten_s over and above the Thor/Delta con-
figuration:

1. Two power amplifiers

2. An X band transmitter (coaxial included in the

communications subsystem)

Table 6-2 sun_marizes the weight delta for just these items.
lablc ,,_3, based on _,he foregoing assumptions, stm_marizes the harness
_,tbsyst,,tn characteristics a_xd weight e,_tin_ate,_.
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APPENDIX A :

THOR/DELTA SPACECRAFT STRESS ANALYSIS
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